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THE POISONOUS SNAKES OF NORTH AMERICA.

By Leoxhard Stejneger.

Curator, Department of Beptiles and Batrachians, U. S. National Mmeui

It is the purpose of the pieseut paper to give in a convenient form
a review of our knowledge coueerning- the poisonous snakes of Xorth
America; to make the results of the specialists in the field accessible

to a larger public; to bring together in one place a summary of an
immense literature very often beyond the reach even of the student;
to point out where our knowledge is defective, and to suggest new
avenues of research.

Many popular errors will be corrected, while others will be disposed
of by a simple statement of facts, from which the reader is expected
to draw his own conclusions. No attempt will be made to discuss and
controvert the purposely exaggerated stories with which the literature

of the day abounds.

THE so CALLED "HARMLESS" POISONOUS SNAKES.

If a snake is caught, killed, or seen, and any question raised as to its

poisonous or harmless nature, it will be found that the presumption of
guilt is against it, and that incontrovertible proof will be required by
even highly educated people, not specially informed, before they are
willing to believe in its innocence. An expert insisting that the snake
in question belongs to a species wholly devoid of poison would probably
during this discussion be met with the statement that a serious case of
poisoning had once come under the observation of one of the persons
present, the result of a bite of this very kind of snake. In spite of the
fact thatnothingiscommouerand easierthan misidentitication of snakes,
and that consequently the bite might have been caused by a really

different kind of snake, the expert would not be in a position to contra-
dict the accuracy of the statement, though he might be able to recall to

his oi)ponent quite a number of similarly serious cases resulting from
the bites of animals unquestionably non-poisonous in the accepted mean-
ing of the word. He might quote Livingston's statement that the bite
of the large felines is commonly followed by symptoms of poisoning,
and he would relate cases of swelling and inflammation of serious

345
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extent, perliaps even death, nndoubtedly caused by the bites of rats,

dogs, eats, cows, liorses, and even luaji himself.

It is clear then that we can not always conclude that a snake belongs

to a venomous kind from the fact that its bite results in symptoms of

poisoning. ^Modern science shows us that such results in other animals

are due to the presence in their saliva of those minute organisms, the

bacteria whose name at least is nowadays so well known to everybody.

The general public knows these cases as blood-poisoning, the pro

fessional man refers to them as cases of septic:emia. The fact that

the poison of snakes is only a modified saliva should not lead anybody

to suppose that snake poison and the bacteria-infected saliva—though

both may lead to fatal results—have anything in common in their

nature. On the contrary, the sooner both the general public and the

medical practitioner understand this difference and act accordingly, the

better.

When speaking of poisonous or venomous snakes, therefore, T shall

only refer to such snakes as are provided with a specific—to them

peculiar—poison and an apparatus especially adapted for the introduc-

tion of this poison into the wound of the victim.

The question naturally will be asked :
" Which, then, are our poisonous

snakes?"

The i)roi)er answer would be that only those of our snakes are refer-

able to this category which are possessed of a movable or constantly

erect lioison fang at the anterior end of the upper jaw bones, and even

those who, on slight information, profess to be well informed, would in

most cases admit that the above answer is correct. But it may be

shown that this is only partly so.

Students of snakes have for more than fifty years kei)t an eye on a

certain category of snakes as " suspects.''

It seems that the Dutch professor, Keinwardt, while in Java, was the

first to discover that certain snakes, dreaded by the inhabitants of that

island as venomous, are provided with long grooved fangs at the pos-

terior end of the maxillary bone. He communicated this discovery to

]3r. H. Boie in Leyden, who published it in 182G.* The suspicion

expressed by Prof. Reinwardt that this channel or groove on the

anterior side of these fangs might convey the fluid from aj^oison gland

led to several important investigations, the first of which to be pub-

lished was Dr. Hermann Schlegel's memoir on the salivary glands of the

serpents with grooved teeth.

t

He came to the conclusion that inasmuch as he found the structure

of their glands to be similar to that of other salivary glands, there could

be no doubt that they secrete "a fluid similar to the ordinary sahva;"

and as "recent observations of travelers" served to show that the

bites of snakes with grooved teeth produce no fatal results to man, he

*Okeiis Isis, 1826, p. 213.

tNova Acta Acad. Leop. Nat. Curios., Iionu. xi\ , 1828 (pp. 145-154).
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asserted with characteristic positiveness that it is "erroneous" to class
with venomous serpents those snakes which have the posterior teeth
long and channeled. However, a short time after, Prof. G. L. Duver-
noy, of Strasbourg-, published a no less important treatise on the sub-
ject.* He pointed to the yellow portion of the supramaxillary gland
as being structurally different from the white portion, and from Us being
connected with a large grooved fang by a single duct he concluded, with
equal assurance, that we have here before us a venom apparatus only
in degree differing from that of the snakes with poison ftings fixed to
the anterior end of the maxillary bone. His results were accepted and
introduced into the classification adopted in the monumental herpeto-
logical work of Dumeril and Bibron, the Erpetologie Generale, in
which the snakes with grooved posterior fangs were placed in a separate
group as ^'Opistofflyphsr On the other hand, Schlegel, paying no
attention whatever to Duveruoy, in his "Physiognomic des Serpentes,"
maintained his standpoint, and so great was the authority of the learned
Leyden professor that his view was until quite recently accepted by
some of the most prominent systeraatists. It seems that neither side
ever attempted to end the dispute by direct experiments, and gradu-
ally the Opisto(jhjphs to many herpetologists ceased even to be "sus-
pected."

About ten years ago the interest in this question was suddenly
revived, and as it may now be fairly regarded as a burning one, some
space will be devoted to a short review of several of the recent inves-
tigations into this theme.

Two Italian students, M. G. Peracca and C. Deregibus, were led to
make special investigations into the possible venomous nature oi Mal-
polon lacertina

{= Ccvlopeltis insignitus), a snake common about Nizza
and in parts of Italy. In a communication to the Academy of Medicine
at Turin, in May, 1883, f after first describing the grooved fangs, the
glands, and the duct leading to the fang, they recounted their experi-
ences with the snake in question:

Their experiments were carried out with two specimens of Coelopeltis
{=2MpoJon), one of medium size, the other much larger; the victims
consisted of lizards, frogs, and toads. The snake did not bite them
voluntarily; it was necessary to open its mouth and to force the animal,
into its throat; whereupon the snake inoculated the venom, the motion
of the bone carrying the poison fangs being very distinctly seen on
account of the manner in which they were standing out from the poste-
rior part of the head. The act of biting lasted some moments, and
the snake repeated this act several times without allowing its prey to
escape.

The animals were bitten in the hind limb; in the case of the frog the
skin had to be removed from the part to be bitten, as the irritating

* Ann. Sci. Nat., xxvi, 1832. pp. 144-156; xxx, 1833, pp. 6-26.
f Giornale della R. Accadeniia di Medicina di Torino, (3) xxxi, 1883, pp. 379-383.
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secretion of the skin appeared to be particularly distasteful to the

snake. Without reciting the various experiments in detail, the authors

state the more apparent phenomena accompanying them to be, (1) the

suspension of the respiration, which, in the main, occurs in a very few

minutes (thirteen minutes being the maximum in a toad) and may
happen suddenly, or maybe preceded by a gradual sinking interrupted

by a deep breathing itause; (2) the cessation of reflex movements in the

bitten limb, while still persisting for some time in the rest of the body;

the excitements applied below the bitten point ceased almost immedi-

ately to be transmitted to the medulla and to show reflexes. This

alteration maintained itself local for some time, afterwards ])rogressing

toward the periphery along the nerves of the wounded limb. The
general paralysis does not delay long in coming. It is but rarely

accompanied by convulsions. The heart continues to beat for a long-

while (in the toad) but its strength decreases gradually. The blood

revealed nothing notable under the spectroscope; as a matter of course

it had become venous at the suspension of the respiration. The rapid

changes which were observed at the wounded point are noteworthy;

the muscular tissue became livid and inexcitable. Death ensued

generally in half an hour, or less; in a toad it took place in twenty-six

minutes. The heart of a frog continued to beat for many hours after.

The authors then call attention to the interesting similarity between

the above symptoms and those accompanying the poisoning by the

cobra de capello, and Anally state that they have made controlling

experiments with innocuous snakes which did not have such eftect

upon the animals bitten.

In a subsequent resume of this article* the same authors add that

the effects of the bite of the Malpolon are not to be feared by man. "It

seems," they say, " that the bite is only dangerous to reptiles, birds,

and small mammals (mice); young dogs have resisted the poison rather

well."

Similar investigations and experiments were carried out about the

same time, or a little earlier (1882), on an American species in Guana-

juato, Mexico, by Prof. A. Duges, who has published his notes concern-

ing Trimorphodon hiscniatHS,] a snake belonging to a genus representa-

tives of which have been found along our Southern, border. He gives

figures of his dissections, showing the venomous gland with its duct

supplying the grooved posterior fangs with the poison. He records his

experience as follows:

One day as I was admiring the snake I saw liim seize a Cnemidophorus HCxUneatua

[the striped swift, a lizard], at the middle of the body, advancing its jaws so as to

bring the coiner of the month in contact with the body ot the lizard; for several

moments it clieired (a rare occurrence in a snake) its victim without the latter mov-
ing, letting go after having killed it; but at this juncture the saurian was swallowed

* Archives Italiennes de Biologic, v, 1884, pp. 108-109.

tLa Naturaleza, (Mexico), vi, 1884, pp. 145-148.
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by another snake (Ophibolus doUaiits) which was kept in the same cage, thns iire-

venting me from finishing the observation. A few days after, the same Trimorpho-

(lon caiight another Citemidoiihorns by the left arm and chewed it several limes. At
the end of a few minntes the bitten animal died withont convnlsions, without

agitation, as if asleep, a little bloo<l issuing I'rom the wound.

A little later (1885), Mr. Otto Ednmud Eiife* published some observa-

tions, also made in 18S2, on Tarhophis inrax, an opistoglypli snake

inhabiting the countries bordering on the Eastern Mediterranean, and
from his account we quote as follows:

I offered the half grown snake a perfectly healthy Lacerta rivipara, which he at

once commenced to lap with his tongue and then grasped slowly behind the fore legs.

The lizard defended itself as best it could and used its teeth well on the enemy. In

less than a minute the lizard was almost motionless, the jaws were powerless, and
the eyes closed; before the expiration of another half minute the lizard died, and
was then swallowed.

Prof. Leon Vaillant, of the Museum of Natural History, at Paris,

observed the poisonous effect of the bite of another of the opistoglyph

snakes, Tragops prasinusy Wagler, and gives the Ibllowing interesting

account of one of the observations :t

A small living green lizard was presented to the snake by means of a forceps. The
enake seized it across the neck without descending from the shrubbery among which
it used to live, and by the play of the jaws drew it back to the corner of the mouth.

The lizard tossed and bent about, winding its body and tail round the head of the

snake; three minutes later it hangs down inert, only the tail still trembling; after a

similar space of time convulsions of the whole body occur again, twining itself

around the head, then relajtsing Avithout motion, except some spasmodic undulations

of the tail; this lasts for two minutes, and the animal is dead. It will be seen that

this poison must have been tolerably active, as it caused the death of the lizard in

about eight minutes after the puncture by the fangs, which must have taken place

when the lizard reached the angle of the mouth, as the snake made no movement
after that.

It seems quite plain from these observations that we have here to

do with a specific poison. The victims succumbed within a very short

time, and while it is evident that death was not caused by the mechau-
ical injury inflicted by the bite, much less by the shock, there is as

little room for assuming that it was due to the action of bacteria-

infected ordinary saliva.

These experiments have agaiu roused the interest in the morphology
and physiology of -these glands, and two years ago, sixty years after

Duveruoy's work, Mr. F. Niemann published f some investigations

upon this subject. Among other snakes he dissected and described

two species with posterior grooved fiings, and he clearly demonstrates

that, in both, the yellowish gland has already passed the innocuous

stage and become a true poisou gland, though structurally somewhat
intermediate—as are, in fact, the fangs. He found in both species the

yellowish gland well circumscribed and clearly differentiated from the

* Zool. Garten, 1885, p. 45.

tMem. Centen. Soc. Phibmi., 1888, Sc. Nat., p. 44*.

tArchiv f. Naturgeschichte, Lviii, i, 1892, pp. 262-286, pi. xiv.
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'Fig. 1.

DIAGRAMMATIC LATERAL

VIEW OF THE HEAD OF

TRAUOPS.

a Poison gland; b supra-

labial gland.

(After Niemann.)

true supralabial glaud, although both glands are eontaiued in the same

envelope of connective tissue, and he was able to trace the single duct

leading from the yellowish gland to the groove of the posterior elon-

gated fang. One of the species was Tragops prasinns, Wagler (the same

species with which Prof. Vaillaut experimented), and an inhabitant of

the East Indies, the other heiug Lepiodeira anun-

lata, (L.), from tropical America. Fig. 1 is a copy

of Mr. Niemann's schematic representation of the

arrangement in the former. Fig. 2 shows a sec-

tion of the grooved fang near its base, copied from

the same author.

That, these snakes are not entirely harmless,

even to man, is evident from the very recent expe-

rience of Mr. J. J. Quelch, of Georgetown, British

Guiana,* who was bitten on the first finger by a large specimen of the

common red-white-andblack-banded snake, Eryihrolamprns venustlssi-

mus, driving its hinder grooved teeth three times- down into the flesh.

About half an hour after, the linger became much swollen at the place

and distinctly very painful. It was not till about four hours after-

ward that real relief was obtained, though the place

was tender for a much longer time. Another case

was that of the clerk in the Museum, who was bitten

on the finger by a young specimen of the. common
frog snake or Mattipi, Xenodon sererus, whose binder

enlarged teeth were driven deeply into the flesli, with

a result similar to that described in the case of the

other snake.

It will be observed that while the snake by which

Mr. Quelch himself was bitten is a true opistoglyph

with grooved posterior fangs, the. one which caused

a similar result in the clerk, viz, the Xenodon, has

the enlarged posterior teeth solid and not grooved.

I would call attenti(m to the fact, however, that this

identical species is described by Duvernoyt as iiaving the yellowish

gland well differentiated. That the bite of the allied species, Xenodon

rliabdoceplwlus, did apparently have no unpleasant effect on Dr. Strad-

liiigl is not difficult of explanation in view of the fact that occasionally

the bite of even some of the most dangerous snakes has been ineffective,

but enough is said to show that the question is not an unreasonable one:

Is it essential for a truly venomous snake to possess grooved fangs?

As a matter of fact, at the very moment of this sentence going to

press, the (piestion seems answered conclusively in the negative by the

experiments of Phisalix and Bertrand, who have shown that the saliva

Fig. 2.

CROSS SECTION OF

GROOVED FANG OF

TRAGOPS PRASINUS,

NEAR BASE.

Enlarged, a I'oiaon

groove; 6 pulp t-avity.

I .^fter Kiennnn.

)

* Zooloiiist (3), XVII, .January, 1893, pp. 30-31.

t Ann. 8c. Nat., xxx, 1833, pp. 14-15.

X Referred to in Miss C. C. Hopley's, "Snakes, etc." 1882, p. 400.
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of even ordinary solid-toothed harmless snakes contains the same
specific poison which characterizes the dreaded thanatophidia. Fuller

account of their discoveries will be found in the concluding chapter of

this treatise.

However, since the character of the saliva of the harmless snakes

does not seem to play any role in their economy, so far as obtaining

food, or defending themselves against enemies, is concerned, we are

still justified in regarding the opistogl^-phs as a distinctly specialized

group of poisonous snakes, aside from any consideration of their prob

ably more or less close genetic relationship.

Allhoagh thus in the strictest sense poisonous, these comparatively

harmless snakes do not claim the deep interest which snakes, dangerous

to human life, through dread of the mysterious power excite in the pop-

ular mind. No attempt will be made then to treat of their structure

and other peculiarities, in the present connection, beyond remarking that

we have within the confines of the United States the representative of

four genera of opistoglyph snakes, which may easily be referred to

their respective divisions by the following characters:

Synojysis of the Opistogh/pli Snakes occiirrhK/ in the United States.

a' Head but sliji;litly distinct; i)U]»il round; no scale-pits.

/>'. No loreal Tantilla. '

b '. Loreal present Coniophanes. t

a- Head wide, very distinct; pupil vertical ; two scale-pits.

b '. One loreal Lepfodeira. t

b -. Two or more loreals Trimorphodon . ^

THE CORAL SNAKES.

Family Flapid.e.

There has been almost as nuich doubt about the poisonous nature of

the Coral Snakes, Elapidce, as of those mentioned in the preceding chap-

ter, but as there has been enough evidence to show that the bite of

these pretty animals may be fatal even to man, and as they are unde-

niably very nearly related to the deadly cobra, || the scourge of India,

the verdict has decided against them long ago.

There are numerous doubters yet, however. Letters are often received

from Florida asking whethei- the Coral Snake, or Harlequin Snake found

* TantiUa, Baird and Girard, Cat. N. Am. Serp., p. 131 (1853) l=ITomalocranion,

DUMERli,, Prodr. Class. Ophid., p. 94 (18.53)]. Type TautiUa coronata, B. & G.—Four
species, ranging from South Carolina to southern California and south.

t CoHJow/iaxes, Hallowell, Proc. Acad. Phila., 1860 (p. 484\ Type C. fissideus,

GfTNTH. One species from extreme southern corner of Texas.

XLeptodeira, Fitzingek, Syst. Kept., p. 27 (1843). \_Sibon of authors, but not of Fit-

zinger.] Type, Dipsas annulata, Schlkg.—One species from extreme southern corrTer

of Texas.

SS Trimorphodon, Cope, Proc. Acad. Phila., 1861, p. 297. Type, T. lyrophanes, Cope.—
One species from southern Arizona.

II
See plate 19.
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there, is poisonous or not, and the Museum is asked to decide bets

made by persons taking opposite sides on this question.

The cause of this diversity of opinion is usually that the person

defending the character of tlie Harlequin Snake, by quoting cases in

which the bitten persons did not suffer any more injury than if they

had been bitten by an ordinary gartersnake, has mistaken the identity

of the snake and confounded the really poisonous Harlequin Snake, or

Flaps, with one or the other of two or three entirely innocent snakes

which resemble it greatly in color and which inhabit the same locality.

It is a remarkable tact that this curious imitation or "mimicry" of the

gaily colored Elapn by one or more harmless species takes place almost

throughout the range of the former. So close is the resemblance in

some instances that even alleged experts have been deceived.

On the other hand, it appears that some, at least, of the species of

Elaps are of a temperament so gentle that they only use their weapon

in very extreme cases. Prince Max von Wied seems to have been the

first to have raised the question as to the venomous character of two

Brazilian members of the genus {Elaps coraUiiiits and Ekq)s marq/ravii),

for he states* that he used to carry them about his person and that

they never even attempted to bite. The prince can not well be sus-

pected of mistaking the species, f(n^ not only was he an expert herpeto-

logist, but he described and figured them both most accurately and

minutely. Our own well-known Elaps fulvius has a defender of no less

high standing among the students of reptiles, Mr. Holbrook, the South

Carolinian author of the monumental "North American Herpetology,"

printed in five sumptuous quarto volumes, who statest that the indi-

viduals he ha<l seen had been of a very mild character, and could not

be induced to bite under any provocation whatever. "Indeed," he

remarks, "although possessed of poisonous fangs, they are universally

regarded as innocent snakes, and are constantly handled with impunity,

never to my knowledge having injured any one."|

The "instruments of destruction" (which he refers to in the same

paragraph) are the hollow fangs, fastened, one on each side of the upper

jaw, to the anterior end of the maxillary bone. It will be seen that this

is an arrangement exactly the reverse of what obtains in the opistoglyph

snakes of the previous chapter, hence the genus Elaps and its allies

are known as proieroglyphs.^ The fang being at the front of the mouth

makes it much more effective as a weapon—in the opistoglyphs it can

even hardly be regarded as such—aLd in it will be shown that the

little beauty is fully capable of using it when required.

The following case is a celebrated one, and in many respects highly

* Beitr. Naturg. Brasil, i, p. 402 (1825).

t N. Am. Herpet., iii, 2 ed., pp. 49-52 (1842).

} LeConte's statement to the same effect (Southern Med. Surg. Jonni., ix, 1853,

J). 652) is scarcely more than a copy of Holbrook's.

(ji From the Greek nfiunpug (proteros), anterior: j/ro?/ (glyphe), a groove.
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instructive. For lull details the reader is referred to the report upon

it pubisljed by Mr. Frederick W, True* after the occurreuce. A brief

account is, bowever, inserted here.

The victim was Mr. Zeno Sbindler, an employee of the U. S. National

Museuui, aud tbe ofteuder a medium-sized Ulaps fulvins, received

from Mr. James Bell, of Gainesville, Fla.

On June 1, 1882, between 2 and 3 o'clock in the afternoon, prepara-

tory to making the color sketch from the live snake which should serve

for a guide m paiuting the plaster cast to be made from it, Mr. Shin-

dler attempted to transfer the suake from the terrarium to a glass jar^

holding it tightly by the neck. At the moment he let go, the snake's

tail touched the bottom of the jar, and before he had time to remove
his hand the snake fastened its fangs in his left index finger. The
snake did not strike like the rattlesnake, but bit hard closing the lower

jaw upon the finger, and held on so firmly that it had to be wrenched
off, by which operation one of the fangs was broken off in the wound.
The first symptoms, which appeared immediately after the bite,

according to Mr. True, consisted of violent pain at the wound. The
symptoms continued without material change to 4:30 p. m. At that

hour the first symptoms of drowsiness or unconsciousness made their

appearance, and remained until the morning of the third day.

At 7:30 p. ni. on the day of the bite Mr. Shindler felt so ill that he

deemed it prudent to call upon his physician, Dr. L. M. Taylor, of

Washington, whose treatment is given in full in Mr. True's report.

In three days after treatment the patient felt in good health again.

About two months after the event, however, jiain set in once more at

the bitten finger, extending to the knuckles; and after a few days an
ulcer made its appearance above the latter.

Mr. Shindler's troubles were not yet over, and as the periodical

recurrence of the symptoms have been very marked, I shall bring it

down to date (December, 1894 1).

Mr. Shindler tells me that every summer, a few days before June 2,

the day he was bitten, the wounded finger commences to pain, mostly

at night. A sore is formed and soon breaks open, aud as a result the

nail invariably comes off. The attack lasts for about two weeks.

Two years ago, liowever, and ten years after the accident, the recur-

rence was prevented by a remedy commonly used in Brazil against

suake bite, and brought to Mr. Shindler from that country by his friend,

Dr. A. de Bausset. The remedy consists of the leaves and stem of a

vine {2Iica)tia guaclin) an infusion of which was taken internally imme-
diately before the expected recurrence of the symptoms, with the result

that, although the pains arrived on time, no eruption took place. His
experience in 1893 and 1894 was similar.

* American Naturalist, xvii, January, 1883, pp. 26-31.

t Dr.Yarrow lias already reported tbe ease up to 1886 (Medical News, L, 1887, p. 624).

H. Mis. 184, pt. 2 23
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Mr, True, in the same article, also published letters froiu two Texan

physicians reporting three cases of bites by Coral Snakes, two of which

ended fatally, the tirst ones on record, I believe.*

Dr. Thomas Kearney, of San Antonio, relates one case, as follows:

The foUowiug case of a bite of a Coral Snake, followed by death, occurred near

Corpus Christi, Texas, during the last year of the '• late unpleasantness." An infant

child of Mr. Alexander Stringer was playing in the yard, and being attracted by the

bright colors of a coral snake, grasped it near the middle. The screams of the child

brought its parents to its relief, but too late; the snake had done its work. The

child lingered in great agony until the following nujrningand died, as above stated.

The snake, as described to me, was about 18 inches long.

The other cases were reported by Dr. J. Hertt", also of San Antonio,

who wrote that one of the bitten men died in twenty-four honrs, while

the other one recovered after an almost fatal prostration of thirty-six

hours' duration

:

Thcffatal case I know of came under my observation a few minutes before death

occurred under the symptoms of paralysis of toe heart. The second case was

brought soon enough for me to try stimulants—whisky, hypodermic injections of

ammonia, and fomentations of digitalis leaves over the region of the kidneys. The

man, a strong young Scotchman, recovered in three days, and felt only a feeling of

tingling in his extremities for some time after. * * * Both men kept the snakes

as pets, and the last one usedtojiut his linger in the animal's mouth very often to

show how tame he was. One day he put it in a little deeper than usual, and while

trying to extricate it the teeth bit him.

It would, however, seem that death from the bite of this snake is not

so very uncommon, for Mr. Frederick A. Lucas informs me that a

brother of Mr. S. A. Eobinson, of Orlando, Fla., has told him that he

knows of three fatal cases. I may also refer to the cases recently

reported by Dr. Einar Lcennberg in the Proceedings of the F. S.

National Museum (vol. xviii, 1S94, p. 334).

That great authority on snake poison, Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, of Phila-

delphia, nevertheless asserted! as late as 1889 that " the beautiful Coral

Snake, the little Ela^j.s of Florida," is "too small with us to be danger-

ous to man." Dr. Paul B. Barringer, of the University of Virginia, in a

well written account of '-The Venomous Reptiles of the United States,"

read before the Southern Surgical and Gynecological Association, Nov-

vember 1-, 1891, | strongly ])r()tests against this and quotes a case,

reported by Mr. Charles E. Coe, § of a workman at Oakland, Orange
County, Fla., who died from the effects of a bite. About half an hour

after being bitten pains came on in his hand and arm, followed by

drowsiness and a dull pain in the head. A doctor was called, but the

man died eighteen hours after receiving the bite.

* Harlan, however, states that the Harlequin Snake "may be fatally mistaken for

the scarlet snake." (Med. and Phys. Researches, 1835, p. 127.)

t Century Magazine, xxxviii, August, 1889, p. 505.

i Venomous Rei)tiles of the United States, p. 3.

§ Scientific American, i.xiv, June 27, 1891, p. 101.
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In view of these facts before us it will no louger answer to applj' such

adjectives as " harmless"* or " innocuous to man ''
t to a snake of which

it is positively known that its bile is dangerous. It is granted that

Flaps is comparatively rare; that it is retiring in its habits, mostly

living under ground, and that it has a very gentle and amiable tem-

jjerameut. When it does bite, however, its bite is as venomous as that

of a rattlesnake or moccasin of the same size, and even more so. It is

probably quite true that the snake, in all the cases referred to above,

was handled roughly and provoked beyond endurance; but it is also

true that it would not, in most cases, have had an opportunity to do the

mischief, if it had not eujoyed such an excellent reputation.

It has been repeatedly asserted that the mouth of the Elaps is so

small that it can not bite as well as the other poisonous snakes. This,

however, is somewhat of a mistake. Externally and superficially the

head of the Elaps appears very short and narrow, and the opening of

the gape of but slight capacity. An examination of the skeleton, how-

ever, shows the skull to be comparatively large and rather elongate,

especially the cranial part, which occupies fuUy two-thirds of the total

length of the head. The articulation of the lower jaw, which is cor-

respondingly lengthened, is consequently far enough back to permit, by
means of the elasticity of the ligaments, the opening of the mouth quite

out of proportion to the external asi)ect of the snake.

That this capacity is not a theoretical one is shown by the fact that

an Flaps fuli^ius has been found which contained a well preserved

whip snake, of the same length as the Elaps^ besides the half digested

remains of a garter snake. The body of the Elaps was so distended

that the scales, instead of overlapping, were separated from each other

by considerable spaces of skin. \

The good reputation of the Elaps in combination, on the one hand,

with the apparent insignificance of the wound and the lack of alarming-

local symptoms, on the other with the great similarity it bears to really

harmless snakes, makes its bite more fatal in proportion to the number
of reported cases than any other snake in the country. The w ounded
person usually does not know his danger, and does not take the i^roper

measures against a puncture which on the surface looks so innocent;

and as the action of the specific venom of the Elaps is both quick and
violent when admitted into the circulation of the blood, the remedies
when finally applied cau do but little good.

^Morphologically the Elaps is not distantly related to the cobra of

India, § that is, they agree closer in external and internal structure than
either of them does with the typical harmless snakes on the one hand,
or with the vipers on the other.

* Jordan. Manual Vertebr. Auim., 5th otl., 1888, p. 198.

t Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiv, p. 680 (1892).

t Matthes. Denkschr. Natnrw. Ges. Isi.s, 1860, p. 58.

^ For an illustration of this, the most terrible of all the death-serpents, se(! pi. 18.
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That their venom also is more nearly the same than is that of the

cobras and the rattlesnakes there can be no doubt. As will be shown
later on, the poison of these last-mentioned snakes has been investi-

gated and found to be considerably different, and although no examin-

ation of the chemical composition of the Flaps poison has been made
as yet, as far as I know, the similarity in the symptoms shows that the

venom of the cobra and the Coral Snake are very much alike.

In Mr. Shiiidler's case the doctor's report does not mention any local

symptoms beyond the swelling of the finger, and Mr. Shindler informs

me that there was no discoloration, as in the case of rattlesnake bites,

beyond the reddening near the wound. The absence of special men-

tion of violent local changes in the other cases is indication enough

that none took place, while Dr. Herif expressly states that "different

from our common poisonous snakes, the bitten part would neither swell

nor become discolored," nor could anything be observed on the wound,

except the small impression caused by the teeth of the serpent. But
this absence of local efiect is just one of the essential characteristics of

the cobra poison as contrasted with that of the rattlesnake.

I have alluded to the extraordinary similarity between the Flaps

and several perfectly harmless snakes inhabiting the same region, and

it is quite probable that the innocent nature of the latter is in a great

measure responsible for the former's good reputation, just as reversely

several of the harmless snakes have received bad names on account of

their external similarity to the venomous moccasin or copperhead.

It will therefore not be amiss to institute a comi>arison between the

coral snakes and their imitators,* in order to furnish a means of readily

distinguishing the venomous and dangerous reptiles from the innocuous

ones.

With the dead specimens in hand tlie correct identification is not

difticnlt. I7i the first place, the Flaps is provided with permanently

erect, perforated fangs, that is, there is found at the front end of each

upper jawbone one solitary curved tooth, which has a channel running

through its wenter and a groove on its anterior surface, and which is

not followed by any other teeth f ©w the upper jawbone, while the

other snakes with which it can be confounded have no such perforated

fang but instead a series of smaller solid teeth on the entire length of

the bone in ([uestien (tigs. 3 and 4). Ilunning the j)oint of a pin or a

penknife along the bone just inside the upper lip will soon disclose

tte presence or absence of these teet-li. There are several other minor

points of structure and proportion which serve to distinguish the Flaps.

*It seems as if the harmless snakes are the imitators, and not rive versa, because

the peculiar coloration of the various species o£ Elaj)s is more or less the same every-

where, while the harmless snakes resembling them belong to many different genera,

in some of which there occur species of widely different color awd pattern.

t Except, of course, the reserve iaugs, likewise grooved.
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Thus it Las very small eyes, smaller than the shields between which
the nostrils are placed, while in the inocuous snakes the eyes are con-
siderably larger. The snout of the Elaps is short, blunt, and rounded,
while in the others it is elongate, conical, more or less pointed. More-
over, in the former the frontal shield is small, less than one-half the
size of one of the parietals, the latter much more than one-half.

Fig. 3.

PROFILE VIEW OF SKULL OF ELAPS.

(After Jan.)

Fig. 4.

PROFILE OF SKULL OF LAIIPROPELTIS
(After Jan.)

Fig. 5.

COLOR PATTERN OF ELAPS.

(After Jan. i

With the live animals, free or captive, these characteristics are often
difficult of application. In such cases it is necessary to rely upon dif-

ferences in the color pattern as a means of identification.

There are in the United States only two well-defined species of EIa2)s.

The characteristic coloration of these consists of a series of transverse
rings of black, vermilion,

and yellow. This pattern is

repeated in several species

and subspecies of the genus

Lamirropeltia (or OpMboJus),

known as "Scarlet King-

snake," L. doliatus; "Eed
king snake," L. coccineus; "Kinged Khig-snake," L. annulatus;

"Arizona king snake," L. pyrrliomelas, etc., as well as "Osceola's

Snake," Osceola eJapsoideu; the "Scarlet Snake," Cemophora coccine,

and to a less extent in "Le Conte's Snake," Rhinocheilus lecontei, all or

some of which inhabit the same region as one or the other species of

Elaps. In all of these red,

?^-l^'^"' '^"^-W" "'^^°*»s*.
black, and yellowish is

" ' '

arranged in more or less

perfect transverse rings.

Le Conte\s Snake is less

characteristic and like the
Cemophora^ easily told apart by having the entire under surface whitish,
while in the others, including the Elaps, the red and black is more or
less continued across the belly. There is one fundamental difference
in the arrangement seen in the species of Elaps within our boundary
and that in Lampropeltis, Osceola^ and Cemophora, which is that in
our Elaj)es that black rings are uorderd on each side by a yellowish
ring (fig. 5) while in the others the yellow rings are bordered on each
side by a black ring (fig. (»).

Fig. 6.

COLOR PATTERN OF LA.MPROPELTI.'^

(Alter Jan '
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The difference is well showu in the accompanying figures, which also

bring out several of the structural characters referred to above.*

A formal though condensed account of the natural history of the

Elupidic occurring within the United States is here presented.

Genus ELAP8, t Schneider.

Thk CoiiAi, Snakes.

ISOl.—Elaps. Schneider, Hist. Ami>hib., ii (p. 2S9).— rii'NTHER, Proc Zool-

Soc, Loud., 185y, p. 84.

Postfrontal bone wanting; internasal plate not reaching labials; two
nasals; no loreal: subcaudal shields (urostoges) divided; eyes very

small, pupil a sliort vertical ellipsoid.

The snakes of this genus are cyhndrical, rather elongate, but with

short tail, and characterized by bright colors of red, black, and often

yellow, forming rings. In many of the exotic species the black rings

are arranged in threes, while in the North American species those of

the body are equidistant. The scales are smooth and iridescent.

The exact number of species can not be given at present on account of

the uncertainty of the status of many of the described forms, but at

least twenty inhabit the New World, of which only two occur north of

Mexico.

While the poison apparatus of the rattlesnakes and their nearest

relations has been studied very minutely, that of the genus Elaps has

been sadly neglected, as has been, in fact, its entire anatomy. Drs.

Matthes and Voigthender have given short and superficial accounts

of Elaps fulvhis^ from which t I make a few abstracts: The functional

fang in Elaps fulvius is followed by reserve fangs of the same struc-

ture as the functional one, but successively smaller. The functional

fang is solidly united to the maxillary bone, being directed backward
at a permanent angle of about 45° with the latter. Although com-

paratively smaller than the fangs in the crotalid snakes, that of Elaps

is large enough to distinguish it at the first glance as different from

the solid teeth of the palate and of the lower jaws. In front, at the

base of the fang, the opening of the canal is distincly visible, and on
the convex, or anterior, surface of the fang a shallow groove. The
terminal slit, being the lower opening of the canal, is situated slightly

on the outer side of the fang.

As already stated there are found in the United States only two well

defined species of Elaps, but these are so sharply defined that they may
be told apart at a glance, by the following characters:

* The brilliant colors of all these snakes fade soon in alcohol ; the red becomes gray-

ish or li<;jht brownish ; the yellow grows pale, often quite white j and the deep blact;,

often bluish, turns a dull brown.

t From i?iaxp (elaps), a Greek name for a snake.

t Deukschr. Naturw. Gesell. Isis, 1860, pp. .'"iL'-nP, and j). (U.
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Harlequin Snake,-Elaps fulvius.
From Baird, Rep. Mex. Bound. Surv
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Sjjiwps'x of species of Elapn occurrhig in flw I^iiilrd states.

a' Snout and frontal black, parietals yellow, followed Ity a broad black ring.

J'Jl((lJS fiih'iiis.

a^ Snout, frontal, aud'parietals black, followed by a yellow ring and this by a broad

red oue EUips curi/janthiis.

There are, besides, several important characters derived from struct-

ural and proportional differences, uotablj' in tlie size of tlie frontal

and the interuasal shields.

Asa rule E. faliuns differs from E. enri/xanthus in having the second

row of temporals consisting of only one shield against two in latter;

but this character is by no means constant.

The Harlkquix Snake.

Flaps fiilrins, * (I^iuuteus).

Plate 1.

1766.

—

Coluber fill rius, Linn^.us, Syst. Nat., 12 ed., I, p. 381.

—

Daudin, Hist. Nat.

Rept., VII, p. 300 (1K03).—Say, Sillim. Am. Jouru. Sc, i, 1819, p. 262.—
EIups fidriiis Fitzinger, Neue Class. Rept., p. 61 (1826).

—

Holbhook,
N. Am. Herpet., 1 ed., ii, p. 87(1838);— 2ed., in, p. 49 (1812).—DeKay,
Zool. N. Y., Ill, p. 5S (1812).—GiRARD, in Paird and Girard, Cat. N.

Am. Serpents, p. 21 (1853).

—

Lk Coxte, South. Med. Surg. Journ., ix,

1853, pp. 651, 6.52.

—

Dumeril and Bibron, Erpet. Gen., vii, ii, p. 1215

(1854).—GiiNTHER, Cat. Coliib. Snakes Pr. Mas., p. 235 (1858).—Cope,
Proc. Phila. Acad., 18.59. p. 344 (I860).—Cope, Pull. U. S. Nat. Mus.,No.

17, p. 24 (1880).—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 1888, p. 398 (1889).

—Jan, Prodr. Icon. Ophid., p. 6 (1859).—Jan, Elenco Sist. Olid., p. 113

(1863).

—

Mattiie.s, Denkschr. Naturw. Ges. Isis, 1860, p. 52.—Voigt-
lander, Denkschr. Naturw. Ges. Isis, 1860 p. 64.

—

Smith, Rep. Geol.

Surv. Ohio, iv, p. 676 (1882).—Garman, N. Am. Ophid., pp. 105, 168

(1883).—Garman, Bull. Essex Inst., xxiv, p. 5 (1892).—True, Amer.
Naturalist, xvii, 1883, p. 27.—True, in Hammond's Sou h Carolina, p.

235 (1883).—Yarrow, in Buck's Ref. Handb. Med. Sc, vi, p. 166 (1888).

—Jordan, Man. Vert. North. U. S.,5ed., p. 198 (1S88).—Ferreira.
Jorn. Acad. Sc. Lisbon (2) ii, Sept. 1891 (p. 91).—Barringer, Yen.
Rept. U. S., p. 2 (1891).—Bn-LER, Journ. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist.,

1892, p. 178.—Hay, Batr. and Rept. Indiana, p. 121 (1893).— Vipera fuhia,
Harlan, Journ. Phila. Acad., v, ii, 1827. p. 364.—Harlan, Med. Phys.
Researches, p. 127 (1835).

1802.—Coluber fiilrus, Shaw, Gen. Zool., iii, i, p. 469.—Latreille, Hist. Nat.

Rept., IV, p. 140 (\802).—EIapsfiiInis, Hoy, Smiths. Rep., 1864, p. 433.—
GuNTHER, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 18.59, p. 85.—Bigney, Proc. Md. Ac.

Sc, 1891, p. 151 (1892).

1825.

—

Coluber fuJvias, var. ^H), Harlan, Journ. Phila. Acad., v, i, p. 155.—Har-
lan, Med. Phys. Res., p. 180 (1835).

1853.

—

Flaps tenere, Girard, in Baird and Girard, Cat. N. Am. Serpents, pp. 2?,

156. —Matthes, Denkschr. Naturw. Ges. Isis, 1860, p. .52.—Garman,
Bull. Essex. Inst., xxiv, ]>. 5 (1892).

1853.

—

Flaps tristis, Girard, in Baird and Girard, Cat. N. Am. Serpents, p. 23.

—

Matthes, Denkschr. Naturw. Ges. Isis, 1860, p. 52.—Yarrow, Bull.

U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, p. 82 (1883).

* From the Latin falvias, for fulous, tawny; misnamed from the the color of an
alcoholic specimen.
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1859.

—

Flaps tenrr, Bairu, U. S. Mex. liouud. Siirv., ii, Kept., p. 15.

—

Guntheb,
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lontl., 1859, p. 86.

1875.

—

Elaps fulv'ms, subspecies /wZyJHs, Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mas.. Xo. 1, p. 34.

1875.

—

/s7(/2>s/h/c(«8, subspecies toicr, Cope, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 1, \t. 34.

imd.—Flaps fulvhis fuhnus, Yarrow, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, p. 81.

lS83.—Fht2>sfulriuii tener, Yarrow, Bull. U, S. Nat. Mus.. No. 24, p. 81.

1883.

—

Flaps ftilviitii, var. tener, Garmax, N. Am. Ophid., p. 169.

Figures. Auduhox, Birds, i (pi. xliv).—Holbrook, N. Am. Herpet., 1 ed., ii,

pi. XVIII (1838); 2 ed., in, pi. x (1812).—Baird, U. S. Mex. Bouud. Surv.,

Ji, Rept., pi. VII ; tig. 1 (1859).—Baird, Pac. R. R. Rept., x, pi. xxv, fig. 15

(1859).

—

Matthes, Deukscb. Ges. Isis., 1860, pi. — , figs. 1-5.

—

Jan, Iconogr.

Opbid., livr. 42, pi. ii, fig. 2(1872).

—

Bocourt, Miss. Scieutif. Mexiqae, Rept.,

livr. 4, pi. xxiii (1874).—Garman, N. Am. Ophid., pi. viii, tig. 3 (1883).—

Yarrow, in Buck's Ret. Haiidb. Med. 8c., vi, p. 167, tig.—(1888).

Description *—The red may be considered as the ground color of the

body, though the black rings occui)y nearly as much space above as

the red, so as to give the general appearance of succession of red and
black rings. The yellow is intermediate. The anterior part of the

head from the posterior point of the vertical plate [frontal] embracing

the orbits is black, as is also the tip of the lower jaw. A yellow ring-

passes across the occipital [parietal] re-

gion down to the inferior surface of the

head, embracing the space between the

I)osterior rim of the eye and the angle of

the mouth. Then comes a black ring,

covering 8 dorsal scales, margined poste-

riorly with yellow. From this region to

the origin of the tail, the black and red

rings from 14 to 11> in number each, alter-

nate, being separated from each other by
a narrow band of yellow. The black rings cover 7 entire scales, and 2

halves; the intermediate red space 5 entire scales and 2 halves, and the

yellow either 1 and 2 half scales or 2 halves only. Some red spaces may
occasionally cover 11 and 10 scales. The tail.is alternately black and yel-

low ; the first caudal ring is black and embraces 10 scales ; the second is

yellow and covers 3 scales. Two black and 2 yellow succeed and cover

the same ground. The tip of the tail is black on 5 scales. The tip may be
either black or yellow, for according to the size there are either 3 or 4

black rings. Underneath the colors are the same but dull : occasionally

one or more black rings may not surround the body. The reddish

spaces are irregularly blotched with deep black as also sometimes on the

upper surface.

Number of ventrals [gastrosteges], 202-237 ; of sub-caudals [uro-

stegesj, 25-4.5.

Variation.—The ty])ical form of EJaps fulvius occupies the south-

eastern States, including Florida. Further west there is a slight

*By C. Girard iu Baird and Girard's Catalogue of North American Re])tiles in the
Museum of the Smitlisouiau lu.stitutiuii. I'art i.—Seri)euts, 1853, ji, 21.

Fig.s.

HEAD OF ELAPS FULVIUS.

Shown from top and side.

(From Buir.i.)
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tendency toward iucreasing the number of ventral sliields (gastrosteges),

narrower frontal and parietals, widening of the yellow rings, and
greater size of black spots in the red rings. Individuals showing these

characters well developed have been called Elaps tencre, or Elaps fulvius

tenere, but there does not occur in any locality a sufficient percentage of

individuals typical of the form to make it profitable to recognize a

subspecies.

The status of some Florida specimens differing considerably in

pattern from normally colored U. fulvius has not been satisfactorily

settled as yet. They are stated not to differ at all in structure or

proportions. Only a few specimens seems to have been collected—

I

have myself only seen one—and that in a locality in which the normal

form also occurs. More material is highly desirable. Prof. Cope calls

them JElajJS distans. The chief difference from typical E. fulvius con-

sists in the greater width of the red rings, which are not spotted with

black, and the consequent narrowing of the black rings to 2 or 3 scales.

Geograjyhical distribution.—I do not know how reliable the informa-

tion was, upon which Holbrook states that the range of this species

may "be said to begin in North Carolina and southern Virginia," for I

am not aware of any definite record of specimens taken in those States,

though it may well occur there, as we have quite a luimber of records

and specimens from South Carolina even as far north and back in the

country as Society Hill and Columbia. It extends over Georgia and
the entire State of Florida. From Alabama, Mississippi, and Louis-

iana there are numerous records. The Bead Snake evidently follows the

Mississippi River up a considerable distance notwithstanding the mea-
gerness of details known, and notwithstanding the fact that the vigi-

lant observers in St. Louis, among them Mr. Julius Hurter, have failed

to find it. It even ascends the Missouri River, as Dr. Hoy obtained it

near that river in about 39° latitude. How much reliance can be placed

upon the identity of the specimen which Holbrook quotes as in the

possession of Prof. Green, of Philadelphia, and said to have been

brought by Lewis and Clarke from the " Upper Missouri," I do not

know, but almost certainly there is some mistake. Recently two spec-

imens liave been captured in southeastern Indiana and southwestern

Ohio under circumstances which make it appear probable that the

species occurs along the Ohio River (Hay, Batr. Rept. Indiana, p. 122;

Butler, Journ. Cincinn. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1892, p. ITS). lu the southern

part of Texas this snake is found in all suitable localities, ascending a

considerable distance into the interior along the great river valleys.

Thus along the Rio Grande it extends up to the mouth of the Pecos,

even ascending the latter, as Capt. John Pope's siiecimens were col-

lected certainly not farther south than the tliirty-first parallel. In

southern Texas, moreover, it reaches a higher altitude than farther

east, viz, over 1,000 feet, while none of the records of the eastern local-

ities show it to reach e^•en an altitude of 500 feet.
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Eahits.—Comparatively little is kuowii of the habits of this beautiful

sualve, which like its harmless mimickers is often known as the bead

snake, beyond the paragraph by Holbrook (op. cit. p. 50) repeated

by most writers on the subject since his days, viz, that it is found

livin*;- under ground in the sweet jwtato flelds, and is frequently dug
np by the laborers when harvesting.

The food of the Harlequin Snake seems to consist chiefly of other

snakes and reptiles. I have already referred to a specimen which had

swallowed a Bascan'wn as long as itself before it had fully digested a

garter snake. Dr. Matthes (op. cit., p. 58) opened three more Elapes

with the following result: Xo. 1 contained a half-grown Enmeces fas-

cidtus; Xo. 2 had in its stomach a small snake, remnants of a lizard and

a few beetles, the latter possibly the contents of the lizard's stomach;

No. 3 also contained a small snake besides remains of a small rodent.

Dr. O. P. Hay (Batr. and Kept. Indiana, 1S03, p. IL'L') reports having

found a Storer's snake, 13^ inches long, in a Florida EUipn, "21 inches

long.

Xothing at all seems to be known of the breeding habits of our

harlequin snakes.

This group offers a i^romising field for study by persons luiving the

opportunity to observe these snakes alive.

TiiK SoxoRAX Coral, GxAKK.

Elaps eiiri/xaiifhus, * Kennicott.

Plat.; 2. t

1860.

—

Elaj)fieuyyjr<inthi(fi, Kenxicott, Proc. Pbila. Acad., 1860, p. .337.

—

Cope, Proc.

Pliila. Aca.l., 1861. p. 296.—Cope, Proc. Phila. Aca.l., 1866 (p. 307).—Cope,

Bull. U. S. Nat. Miis. No. 1, ]). 34 (1875).—Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus. No.

32, p. 86 (1887).—Cope, Proc. U.S.Nat. Mus.. xiv, 1892, p. 681 (1893).—

Coi'ES, Wheeler's Surv. W. 100 Mer., v, ji. 611 (1875).

—

Streets, Bull. U.

S. Nat. Mus. No. 7, p. 40 (1877).—Yarrow, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus. No. 24,

p. 82 (1883).—Garmax, Rept. Batr., N. Am., Opbid., pp. 107, 169 (1883).—

Cragin, Bull. Washburn Laborat., 1, 1884. p. 8.

Figurefi. None.

Description

4

—Body rather stout, but less so than E./idviiis. Dorsal

scales large; plates of the head small, except the rostral, which is very

large and extends upward between the prefrontals [internasals]. Pre-

frontals [iuternasals] elongated laterally, more so than in E. tener.

Postfrontals [prefrontals] small, elongated laterally: vertical [frontal]

very small and narrow, subhexagonal, pointed anteriorly, elongated

and tapering i)osteriorly ; it enters but slightly between theoccipitals.

Occipitals [parietals] small, subtriangular, the anterior edge square,

*From the Greek ftyu'f (eurus) broad; ^ar&oc (xanthus), yellow.

t The figure cited is a half-tone rei)roduction of a colored drawing, hence the

yellow interspaces are entirely too dark ; it should l>e carefully i-oni])ared with the

description.

t Original description by Kennicott, Pror. I'liila. Acad., 1S60, ]>. 3.37.
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very slightly notched for the vertical [frontal]. Seven labials above;

posterior very small.

The fore part of the head is black, but the black, instead of jDassing

forward from the anterior part of the occipitals [parietals] to near the

eye, and there leaviug the three posterior labials yellow as in E.fulvius

and E. tener, involves nearly the whole of the occipitals [parietals], and
passes backward entirely behind tbe angle of the mouth and involves

the whole of the lower jaw to behind the posterior labial, leaving
a broad emargination in the black on the occiput, in the bottom of

which emargination are seen the white posterior tips of the occipitals

[parietals].

Behind this is a creamy-white ring (probably yellow in life), which is

situated more posteriorly than in U./nlriio-;, and involves only the pos-

terior tip of the occipitals [parietals] and none of the labials. Xext
behind this white ring, instead of a black ring, as in the other species,

is a broad light brick-red one involving eleven scales. A creamy-white
ring three and a half scales wide separates this first red ring from a
black one eight scales in width. Behind this are alternate immaculate
black and red rings, seven or eight scales wide, and separated by white
rings three to three and a half scales in width. There are eleven black
and eleven red rings on the body, separated by twice as many white
ones. The tail is ringed with black and white without any red. All
the rings run entirely around the body of the same color and are wholly
without spots above or below,

Number of ventrals (gastrosteges), 215-241; of subcaudals (uro-

steges), 21-29,

Geoyraphical distribution.—This species is yet so little known that its

disti'ibution can only be mapped out in a preliminary manner. It

belongs to the '• Lower Souoran '' jtrovince, but seems restricted to the
regions east of the great Colorado Eiver and west of the Continental
Divide. It has been found as far north as Fort Whipple and at various

places in southern Arizona, extending south into Mexico at least as far

south as Batopilas, in the State of Chihuahua, in the interior, and to

Guaymas, Sonora, on the Gulf of California.

In Arizona it reaches an altitude above the sea of at least 5,000 feet.

Habits.—Absolutely unknown.

THE PIT VIPERS.

Fniuily Crotalid^e.

''PitYiper" is a "book name" meant to include the Eattlesnakes,
Moccasins, Copperheads, etc., but unlike many others it is a most excel-

lent one, for not only does it indicate the relationship of these snakes
to the true vipers, but it also contains a reference to the remarkable
character which at once distinguishes them both from the vipers and
fi^om all other snakes as well.
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The uaine refers to the deep pit or liole found in the Rattlesnakes

and their nearest relations on tlie side of the face between the nostril

and the eye, and well shown in fig 0. This cavity sinks deep into the

maxillary bone and represents a "blind" sacliued with epidermis and

is not connected with any of the other cavities or organs in the head

by any inside opening or canal. There is nothing similar to be found

in any known reptiles outside of this family, if we except the labial

l)its in the pythons and boas, nor is there in any other class of animals.

When the earlier zoologists came to examine this peculiar structure

they, of course, tried to comj^are and identify it with other organs

already known, some hinting at the closed nostrils of the fishes, Avhile

others pointed out its similarity, in position at least, to the so-called

^' tear-sacs '' of the deer. It was even suggested that in view of the close

approximation of the pit to the poison apparatus it might have for

object the admission of air to act in some unknown way upon the secre-

tion of the venom glands, thus rendering the poison more powerful.

HEAD UF CKOIALUS, KKOM SIDK.

i Int'ralabials ; Jloreal; Z' lower loieal; Z- upper loreal; w nasal; /(' anterior uasal; 9i' posterior nasal;

^j preoe.iilar; r rostral; s snpralabials; s' 1st 8upralal)ial ; 5^2(1 supralaUial. etc. ; .w snpraociilar

It was plain, however, even to those who proposed these ex])lanations,

that they were not the true solution of the question, and most authors

were satisfied with a reference to the pits as "mysterious."

In the meantime naturalists have become compelled to assume the

existence of a "sixth sense*' in various animals, for which they had

discovered special sense organs, such as, the lateral line in fishes.

It was (piite natural, then, that Prof. Leydig should come to the con-

clusion that the pit of the CrotalUUv is the organ of a sixth sense, when
upon a microscopic examination of the pit's lining he found it supplied

with a thick nerve, ending in a way the only analogue of which is found

in the retina of the eye or the labyrinth of the ear.

Leydig's material was in some resi)ects defective, for he had only

specimens preserved in alcohol, and in his valuable memoir* ou the sub-

ject twenty-five years ago he distinctly encouraged the Xorth American
naturalists to take the matter up and continue his investigations on fresh

specimens, but, as far as 1 know, nobody has as yet done so. It may
therefore not be out of place to give a brief synopsis of his observations.

*Nova Acta Acad. Caes. Leopold. Nat. Curios., xxxiv, 1868, No. 5, pp. 89-96, pL
iv, figs. 28-32.
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The external layer of the liuiiig of the i)it Leydig foiiud to be a coii-

tinuatiou of the outer skin, Avhich, however, upon entering the cavity

becomes thin and considerably modiiied. The granular tubercles grad-

ually disappear toward the bottom, and the surface is found to be com-

posed of large angular epidermis plates containing nuclei (fig. 10).

Underneath this he found a layer of connective tissue, in which the fine

ramifications of the thick nerve supplying the pit are lost in a granular

substance which under high power reveals itself as containing numerous

true, rounded, but pale nuclei. The granular substance he found

arranged around the nuclei in such a way as to form groups or islands

of various forms and sizes separated by light narrow spaces. These

structures can only be regarded as terminal ganglions, and it does not

seem doubtful that we have here to do with a true sense organ.

v-s

V,
'//tii
/;•/

f( /-,'

^

Fig. lU.

PIECE OF SURFACE OF EPIDERMIS LIXINCi THE I'lT.

Greatly enlarged, a Smooth, tliiu portion from the pit pi'oper; h tubercular )iiirti(in at the edge.

( After Leydig.

)

Wherein this " sixth sense" consists we do not know, nor do we know
of anything in the habits of these snakes which would indicate its

nature, or to what use the animal puts the organ. Future research

may reveal it, th(mgh ])erhaps man will never fully comprehend the

nature of a sense which he himself does not possess.

The "loreaF' pit, so called because of its location in that portiou of

the snake's face in herpetological terminology known as the "lores,"

being a character exclusively ])ertaiuing to the Crotalid snakes, its pres-

ence in any of our North American snakes at once designates it as a

dangerously poisonous snake. It is an unfailing character of our native

"death vipers," Mith the exception of the Ehq)s, which I have already

characterized.

Another unfailing character is, of course, the j)reseuce of long curved

fangs in the anterior portion in the upper jaw. Since an account of our

poisonous snakes would manifestly be incomplete were I to omit a

description of the i^oison apparatus, a brief outline of its structure is

here presented.

I stated above that Elaps has two permanently erect and perfo-

rated fangs in the anterior portion of the upper jaw. In the Pit Vipers
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there are similar fangs, but much larger, and difiering from those of

the Ehip^ by being folded up toward the palate, somewhat like the

blades of a jackknife when not in use. This must not be understood

to mean that the fangs themselves are movable; on the contrary, the

/^

/ \ U-^4f

Fig. 11.
.

SKULL OF RATTLESNAKE, FKUM ABOVE.

(Alter Jan.)

iig-. v:.

SKCLL OF EATTLESNAKE, FHO.M rilUE.

(After Jan.)

viper's faugs are as solidly fixed iu their sockets as are those of the

Elaps, but while iu the latter (see fig. 3) the maxillary bones, into which

the fangs are fastened, are elongated and horizontal, as in the harmless

snakes (see fig. 4), in the Crotalids they are extremely shortened and

higher than long, so as to appear iu a

vertical position. In the former the

fangs are consequently inserted nearly

at right angles, like the pickax on its

handle, Avhile in the latter the fang

more nearly represents the blade, and

thejawbone the handleof aknile, and

it is the jawbone which is movable in

the vertical i)lane, notthe fang alone.

In order fully to understand the

mechanism iu question, it is necessary

toremember that the bones of the head

of nearly all snakes (figs. 11-13) are so

loosely joined together as to allow a

most extraordinary amount of move-
ment and distention. Elastic ligaments connect bones which in other

animals are either grown solidly together or articulated by means of

close joints, hence a snake is capable of swallowing a prey many times

as thick as the snake's own body.

As Jilready noted, the upper jawbones (maxillaries) are situated ver-

tically, one on each side of the anterior portion of the mouth, the hollow

fang being fastened into tlie lower end of the boue. On the outer face

Fiff. Vi.

bKVLL OF RATTLESr.'AKE, FRO.M BELOW.
(After Jan.

)
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a

"^

Fig. 14.

POISON APPARATUS OF THE RATTLESNAKE.
Eight side, a External pterygoid Ijoiie; 6 inter-

nal pterygoid bone; c palatal bone; d maxillary
bone; f lachrymal bone.

(After Mitchell.)

of the bone there is above a deep cavity foriuiiig the bony walls of the
" pit " already referred to, which separates two articular surfaces. Tiie

upper oue at the top of the in axil- ^
lary forms with the corresponding

concavefaceof the lachrynuil bone,

which projects from and articu-

lates with the frontal bone, a
hinge like Joint, allowing consid-

erable freedom of motion. The
lower surface receives the flat-

tened anterior end of the external

pterygoid bone. It will be seen

from the accompanymgcut (fig. 14)

that if the latter bone {a) be moved
forward or backward, the maxil-

lary hinges on the lachrymal, and
that if the pterygoid be pushed
forward, the fang is erected.

There are several muscles engaged in producing this erection and
the opposite motion, the depression of the fang, but we shall only
mtntion the two principal ones.

The elevator muscle of the fang is the

sphenopterygoid muscle (fig. 15, «), which
arises along the median ridge of the base of

the skull [d), and running backward is in-

serted upon the enlarged posterior eud of the

pterygoid bone. The contraction of this

muscle pulls (direction l-m fig. 10) the ptery-

goids forward, which thus push the lower

end of the maxillary forward, the upper eud
being held in position by thelachrymal hinge.

The tip of the fang describing part of a cir-

cle, finally points downward instead of back-

ward. The chief retractor muscle, which
antagonizes the elevator muscle by acting

in the opposite direction, is the external

pterygoid (ecto-pteiygoid) muscle (fig. 15, i),

which arising from the Joint between the

quadrate bone and the lower Jaw, runs for-

ward and is inserted on the outside of the

maxillary bone a little below the joint of the

latter with the outer pterygoid bone. It

will be seen that contraction of this muscle
means a pulling backward of the maxillary bone (in the direction p-e
fig. 16), resulting in the backwaid and upward movement of the point

of the fang.

Fig. 15.

MUSCLES OF POISON APPARATUS OF

RATTLESNAKE, PALATAL VIF.W.

a Sphenopterygoid muscle; J; ex-

ternal pterygoid muscle; c fascial

sheath of this muscle attached to

the capsule of the gland ; d median
ridge of base of skull.

; After B^itchell.)
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RAlIilNO

Fijr. 10.

DIAGRAM OF THE BONES CONCERNED

THE FAXfi.

rt Pterygoid bone; l-m arrow marking its lint-

ofmotioii ;
jD-t'exteniiil pterygoid iriiiscle; g frontal

bone ; (/ lachrymal bone ; c maxillary bone ; b fang.

( Aft^r M.ti-h.'ll. )

The taii.u' itself is a large, very pointed, and curved tooth containing

two cavities, the pnlp cavity and the iwison canal, the toriner situated

on the concave side, the latter on the convex side of the tooth (tig. iM)).

The poison canal has a more or less slit-shaped opening near the base,

on the anterior side of the fang, and another slit, narrower and longer

on the same side, some little dis-

tance from the very sharply

pointed ti]). Between these open-

ings it is often possible to trace a

more or less well-defined depressed

line. A microscopic inspection of

cross sections of the fang reveals

the fact that the canal is nothing

but a deep groove, the walls of

which have closed over it ante-

riorly, the depressed line indicating

the meeting of the walls, or the

" seam." This structure of the fang

may be easily understood by com-

paring it to a leaf curling up in drying, the edges meeting and over-

lapping in the middle, leaving an upper and a lower opening. By making

sections <»f growing and full-grown fangs of the same individual, the

evolution of the grooved fang into the " perforated" fang is easily traced,

and the inexactness of the latter term clearly demonstrated. As a

consequence of this origin of the canal, it is lined with the same hard

layer of dentine as the outer side of the fang, for it will be seen that

this inner lining of the canal is in reality the

anterior surface, while the outer layer is only

the i)OSterior surface of the normal tooth. An
inspection of the accompanying figure (fig. 17),

which represents a cross section through the

upper jaw, with the functional full-grown fang

followed l)y the moreor less uiuleveloped reserve

fangs, will show this plainly, as the same prin-

ciple is involved in the Pit Vipers.

As already stated, the fang is above fixed

firmly in the socket of the maxillary bone, ''its

base being luted to the portion of the bone

around its side and anterior aspect," to borrow

Dr. Weir Mitchell's words.* "Posteriorly, the

bone possesses a hollow, in which is lodged the

tooth sac. In the open mouth of this alveolar process, within the mucous

membrane, and upon the pterygoid bone, lie one behind and below

another, the reserve fangs, each smaller than the one in front and less

Fig. 17.

A.^fiAXGEMENT OF THE RESERVE

fANUS IN BUNGARUS SEMIFAS-

CIATUS, ILLUSTRATING THE DE-

VELOPMENT OF THE GROOVED
FANG INTI ) THE CANAI.ED FANG.

Eulari;<-,1.

* Researches upon the Veuoiu of the Rattl.-snakt^

Knowledge. Washiugtou, 1861, p. Ui.

Siiiithsoniau Coutrihutioiis to
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and less developed, uutil the situation of the last whicli is visible is

marked by a minute papilla alone. I have counted from 8 to 10 of

these on each side. When the fang is lost by natural process, it is

replaced within a few days; when violently displaced, several weeks

sometimes elapse before the next fang is fixed firmly enough to be useful

to the snake. If the functional fang be lost or shed, the next tooth

gradually assumes its position," and finally, occupying the place of the

lost one, becomes anchylosed.

In the same manner as the hollow fang is developed from the grooved

fang, and this again from the plain solid tooth, so is the poison gland

evolved from the ordinary salivary gland by a specialization of the

yellow portion of the latter, as already mentioned nnder the opistho-

glyph snakes.

The typical venom gland is found in its fullest development among
the Pit Yiijers, and is located on each side of the head below and behind

Fig. 18.

POISON APPARATUS OF EATTLESXAKE; VENOM GLAND AND MUSCLES.

Lateral view, a venom gland; a' venom duct; h anterior temporal muscle; 6' mandibular i>ortion

of same; c pcsterior temporal muscle; d dlgastricus muscle; e posterior ligament of gland; /slieatli

of I'ang; g middle temporal muscle; /» external pterygoid muscle; i maxillary salivary gland; j man-

dibnlary salivary gland.

{After Diivernoy. )

the eye. The shape is that of a flattened almond, the pointed end

toward the front and below the eye, tapering to a narrow duct, which

carries the poison to the inlet at the base of the fang. The relative size

of the organ may best be understood by a glance at the accompanying

figure (fig. 18.)

The interior structure of the gland may be described briefly as con-

sisting of a basal cavity into which the small ducts of the glands open.

These ducts run toward the walls of the gland, branching, and finally

ending in minute blind bags, the whole system of ducts being sup-

ported by a network of numerous fine threads and thin sheets of fibrous

tissue. The ducts are lined with a more elongated epithelium, the blind

pouches with angular nucleated epithelial cells.

H. Mis. 181, pt. 2 24
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POISON

The external covering of the gland is made up of two more or less

distinct layers of fibrous tissue, the outer one being continued pos-

teriorly in a ribbon-like ligament running backward and inserting itself

upon the joint of the jaw (fig. 18, e). A short ligament on the side

_ ^ _ _ facing the skull attaches the gland firmly

to the latter, and a third one below con-

nects with the external pterygoid nuiscle

(fig. 15, c).

At the anterior end of tlie gland the cap-

sule continues as the outer covering of the

ductwhich carries the poison from the gland

to the fang. This duct, in its normal posi-

tion, makes a sudden upward curve (fig. 18,

fl') under the eye, descending from which

it follows the i^osterior wall of the pit and

finally passes over the rounded outer front

edg(^ of the maxillary bone, at the base of

which it meets the upper opening, or inlet,

of the canal through the fang.

Until Prof. Jeffries Wyman, in 18G0,

and, about simultaneously, Dr. Christopher

Johnston, i^ublished opinions to the effect that the poison duct does

not enter the canal of the fang, it was generally held that it actually

continued inside of the channel. This latter view has been revived

quite recently by Dr. F. Niemann, who not only describes this arrange-

ment, but figures longitudinal and transverse sections

of it as seen by him in a crotaloid snake, Bothrops

lanceolatus* The longitudinal section is reproduced

here as fig. J9, the transverse one as fig. 20, The latter

shows at a^ the poison canal lined with the duct, which,

even inside of the fang is characterized by its epithelial

lining. As this opens up the question again, and makes
future research necessary, and as Mr. Niemann seems to

be ignorant t of the investigations referred to, it may
be well to quote their evidence a little more fully.

Prof. Wyman's account of some dissections of the poison apparatus

of the Eattlesnake was read at a meeting of the Boston Society of

Fig. 19.

LONtilTUDINAL SECTION

FANCJ OP BOTHROPS

Enlarged, a Poison duct entering

the fang at a'; a" opening of poison

canal near tip of fang ; 6 pulp cavity

;

c dentin; d connective tissue.

(After Niemann.)

Fig. 20

TRANSVERSE SEC-
TION OF BOTH
HOPS FANG.

* Beitrtige zur Morphologie und Physiologie der Oberlippendriisen einiger Ophidier.

Wiegmanii's Arcliiv f. Naturg., LViii, i, pt. 3, Sept., 1892, pp. 262-286+ pi. xiv.

In spite of the apparent conclusiveness of Mr. Niemann's figures, I am compelled

to remark that his paper contains several indications of carelessness Avhich makes

it imperative to receive his conclusions with extreme care. That anyone should

attempt an investigation of that kind without knowiug and quoting Dr. S. Weir

Mitchell's epoch-making labors, is scarcely reassuring in the first place, but there

seems to be even less reason for a confusion of such terms as Solenoglyph for Opis-

toglyph on p. 282, and the mistaken identification of the ectopterygoid bone for the

maxillary, pp. 277 and 279.
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Natural History, May 16, 1860 (Proceedings, Vol. vii; published July,
1860, pp. 293-294), and is quite brief, as follows:

The duct proper does uot reach the opening at the base of the tooth, but ends at
a short distance from it. The communication beyond this is made by means of the
sheath of the tooth, which is too loose to prevent the poison from escaping around
the exterior of the tooth instead of entering its canal, were it uot for the circumstance
that as the tooth is protruded the sheath is crowded back, and thus made to fit

tightly the circumference.

Dr. Johnston's statement is much more elaborate, and includes an
interesting- account of the successive growth and advance of the reserve
fangs. It was written by him as early as October 3, 1859, and given
to Dr. Weir Mitchell for publication.*

After discussing the probability of a periodical shedding of the fangs
and describing the successive formation and growth of the secondary
or reserve fangs. Dr. Johnston proceeds as follows:

At length the prime fang is removed, if spontaneously, by the atrophy of the pulp,
and, I believe, by erosion of the basal anchylosed portion ; if it be broken off by vio-
lence the freedom of the pseudo-socket is accomplished by the same means. And
now the fust tooth of reserve is urged forward into a recess in the maxillary bone
directly adjacent to and on the inner side of the fallen fang; and the requisite
advancement is brought about by the developmental r(s a iergo of the remaining
reserve pulp, and probably also by the traction in front exerted by the cicatrizing
parts. It is evident that the fang emerges from its capsule, and that the point and
crown repose in the den, but the base is closely invested with the capsular remains
under the form of a periosteal expansion, which is the mediate bond of union between
the base and the new and shallow socket of the maxilla.
As may be perceived upon examination at this stage, two sockets coexist in the

same jaw, the inner, new one, supporting the recently promoted fang, and the outer,
old, and now vacant (me, which is fast becoming disencumbered of the vestiges per-
taining to its former resident. In this maxilla the new fang occupies the innermost
part, having the old socket on the outer side, while in the opposite maxilla, the
older venom fang may be discovered in its normal situation, leaving the recess to its

inner side vacant for the temporary lodgment of its successor. Or, both fangs
being recently fixed to the jaw, the vacuities will both be formed on the outside,
and all the reserve fangs will appear to follow backward and outward in direct line.

Now, let us look at the situation of the poison duct and examine into the mode by
which it is brought into relation with the fang.

The venom duct arising from the gland makes a bend upward, immediately
beneath the eye, then advances forward under the skin as far as the crotaline fos-
sette [pit], and lying upon the maxilla externally, plunges downward, and pierces
the gum in front of the fang, where it terminates in a papilla, which projects slightly
into the proximal aperture of the tooth. In this position it is maintained by the
gum, which clasps the base laterally and in front with considerable firmness, its

inferior or distal edge encompassing the annular enlargement already alluded to.

Nor is there any other than a mediate application of the poison papilla against the
fang, for, as the whole venom canal of each tooth is really ujjon the outside of the
organ, no special membrane lines it, which might be continuous with the duct that
discharges into the ui)per aperture.

Such is the condition of things in an old fang, occupying its normal exterior posi-
tion. But when the tooth drops out, or is broken, the gum is left entire; or, if its

*Researche8 upon the Venom of the Rattlesnake, pp. 17-19. (Published January,
1861.)
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exodus iias been forced, the gum escapes with Liceration only. lu either case, how-
ever, the gum remains as a barrier, limiting the progress of the advancing reserve

fang; and while the latter is establisliing itself provisionally the gum encircles it,

clasps it tenaciously, and l>rings the poison papilla in opposition with its dental

aperture. As time passes, the new fang moves gradually outward to its permanent

seat; the inner maxillary recess is restored, and the first fang of reserve is againdis-

covered. on the inner side of its senior, resting with its pulp attachment in the bot-

tom of the recess. Thus, the reserve fang has become an adult functioning fang,

nor does its pulp relax its hold until fate or mischance dislodge the now fatally-

armed tooth which it animates.

Dr. Mitcliell adds that although it is often, or usually, the case that,

as stated by ])r. Johnston, the tirst reserve fang enters the semilunar

socket in the maxilla to rhe inside of the active fang, it is not uncommon
to find the two fixed fangs unsymmetrically

placed, one on the inner, the other on the outer

Q side, of their respective sockets, or both on the

7 /^'"'"T^^^L-.C^^^ inner side; or again, both on the outer side.

^V.~)^ "^ He also expressly states that in all other points
^""\Q / his own researches agree with those of Dr.

Johnston, and he presents the diagram, here

reproduced (fig. 21), to illustrate their views as

to the direction taken by the new fang in its

'' progress toward the alveolar socket.
^''^'"'"

^.,^ I have previously mentioned the special
DIAGRAM II,LUSTRATII>'G THE Sl'C- 1 J 1

CESSION OK THE FANGS. musclcs ciigaged in erecting and depressing the
a Alveolar socket; 6 functiou- ^ j ^^^^^ now Call attention to thosc

ary fang; cits successor; d tbe
• i i i i •

next fang in order of age; ere- whlch forCC the pOlSOU thrOUgh the dUCt mtO
niaining germs. fhc liollow faug.

(After Mitchell.

)

, i i • r> ^i
In the uon-poisonous snakes the closing of the

mouth is effected by the three temporal muscles, the anterior, the

middle, and the posterior. The anterior temporal arises from the

parietal crest and its continuation on the postfrontal bone, turns back-

ward around the joint of the lower jaw and is inserted on the latter

l)one; the middle temporal arises from the posterior half of the parietal

crest, runs downward and forward under the former and is similarly

inserted, while the posterior temporal, the strongest of them all, arises

from the quadrate bone and is inserted on the inside of the entire length

of the angular bone of the lower jaw.

In the crotalids this arrangement is considerably modified (fig.

18). The posterior (c) and middle {g) temporal muscles remain essen-

tially as in the non-venomous snakes, and their function is also the

same, viz, by contraction to pull the lower jaw up against the upper

one, or, in other words, to close the moutli. The anterior temporal (^),

however, has now both a different rise and a different function. In-

stead of connecting with the cranial Avail, it has lost all connection with

the latter and arises Irom the upper posterior portion of the firm, tendi-

nous capsule of the poison gland («), runs backward under the ribbon-

like ligament [e] which fastens the gland to the joint of the jaw, winds
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around this joint and inserts itself {¥) broadly upon tlie lower jaw. It

may easily be shown that a contraction of these muscles will produce a

tremendous pressure up(m the poison gland. It is also apparent that the

closing of the mouth does not necessarily affect the gland, as only the

posterior and middle temporals need be employed in the action, and

that the pressure exerted by the anterior temporal is voluntary, as well

as independent of the closing of the jaw.

While thus the flow of poison is regulated by the pressure upon the

gland, there are additional safeguards against waste of the precious

fluid. Dr: Weir Mitchell has discovered tbat the visible thickening of

the poison duct anterior to the sudden turn under the eye is due to an

increase in the amount of the fibrous tissue of the walls, and not to any

widening of the canal. As he also found the walls of the duct at this

place to contain nonstriated muscular tissue, he concludes that the

enlargement is a real ring-muscle, or sphincter, w^hich by its contrac-

tion closes the duct, and he demonstrated the correctness of his con-

clusion by experiments. He found that when in the living and active

Kattlesuake the jaws were separated, and the fangs caught on the edge

of a cup and erected, it was usually very difficult to produce a flow of

venom against the will of the snake, even when the operator pressed

upon the glands, but that on the contrary it was easy to force the poison

out along the duct and through the fang, if the snake was dead or insen-

sible from chloroform.

The whole poison apparatus has very appropriately been compared

to-a hypodermic bulb syringe, the needle, with its obliquely cut point

and slit-like outlet, representing the fangs, the bulb corresponding to

the poison glands, and the muscles of the hand which presses the bidb

performing the same task as the anterior temporal muscle.

The nature of the poisonous fluid secreted by the gland in the pit

vipers seems to be almost as diagnostic as the apparatus itself. The

discussion of its properties is so closely connected with the question of

antidotes and remedies that a summary of the interesting results of

Drs. Mitchell and Eeichert's recent studies and discoveries in this field

will be reserved for (juotation in the closing chapter of this paper, and

I shall now devote some space to the action of the snake in utilizing

the formidable weapon which has been described.

The action referred to is not a "bite" pure and simple, it is the com-

bination of a bite and a blow delivered with such lightning rapidity

tliat it is very difficult, if not impossible, for the unaided eye to follow

the various movements composing it and to record their occurrence in

the proper sequence. The testimony furnished by our eyes as to the

movements and sequence involved in an action as familiar and com-

paratively slow as that of a running horse was proven utterly false by

the instantaneous photographs, and it is very likely that there are simi-

lar surprises in store for us when some one shall have rigged up a "bat-

tery" of cameras and fixed the successive movements of the striking
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Eattlesnake on pai)ei' in .such a inauiier as to leave no more room for

guesses, interpretations, and disputes.

How desirable sucb a series of pictures is may well be understood

by a reference to an extended discussion which was carried on in the

well known New York weekly. Forest and Stream, about two years ago.

In the issue for May 26, 1892,* the editor called attention to a state-

ment by the greatest herpetological authority in the country with regard

to the action of the llattlesnake, and which the editor characterizes as

"very extraordinary." The statement is to the following effect:

The species of this genus [Crotahisl are of rather sluggish movements, and are not

quiik to bite, unless trodden on. They throw the body into a coil and sound the

rattle, giving a sigmoid llexure to the anterior part of the body, on which the head
is poised with o])en mouth ready for action. At this time drops of the ]ioisonous

saliva fall from the fangs, and by a violent expulsion of air from the lungs are thrown
at their enemy.

t

It is evidently the last half of the account which called forth the

criticism and led the editor to call upon the readers "to contribute

some evidence on the point in question." In the very next number two
observers controvert the statement in decided language. Few men are

such keen observers or have had such opportunities for observation as

Maj. Charles E. Bendire, from whose reply | we quote as follows:

During a residence of more than twenty -five years in the western portion of the

United States, a considerable part of this time having been spent in the field, where
Rattlesnakes were and are still common, and during which time I have seen hun-
dreds of these reptiles, I have never yet observed one with its mouth open when
coiled and ready to strike; neither have I ever seen one attempt to throw poison,

even when teased and much provoked.

The other reader, who signs himself J. M. W., and who evidently has
had some experience with Battlers, concludes § a similar protest with

the following statement:

While living in southern Illinois I had a captive nearly 5 feet long—a vicious

fighter, who would strike at any object thrust toward him, and often caught his

curved fangs in the fine wire netting covering the cage, thus holding his o])en mouth
in position for a fraction of a minute. The venom from each fang, a light amber-
colored fluid in drops about the size of No. G shot, could be seen on the gauze where
it collected when he struck, but there was nothing more, no saliva, no spitting or

hissing, nor have I ever seen these manifestations in any of the many individuals

that have come under my innnediate notice. Nor have I ever seen a snake's mouth
open, with fangs exposed, while waiting a chance to strike. When they strike, the

jaws open at an angle of nearly 180 degrees, but not until the final moment.

In the next issue is a very interesting note by Dr. M. U. Ellzey,|| from

which the following sentence is quoted

:

I have seen Rattlers in coil, and seen them strike from coil very often, but never
saw one holding its mouth open, witli erect fangs, dripping poisonous saliva.

* Forest and Stream, xxxviii, p. 493.

+ Proc. U. S.Nat.Mus., xiv, 1891 (No. 882), p. G87.

t Forest and Stream, xxxviii, June 2, 1892, p. 518.

§ Forest and Stream, loc cit.

II
Forest and Stream, xxxviii, June 9, 1892, p. 538.
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For several weeks similar accounts, some, however, more or less mixed

with decided ''snake stories," appeared in the columns of the paper,*

with one exception, that of '-E. D. W. S." (June 10, 1892, p. 5G2), whose

experience in California with a "Black Eattler," which "arched his head

and neck and hissed or blew quite a quantity offroth or sinttle,^^ seems to

prove nothing, as it proves too much. The discussion was finally con-

cluded by Prof.' E. D. Cope, who disclaimed having represented in the

paragraph criticised the normal action of the rattler when ready to

strike, as the following quotation t shows:

I did not state that Rattlesnakes always maintain the position described when

about to bite. On the contrary, it is only when prevented from either biting or

rnnning away that they act in the manner mentioned. If a Rattlesnake is annoyed

by being stirred up with a stick and jiebbles, etc.. thrown at him, and is prevented

from escaping, if he is in good condition and the weather is warm he will some-

times act as I have stated from actual observations made on tlie Crotalus confiiientiis

in New Mexico. When the mouth is opened widely, the masseter muscle compresses

the poison gland, t and, if the latter is full, forces.some of it to escape through the

duct, and it drops from the fangs. This is an observation Avhich has been often

made on various venomous snakes. If the snake expels air from the lungs in hiss-

ing, as it generally does when on the defensive, the drops will be thrown out with

the air toward the enemy. I do not suppose, and did not state, that this was done

voluntarily by the snake; it is simply a necessary consequence of the mechanical

conditions.

I hiivereviewed this controversy so fully because it shows thenecessity

of an authoritative account of the normal action of the snake when

striking. During the discussion one writer quoted a few disconnected

l)assages from Dr. S. Weir Mitchell's elaborate article on the subject,

but as a clear understanding of the action involved can only be gained

from a detailed account, I have no hesitation in reprinting nearly the

entire chapter devoted by the famous specialist on the rattlesnake and

its poison, especially because the original is now out of i)rint, and

there is no other account eciualing it in accuracy and clearness, and

there is not apt to be much added to it or corrected in it until we

shall have the series of photographs alluded to above. His account is

published in the third chapter of his "Researches upon the Venom of

the Rattlesnake" (published in 1861 by the Smithsonian Institution as

one of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge), entitled "The

Physiological Mechanism of the Bite of the Crotalus," and is to the

following effect: §

When the Rattlesnake is in repose and unmolcvSted, it sometimes lies at length,

sometimes coiled or wrapped fold on fold in the loops formed by other snakes which

•^''M. E. J." and " Whippoorwill," .June 16, p. 562; S. D. Kendall, George H.

Wymau, and " W.," .Tune 23, p. 588 ;
" Barker," June 30, p. 610.

t Forest and Stream, xxxix, August 11, 1892, p. 114.

t The masseter muscle is the same as is above called the temporal muscle. It is

difficult to see.how in opening the mouth this muscle can compress the poison gland. ,

This can only be done by a contraction of the muscle, but this contraction must

necessarily close the mouth.

$ Pp! 20-25.
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may liappcn to be iu the same box. So soon, however, as cause is seen for alarm,

the snake extricates itself, if among others, and at once throws its body into the

coil so familiar to any one who has seen serpents, whether venomous or not. Some-

times on the edge, more often in the center of the coil, the tail projects far enough

to admit of its vibrating freely and with singular swiftness. The head is raised a

little above the rest of the body, but uot usually more than 3 or 4 inches, even in

large snakes. The neck and upper end of the trunk are uot thrown into complete

circles, but lie in two or three abrupt curves across the mass of the coiled body.

The snake is now in position to strike. While thus at bay, in an attitude of singu-

lar grace, the long black tongue is frefiuently protruded—a common movement among
all serpents when irritated. Just before the blow the snake makes a hissing sound,

which is caused by the act of exi^iratiou, and is due to the passage of air through

the narrow glottis. It is louder iu certain innocent serpents than in the crotalus.

The mechanism of the forward cast of the body, which next occurs, is a very

simple matter. The muscles which lie upon the convexity of the bending formed

by the upper part of the snake are suddenly and violently contracted, so as abrujitly

to straighten the body, and thrust it forward in a direct line. The force resulting

from this motion is uot very great, as I have often ascertained when a snake has

struck the end of a pole which I was holding, nor could it alone suffice to bury the

fang in a tough skin were it not for the acts which follow and aid it. In effecting

this forward thru.st of the neck and head the serpent employs only the upper part

of its body, and cousequeutly is unable, under any circumstauces, to strike at a

greater distance than one-half its length, while usually its projectile range does not

exceed a third of its length. An impression prevails that when the snake lies coiled

its head is raised very high to enable it to strike downward. It seems, however,

to be of no moment in what direction the danger threatens, since it can at will

cast itself forward, downward, or almost directly upward.
As the animal comes within reach, of which the snake does not always judge with

accuracy, the latter executes the movement just described. At the instant and while

in motion the jaws are separated widely and the head is bent somewhat back upon
the first cervical bones, so as to bring thejioint of the fang into a favorable position

to penetrate the opposing flesh. Owing to the backward curve of the tooth, this of

necessity involves the opening of the jaws to such an extent that an observer stand-

ing above the snake can see the white mucous membrane of the mouth as the blow
is given. The peculiar articulation of the lower jaw upon an intermediary bone in

place of upon the body of the skull greatly facilitates this action. On examining
the neck and head it will also be seen that the head, under the influence of the cer-

vical prolongation of the mass of the spinal muscles, is capable of being bent back-

ward to no inconsiderable extent. Consentaneously with the forward thrust of the

body and with the opening of the mouth the spheno-pterygoids act from their Arm
cranial attachments to draw forward the pterygoid plate, and thus, through its

attachment to the maxillary, to erect the fang. The function of elevating the fang

belongs alone to this muscle, which has no analogue in the other vertebrate animals.

I have frequently tested its power to raise the fang by stimulating it with galvanic

or other irritants, after decapitating the snake, and, although some French observers

seem to have had doubts as to the agencies which eflect the elevation and depression

of the fang, there does not seem to me to be any reason to doubt the share which the

spheno-pterygoid takes in this mechanism. That the mere act of openiug the mouth
of necessity raises the weapon has often been affirmed, but it is only necessary to

separate the jaws of a crotalus to be convinced that this is not the ease, and that

even when the mouth is widely opened the animal has the most perfect control over

the movement of the faug, raising or depressing it at will.

• As the spheno-pterygoid acts, the maxillary bone rocks forward upon its lachry-

mal articulation. When the motion reaches its limit, and is checked by the liga-

ment which I have described, the supporting lachrymal bone, in turn, yields to the
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power applied through the maxillary bone. These movements elevate a little the

muzzle of the snake, so as to give to the face a very siugular expression during the

act of striking. Their more obvious and important result is the elevation of the

fang, which, rising, thrusts off from its convexity the cloak-like vagina-deutis so

that it gathers in loose folds at its base (fig. 22.)

As the unsheathed tooth penetrates the flesh of the victim a series of movements

occur, which must be contemporaneous, or nearly so. The body of the snake, still

resting in coil, makes, as it were, an anchor, while the muscles of the neck contract-

ing draw upon the head so violently that when a small animal is the prey it is

often dragged back bv the effort here described. If now the head and fang remained

Fig. 22.

PALATE OF THE RATTLESNAKE.
«' Fang; f sheath (vagina dentis) covering the fang; /sheath thrown back so as to show the fang;

g palatine teeth. (Alter nuvernoy.

)

passive the pull upon the head would withdraw the fang too soon ; but at this

moment the head is probably stayed in its position by the muscles below, or in front

of the spine; while the pterygoideus externus and spheuo-palatine acting upon the

fang through their respective insertions, into the posterior apophysis of the sub-

maxillary bone, and the inside of the palate bone, draw its point violently back-
ward, so as to drive it more deeply into the flesh. The muscles alluded to, there-

fore, antagonize the spheno-pterygoid. At this instant occurs a third series of

motions, which result in the further deepening of wound and in the injection of -the

poison. The lower jaw is closed upon the bitten part or member. Where the surface

struck is flat and large this action will have but slight influence.

Where the jaw shuts on a small limb or memljer, the consequent eflects will be far

more likely to prove serious, since the power thus to shut the mouth materially aids
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the purpose of the blow. The closure of the jaw is effected by the posterior, middle,

and anterior temporal muscles. The first two teud simply to shut the mouth; the

anterior temporal, however, is so folded about the poison gland that while it draws

up the lowerjaw.it simultaneously compresses two-thirds of the body of the gland.

This force is applied in such a manner as to squeeze the lluids out of the upper and

back parts of the gland and drive them forward into the duct. The anterior lower

angle of the gland, as well as a portion of the duct, is subjected to similar pressure

at the same instant, owing to the flat tendinous insertion of a part of the external

pterygoid upon the parts in question.

It will thus be observed that the same muscular acts which deepen the wound fix

the prey, and inject the venom through the ducts and into the tissues penetrated by

the teeth. The whole process here described at such length is the work of an

instant, and the serpent's next effort is to disentangle itself from its victim. This

step is eftected by relaxing the muscles of the neck so as to leave the head passive,

while the continued traction of the muscles of the body pull upon it, aud thus with-

draw the fang, over which glides the elastic mucous sheath as the pterygoid, again

acting, depresses the fang, and the servient recovers its posture of defense.

It happens, not infrequently, that the teeth of the lower jaw catch in the skin of

the bitten animal, and thus prevent the snake from retreating at once. When this

takes place the serpent shakes its head from side to side with a motion which so

nearly resembles the shake a dog gives its prey that it has been mistaken by at least

one observer for an expression of rage. It is really an attempt to escape; nor is it

always successful, since a large animal will often drag a snake until the fangs them-

selves break loose aud are left in or on the bitten part.

In cousidering this portion of our subject it is well to notice what has been too

much overlooked, the fact that, while the snake commonly employs both fangs, it

does often inflict but a single wound. When obtaining venom from living snakes,

I have been accustomed to allow them to bite upon the inner edge of a cup, and I

have observed that on some occasions both fangs were used at once, and that on

others only one was active. Or, the fangs were used in succession, an appreciable

interval of time intervening. If this occur when a snake at freedom strikes an

object, it is, of course, possible that the animal may escape before the second fang

is driven in by the traction of its proper external pterygoid muscle. At all events,

it is certain that these facts should receive due appreciation in estimating the dan-

ger of a given bite and the value of an antidote.

There remains for consideration one muscular motion, which I have observed to

accompany the eftort to bite when the snake is held by the back of the neck. It

consists in a turning outward of the points of the fangs, so as to separate them

from one another.* This divergence of the fang points is disadvantageous, inas-

much as it causes them to enter somewhat obliquely, and frequently throws one

fang beyond the part bitten, when that part happens to be small. It has a use with

reference to the snake itself, since the fang points, when thus widely separated, lie

oustide of the lower jaw, and are thus prevented from wounding it. This purpose is

greatly aided by the action of a muscle analogous to themylo-hyoid, which approxi-

mates the anterior extremities of the lower maxillary, or mandibular bones, so as

to make narrow the extremity of the jaw. The protection thus obtained is very

essentia], since the serpent always closes the jaw violently when biting, but does

not always succeed in seizing its prey. Whether or not this divergence of the fang

points occurs when the snake bites unrestrainedly, I can not say, but as I have been

very often astonished at the distance between the wounds, when both fangs had

taken effect, it is highly probable that it occurs under all circumstances.

The power with which the veuom is ejected from the tooth depends somewhat
upon the amount contained in the gland and its ducts. When the snake fails to

* I could not determine whether this divergence took place when the snake, at

freedom, struck an animal.
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strike the object aimed at the poison is sometimes projected several feet. In one

case which is known to me, it was thrown into the eye of a man standing 5 or 6 feet

from the snake, when it struck upward at a stick held above its coil.

The study of the complicated mechanism which we have endeavored to explain

will aid ns in understanding several points of interest in connection with the bite

of the rattlesnake.

It must be perfectly ajjparent that in a sequence of movements so elaborate it will

occasionally happen that, from a failure in some one of the essential motions, the

ultimate purpose of the whole will be interfered with. Thus, it sometimes chances

that the serpent miscalculates the distance, and fails from this cause. Or, again,

when the object aimed at is very near, the initial force of the blow is lost, and the

tooth does not enter; no uncommon occurrence, where the animal struck is an old dog
with a tough skin. Again, if the upper jaw be not elevated sufficiently, the fangs

are sometimes driven backward, by the force of the forward impulse, as they touch

the part attacked, and the venom is then apt to escape between the tooth and the

fovering mucous cloak. Upon one occasion, having allowed a small snake to strike

a dog, the former became entangled, owing to the hooked teeth of the lower maxil-

lary bone having caught in the skin. Upon examining the snake closely, the dog
being held, I found that the convexity of the fangs lay against the skin, on which
were thrown one or two drops of venom. On remoA'ing the snake, and inspecting

the part struck, I could find no fang wound, although the skin was visibly torn by
the smaller teeth. I have seen the rattlesnake strike with great apparent ferocity,

a number of times, when I have been unable to discover any fang wound whatso-

ever, and this has taken place, occasionally, with small animals, such as the rabbit,

which must have been seriously eft'ected by even a small amount of venom.

It scarcely ever happens that an animal is bitten without a part of the injected

venom being cast on the skin near the wound made by ihe fangs. This wasted

material probably escapes from the duct, where it is in opposition with the lower

opening of the fang canal, and may be merely that excess of fluid which the fang

can not carry. In some cases, however, it is quite possible that the relations of the

fang and the duct are so disturbed that the venom never enters the tooth at all. It

is certainly true, as has been already stated, and as Dr. Wyman has shown, that the

fang must be fully erected in order that the duct shall be so tirmly held in contact

with the fang, as to insure the passage of the venoui through this latter organ.

Finally, it sometimes happens that the blow is given, the fang enters, and from

the quick starting of the animal injured, or from some other interrupting cause, it

is withdrawn so soon that the larger portion of the poison is thrown harmless upon
the surface near the g^vound. Under these circumstances, the resulting symptoms are,

of course, trifling, and how well such an occurrence would be calculated to deceive

the observer, who employed an antidote in a like case, can be readily conceived.

In a more popular paper* Dr. Mitchell remarks that the nervous

mechanism which controls the act of striking seems to be in the spinal

cord, for if we cut off a snake's head and then pinch its tail the stump
of the neck returns and with some accuracy hits the hand of the experi-

menter if he has the nerve to hold on. A little Irishman who took care

of the doctor's laboratory astonished him by coolly sustaining the test,

but did it by closing his eyes and so shutting out for a moment the too

suggestive view of the returning stump. In the memoir previously

quoted, on the other hand, he mentions that in one or two instances

persons who were ignorant of the possibility of this movement have
been so terrified at the blow which has greeted them as to faint on the

* Century Magazine, xxxviii, August, 1889, pp. 503-514.
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spot. The educated public which has seen so luany wonderful tales

concerning- snakes disproved have in turn become skeptical about almost

everything told about them not of the most commonplace character.

Hence, the somewhat ironical introduction to the following story, which

made its round through the daily press of the country, and which is no

doubt correct in every particular

:

Prof. Brewer, of Yale, recently told a good snake story. Years ago be was in Cali-

fornia and bad bis tripod and otber surveyor's instruments in tbe field. Stepping

along in tbe bnsbes be felt a movement under bis feet, and found tbat be was stand-

ing on a 4i-foot Rattlesnake—a large, vicious and figbtiug fellow. But tbe snake

was so pinioned tbat be could not strike tbe tbick boot tbat beld bim fast. Prof.

Brewer beld tbe rattler's bead down witb bis tripod and cut it off. Tben be

cut off bis rattles. Stepping aside, be saw tbe body of tbe snake, partly coiled,

lying very still. Taking out bis rule to measure its lengtb, tbe professor took bold

of tbe serpent to straigbteu bim out.

"Quick as an electric sliock,'' said Prof. Brewer, "tbat beadless snake broiigbt tbe

bloody stump over and struck a bard blow upon tbe back of my band." He added:

"I knew tbat bis bead was off and tbat be could not poison me, but tbat quick and

bard blow of tbe rattler made my bair stand on end."

However, the most dramatic incident of this kind is undoubtedly Mr.

George Catlin's adventure on the Kio Trombute, one of the tributaries

of the Amazon River in South America. The story as told by Mr.

Catlin's comjjanlon * is to the effect that Mr. Catlin having shot at the

head of a huge Rattlesnake had apparently missed it, as the snake was

seen to strike and hit him in the breast, where it left a bloody spot on

the shirt. The dress was torn open and one of his half-breed compan-

ions prepared to suck the poision out of the supposed wound; but

looking a moment for the puncture, he got up, and with a smile of

exultation he said, "There's no harm; you'll find the snake without a

head." In the weeds near-by the snake was found, closely coiled up,

where he had fallen, with his headless trunk erect and ready for another

spring, the head having been shot oft'.

If we make some allowance for the necessarily high coloring of the

narrative and the exaggeration almost inseparable from an account of

an occurrence so strange and exciting, there seems to be no good rea-

son to doubt that it took place in the main as related.

Beyond the "pit" there is but little to distinguish the Pit Vipers as

a whole from the other vipers, and, beyond the poison apparatus and

the changes in the various organs of the head <lirectly or indirectly

connected with this apparatus, they differ not materially from the bulk

of the snakes. One group of the pit vipers possesses, however, an

organ quite unique, not only among the vipers, but among all the snakes

as well, so that it seems the better plan to treat of it in the present con-

nection instead of later on under the head of that particular group. I

refer to the "rattle" of the Rattlesnakes.

*See Catlin's, "Life amongst tbe Indians" (New York; Appleton &, Co., 1867),

pp. 247-249.
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It may seem superfluous to describe this well-known instrument in

detail, but as the internal structure may not be clear to everybody, and
as without such a knowledge it will be diiificult to explain the develop-

ment and use of this organ, we are obliged to investigate it more closely.

It will be seen (tigs. 23, 24) that the tail end of the Rattlesnake instead

of gradually ta})ering to a point covered by a cone-shaped more or less

Fig. 2:i.

PEEFKCT RATTLE OF A LARGE BANDED RATTLESNAKE.

Side view. Three-fourths natural size.

(After Garm:in.)

acute scale, as in most other snakes, continues rather thick to where
the rattle is appended. The rattle itself in its perfection is shown in

the above ligures, and appears externally to consist of a series of

strongly compressed horny rings joined rather loosely together, the

terminal one, the so-called "button," ending iu a compressed, somewhat
cone-shaped cap, which is set off from the basal swelling by a slight

constriction.

Fig. 24.

LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF BATTLE.

The upper and lower outlines of the rattle will be seen not to be

straight but curved lines, the tendency of the joints to sag downward
by their own weight being counteracted by the fact that the width of

each ring is greater at the lower edge of the rattle than at the upper.

Mr. Quelch, the director of the museum in Georgetown, Demerara, has

shown that the object of this arrangement is to protect the rattle

SEPARATE SEGMENTS OF DISJOINTED PERFECT RATTLE OF CROTALUS.

Side view.

a button; /ibaaal joint.

(After Czermak.i

against injury and moisture when the snake is moving over the ground

by keeping the somewhat delicate instrument automatically raised.

In order to study the internal structure of the rattle so as to learn

how the various joints are linked together we will have to either i)ull

them apart sei^arately (fig. 25) or make a longitudinal section through
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tbe organ (fig. 24). It is tlien seen tbat each "ring" is in reality a

"button" tbat fits ov.er and conceals tbe terminal portion of tbe fore-

going (proximal) joint, leaving exposed only tbe basal swelling, tbe

ring. Tbe joints are consequently a series of partly overlapping tbin

horny capsules or "cones." These "cones" have a wavy outline con-

sisting of two or three swellings and two constrictions. It will also be

observed that the free edge of tbe cone is bent inward and fits into tbe

basal groove of tbe preceding cone, so that tbe basal swelling of tbe

more distal cone clasps around tbe second swelling of tbe one nearer

tbe body. Tbe opening being narrower than this swelling, tbe two cones

are effectually linked together by means of a kind of restricted ball-

and-socket articulation, modified by the shape of the joints.

It will furtbermore be noted, uj^on actually dissecting the tail end

of tbe body, tbat tbe basal cone of the rattle forms tbe horny cover of

^...^-^.^-e. ^ strong thickening of tbe skin which, in turn,

'(^ffr^^^^L envelops a more or less cone-shaped compressed

'^^^^^^^x. t)Owe- This bone terminates the vertebral col-

umn, being in fact the 7 or 8 last vertebrie en-
Fig 26.

TAIL END OP EMBRYO OF MAS- largcd aud fuscd together into one.

SASAUGA. Upon this dermal thickening surrounding tbe
Side view. Three times j.„-ii xi -i ii i-

natuiai size.
terminal bone, the epidermal horny capsule is

(After Garman.) cvldeii tly formcd. Tbe latter, in the same man-
ner as the rest of tbe epidermis in tbe snakes, in tbe course of its

growth becomes detached from tbe secretory layer, and a new epiderm
is formed beneath it, but while on the rest of tbe body this renewal of

the outer skin results in tbe well-known process of sloughing, the pecu-

liar shape of tbe horny capsule of the end of the body and its greater

thickness and strength prevents its slipiiing off"

in the same manner. It is consequently pushed z-^" ^^'^TTXTTT^
out from tbe end of tbe tail closely clasping \^^-^UlUlU-}<,^ 1^
around tbe median constriction of tbe new cone ^—u-.-...,-^...^.-,---,--..^..-^

whichnow appears externally as the basal "ring." Fig. 27.

Trof. Samuel Garman has carefully worked out diagrammatic longitudinal
^ section of fig. 26.

and beautifully illustrated tbe successive stages

of tbe growth of tbe rattle from the first indication in the embryo to

tbe perfected organ in tbe full-grown snake, and from bis pai^er* the

following account is mainly taken

:

In vei-y early embryos of the Ground Rattlesnake, Sistrurus milia-

rius, some of them already 3 inches long, tbe tail was not yet furnished

with scales, though tbe entire body was well provided. Outwardly
the tail was short, thick, blunt, slightly compressed, but with no indica-

tion of the characteristic feature so prominent after birth. Embryos
of a nearly allied species, tbe Massasauga, 8. catenatus, however, which

were older and twice as large, showed a distinct promise of tbe future

rattle in the shape and size of tbe terminal cap, or button (figs. 26, 27),

*The Rattle of the Rattlesnake. Bulletin Mus. Comp. ZoOl. Harv. Coll., Xlii,

No. 10, pp. 259-268, pis. i, 11. August, 1888.
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which is as yet incomi)lete aud but little more tlum half what it ulti-

mately becomes. There are now scales on the tail, but tbey show no
fusion with the button around its front border. Within tlie button the

vertebriB are still distinct and surrounded by muscle. The next step

is illustrated by one-week-old young ones of the same species (figs. 28, 20),

8^ inches in length, which show a decided gain, the externally visible

Fig-. 28.

TAIL END OF ONE-WEEKOLD MASSASAUGA.

Side view. Xearly three times natural size.

(After Garman. }

Fig. 29.

DIAGKASDIATIC LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF FIG. 28.

part of each ring having been now acquired. In no case is there any
disposition on the part of the scales to fuse with the button. Inside

of the latter the changes have been even greater; the vertebrne, still

plainly outlined, have consolidated into a single elongate mass, the

size of which is being increased by both lateral and terminal growth;

the vertical processes have grown together; and the muscles have been
displaced by the enlarging bone and the thickening skin. Figs. 30

and 31 finally show us the status of a 14-inch-long Prairie Eattlesnake,

Fig. 30.

INCIPIENT RATTLE OP YOUNG PRAIRIE RATTLE-

SNAKE.

Side view. Ih natural size.

(After Garman.

)

Fig. 31.

DIAGRAM3IATIC LONGITUDINAL SECTION THROUGH
FIG. 30.

Grotalus conjluentus, which was taken, with the third button about

half grown, when the process of pushing back the second ring was

well under way. The first ring had been set free with the first slough,

holding only by the collar, and if the snake had been allowed to live a

little longer, the second sloughing would have discovered the third

button perfected, clasped by the second ring, the latter pushed back

and loosened from the balance of the epidermis.

It should be added that the period of appearance of the first joints

seems to vary, inasmuch as there are apparently trustworthy records of

embryos having been found with more than one joint,* It is interest-

ing, in this connection, to remember Dr. Hay's observation thathognose

snakes commenced to shed their skin within a few minutes after having

left the egg.t As the young Rattlesnake leaves the egg covering before

being born, may it not also occur that it sheds its skin before birth

—

at least, sometimes ?

* Hopley, Snakes, 1882, p. 299. fProc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xv, 1892, p. 394.
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How hard it is to overcome a popular error which has once taken

hold of the public mind is strikingly exemplified in the matter of the

growth of the rattle. It was obsfrved long ago, and commented upon

by competent observers and scientists, that the common belief that each

ring on a Eattlesnake's rattle represents a year of its life, and that its

age consequently can be ascertained by simply counting the number of

rings, is entirely erroneous. Still, the belief is so common that every

scientific writer who treats of Kattlesnakes finds it necessary to reiDeat

the (in print) threadbare denunciation of this fallacy, but evidently

without the slightest effect so far as the general public is concerned,

for the next newspaper report of the latest Ivattlesnake killed in the

neighborhood, and the newest edition of certain "popular" natural

histories, repeat the same old fallacy. I do not expect to have better

success than my jiredecessors in this respect, though it would not seem

to be difficult to make people understand that the rattle is a delicate

instrument which easily breaks; that old and huge Rattlers are often

found with but one or a few rings; that a variable number of joints are

added each year; and that the production of a ring can be accomplished

in the course of every two or three months.

On the other hand, it is often asserted by good scientific authorities

that a new joint is formed at each general sloughing of the skin.

Schlegel* seems to have been the first to suggest this idea, which has

been indorsed, among others, by Garman, who says {op. cit, p. 259) that

the Rattlesnakes differ from other snakes " in retaining a portion of

each slough, that covering the tip of the tail, to form one of the rings

of the rattle."

It has already been shown that the formation of the rings, or but-

tons, is a process of sloughing analogous to, or rather identical with,

that of the rest of the outer skin, but this does not necessarily imply

that the sloughing takes place at the same time, or that a new button is

formed every time a sloughing of the skin takes place. Recent obser-

vations by a prominent Russian investigator. Dr. A. E. Feoktistow,

seem to indicate that the two processes are, to some extent at least,

independent. His conclusions are sufficiently important to warrant

the following quotations from his paper: t

In June, 1887, 1 received ten living specimens of Crotalus durissus, which I have

since been able to observe closely. Owing to wiint of a sufficient quantity of suita-

ble food (the animals refused to eat anything but very young rabbits), I lost five of

them in the course of the first six mouths. The remainder are in good condition,

and now (August 16, 1888) devour birds in addition to rabluts. They live in a large

terrarium provided with a spacious water reservoir, cement fioor, and a permanent

hot-water heating apparatus which renders it possible to maintain the temperature

of the air in the interior at 20= to 22-^ R (=77° to 81.5- F). The snakes are provided

with living food in sufficient abundance, and are equally lively in winter and summer.

*Essai sur la physiouomie des serpens, 1837. ii, p. 5.57.

t Zur Physiologie der Klapper des Crotalus durissus. Bull. Acad. .Sc. St. Peters-

bourg (n. s.) i, 1889, pp. 1-4. Also in Mt51. Biol. Acad. Sc. St. Petersb., xii, livr. 1,

1891, pp, 1-4. Translated in Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) xi, Jan., 1893, pp. 54-58.
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This opportuuity has enabled me to make accurate observations upon the growth,

falling off, and renewal of the rattle. I am in the fortunate position of having been

a))le to make certain observations upon healthy specimens with good appetites,

which decide these questions.

In live of my snakes the long rattles fell off independently at different times, and

I was now able especially to observe how rapidly these redevelop. I would first,

however, remark that it is perfectly natural for the rattle of the Rattlesnake to fall

off periodically or at irregular intervals, for the organ in question consists of dead,

horny tissue, developed into the well-known hollow "cones," which, while partly

inclosing one another to form the rattle, are yet only somewhat loosely connected

together. Now, it may be readily understood that such a series of links, when it

attains a certain length, is greatly exposed to mechanical injury, and, consequently,

may easily break off". Without any harm to the snake itself, this chain may be also

cut off or torn off" by force. This is, indeed, the simple reason why the rattle never

becomes particularly long, and rattles with 15 to 18 joints are rare. As a rule, the

rattle only lasts long enough to become 8 or 9 jointed.

As I have already stated, I was able to follow the reproduction of the rattles in

the case of five of the Rattlesnakes which had lost these organs. So long as their

rattles remained short, the snakes were naturally also unable to make a noise. But

the joints were gradually replaced, and in such a way that in all cases, in the course

of from three to four mouths, two new ones were added to the remaining (now termi-

nal) joint. Three-jointed rattles like these produced already a fairly loud sound.

In the course of a year the rattles developed into chains with from 5 to 6 joints, and
were then capable of producing the usual intense rattling sound. The reproduc-

tion of the rattles had no connection with the recurring sloughing of the skin. It

is well known that the epidermis is shed without the rattle, separating close to the

margin of the latter, and, indeed, in such a way that the end of the tail in the cast

skin is represented by an aperture with finely notched edges corresponding to the

rows of scales.

It consequently follows from my observations that a joint of the rattle can be
produced in the course of every two to three months (during winter, autumn, and
spring, of course by means of artificial warmth, the growth of the rattle evidently

proceeding much more slowly in the natural state), and I do not understand why
other observers have not noticed the growth of the rattle in captive Rattlesnakes.

Probably the snakes were kept under conditions unfavorable for their welfare,

whereby the vital processes were checked. Perhaps, too, the observations were not

conducted with sufficient care.

Dr. Feoktistow's strictures upon previous observers are not quite well

founded, for Dr. Holbrook has recorded, as early as 1838, that Leknew
two joints to have been added in one year, and that Dr. Bachman had
observed four produced in the same period.* It has also been stated

before that Dr. Cotton, of Tennessee, "had a Eattlesnake which shed

its skin on an average twice a year, and he observed a new link to the

rattle on each shedding." t

The observations made by the Russian naturalist do not in all parti-

culars agree with those of a somewhat later investigator, whose facilities

were not inferior. On the contrary, Mr. J. J. Quelch, who conducted
his experiments with snakes born in confinement in the museum in

* N. Am. Herpet., 1 ed., ii, 1838, p. 85 ; 2 ed., iii, 1842, p. 11.

t Hopley, Snakes, 1882, p. 298.

H. Mis. 184, pt. 2 25
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Georgetown, Demerara, consequently in a tropical climate and the

home of the snakes, must be said to have had even superior advantages.

In a very interesting paper pul)lished in "Timehri,"* of which he is

editor, he gives as his experience that the sloughing, or exuviation, of

the general skin and that of the terminal button, or cap, of the tail

forming the new rattle joint take place at the same time and are part

of the same process. It is consequently possible that Feoktistow's

results may have been caused by irregularities of the sloughing process,

due to the captivity. Out of twenty-four specimens bred in a cage in

the museum, Mr. Quelch brought two up on mice till they reached a

length of more than 3 feet, when the paper was written. Here is an

abstract of his account relating to these specimens:

At birtli they were from 9-10 iuclies in length and. J to ^ inch thick, and like the

other 22 of the set possessed but a terminal, elongated, horny, stump, though under

the termination of the scales an anterior iiiece was to be observed. Now, 16 months

after, they are more than two feet in length and more than an inch thick—one,

which has throughout been the more voracious, being somewhat longer and thicker

than the other—and the larger one possesses a rattle of four separable links, while

the other has six of these, but the individual links considerably smaller than those

of its brother. In the case of the smaller snake, with sis pieces in the rattle, these

correspond with each exuviation, the rattle being perfect, and bearing the terminal

elongated stump with which it was born. In the other, with four, three terminal

links have been lost, these having been detached during its sixth exuviation.

During 16 months, therefore, the one has had seven exuviations, and the other and

smaller T)ut six.

In a later note, supplementary to the above (oi). cit., pp. 170-171), Mr.

Quelch adds the following:

Since writing the foregoing paper it has been possible, from actual observation of

these young forms, to trace the development of the rings still further. On Feliruary

5th the larger of the two young specimens was about 2^ feet in length and possessed

four rattle rings. Since then two exuviations have taken place, one on Wednesday,

March 2.5th, when an extra ring was added to the rattle, thus making tive; and

again, about two months after, on May 27th, when the sixth ring was added. In

the case of the smaller snake, which on February 5th was about li feet in length,

two exuviations have also taken place, at intervals also of about two months between

each exuviation. On February 28th an extra ring was added by change of skiu;

and again on May 4th, when 8 rattles were registered in total number. It is note-

worthy that in the larger specimen of these two young ones there are only six

rings, three having been lost in early changes, while in the smaller specimen there are

eight, the total number from birth being retained, as shown by the presence of the

original terminal button with which they were born. The larger specimen is now
(June 11th) about 3J feet in length, while the smaller is about 2f feet. During early

life these vipers are thus, with free diet, observed to exuviate and thus add to the

rings of the rattles every two months-.

Dr. Feoktistow, where he speaks of rattle^s with from 1~) to 18 joints

as being rare, adds in a footnote that " rattles of 42 joints, as figured

by Seba, surely exist only in the imagination." There is said, however,

to be a later account and figure of a rattle of no less than -44 joints,

* The Rattlesnake.—The Growth of the Rattle. Timehri (n. s.), v, pt. 1, June,

1891, ))p. 1-11+plate.
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viz, in the '' Columbian Magazine or Monthly Miscellany " for November,
1786, as follows

:

The common number of libuke seldom exceeds 14 or 15 in a rattle; but tlie cue

given (fig. 4) is certainly a very great curiosity, even to a person who has seen a

great number of this genus of snakes. The libuhi? are 44 in number. The snake

from which this rattle was taken was not, as might be expected, of a size propor-

tionate to the prodigious length of its rattle, but rather of a middling-sized snake.

It was killed some time in the summer of this year, at Fort Allen.*

The most plausible explanation seems to be that some practical joker

joined several rattles, thus deceiving the unwary paragrapher.t The
greatest number of joints recorded so far by a fully trustworthy

authority is, I believe, 21 as seen by Holbrook (N. Am. Herpet., 1 ed.,

II, p. 85), unless we accept Miss Hopley-s somewhat vague statement,

possibly only made on hearsay, that "a Crotalus [species not given]

at the London Reptilium had twenty-five links at one time" (Snakes,

p. 301), or Catesby's figure of a G. horrklus witli -1 joints. (Carolina,

1743, II, pi. xli.)

If the reader will again examine the representation of a perfect and

full-grown rattle, given above (fig. 23), it will be seen that the basal

rings are nearly equal in size, while the terminal ones rapidly diminish

in size toward the tip. The latter were, of course, formed during the

early years of the snake's life, when its growth was rapid, the increas-

ing size of each succeeding joint testifying to the corresponding increase

of thickness of the end of the tail. Later on this increase is much
slower and the new joints do not materially differ in diameter from the

preceding one. If, therefore, in the adult snake the rattle breaks

near the base, the new rattle which will grow out to succeed the lost

one will have an entirely different shape, the upper and lower outlines

being nearly parallel and the terminal button as large as the basal

ring, while the perfect, unbroken rattle tapers off toward a small and
rather elongate button. This difference between the parallelogrammic

rattle and the tapering rattle was once held to indicate specific differ-

ences and was used as a systematic character, but Garman has effec-

tually disposed of this notion in the paper on the rattle so often referred

to above.

When crawling over the ground the rattle, as shown in fig. 23, is

carried with the greatest width vertical and somewhat raised off' the

ground, so as to prevent it from dragging.

It is often sounded even in this way, but the usual position assumed
by the snake when vibrating the rattle in earnest is when coiled up and

"" Quoted from DeKay, Zool. N. Y., in, 1892, p. 56, footnote. Of course, we iilace no
more credence in the story of the man who told Kalm that in his younger days he
had killed a Rattler with 30 joints than in the one quoted above. (Kalm, Svenska
Vetensk. Acad. Handl., xiii, 1752, p. 316.)

1A correspondent recently informed the Smithsonian Institution that lie was in

possession of a " fossil rattle " of about 45 joints. The fossil, when received, proved
to be an Orilioceras, a mollusk of the Devonian age.
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ready for defense or offeDse. The rattle is then as a rule raised nearly

vertically in the middle of the coil, though it not only can, but really

does, rattle \yith the instrument poised outside of the body rings. When
shown the original drawing of the Banded Eattlesnake, now reproduced

on pi. 9, a friend of mine criticised the position as unnatural, since in

his opinion the snake could not sound the rattle outside of the coil.

Fortunately I had a huge live Texas Battler, CrotaJvs atrox, near by,

and upon repairing to the cage and trying to induce the monster to

rattle, his very first performance was g'iven in the i^osition shown in the

criticised illustration.

The rattling- sound is ])roduced by a vigorous shaking and vibrating

of the end of the tail, the dead, horny cones i)roducing a noise of dif-

ferent pitch and volume dependent upon the size and vigor of the ani-

mal and the dryness of tlie rattle. Under ordinary circumstances the

sound is not kept up constantly for any length of time, but that is not

for want of ability, for it is well known that captive Rattlesnakes may
be induced to rattle continuously for hours.

Dr. Feoktistow, in the memoir already quoted, has given an account

of an interesting experiment made for the purpose of ascertaining the

number of vibrations which the rattle makes i^er minute, which deserves

to be reproduced here

:

A large Rattlesnake was grasped by the neck, while an assistant thrust a needle

through the middle joint of its seven-jointed rattle in such a way that it pierced

the rattle in its greatest diameter, consequently from above downward, if we imag-

ine the snake lying quiet with its tail outstretched upon the ground. Now, since

the rattle (in the position in which we have supposed the snake to be) is, in making

a noise, moved from left to right and back again, the needle was able to trace curves

of vibration upon paper blackened with soot. As a registering apparatus I used

Dudger-n's polygraph, with a strip of blackened paper which Avas made to slide rap-

idly forward by means of the clockwork. The tail of the snake was, to a certain

extent, fixed by my holding the snake with my hand in the region in front of the

vent. After much trouble I succeeded in bringing the needle in a suitable manner
into contact with the strip of paper, and in obtaining curves of vibration, from

which the number of the vibrations per minute (the rajtidity of the progression of

the strip of paper being known) could be calculated witli a fair degree of accuracy.

In this manner it was found that the movements of the rattle are composed of gi'eat

vibrations of the entire tail itself and of smaller vibrations of the actual rattle in

such a way that the tail makes 75 and the rattle, on the other hand, 110 vibrations

per minute. These are approximate average numbers, since I was able to obtain

only faulty curves, because the rattle does not perform its vibrations precisely in one

plane. Movements kept up for hours with rapidity like this are absolutely amazing.

When observed with the naked eye, only a blurred image is seen of the rattle mov-

ing at this rate.

The Russian investigator was not the first, however, to attempt a

determination of the vibrations of the Rattlesnake's tail. Dr. Isaac

Ott, as early as 1882, tried an exj)eriment similar to that of Dr. Feok-

tistow. From his statement* it may be sufficient to quote the fol-

lowing :

* The Vibration of the Rattlesnake's Tail. Journ. Nerv. and Mental Disease,

New York (n. s.), vii, Jan. -Oct., 1882, pp. 514-516.
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The suake experimented with was one which had been kept about nine months, and

was not as energetic as one recently caught, but the note of his rattle was as usual.

His head was secured by means of a wire around the neck, and at the end of his rattle

was attached a short piece of thin copper wire by means of sealing wax; then the

tail was taken in hand and the point of the copper pen directed against the smoked

revolving drum of a Marey-Secretan apparatus. A tuning fork was run over the

drum to determine the rate of movement of the drum. By an analysis of the curve

it was found that the rate of vibration of the tail was about 60 per second.

Dr. Ott, it should be added, admits the possibility that the number of

vibrations recorded are less than the actually normal number. Remem-
bering the fact that the snake experimented upon was less than nor-

mally energetic, the result agrees tolerably well with that obtained by

Feoktistow seven years later.

The question, "For what purpose does the suake rattle?" is still an

unsolved one. Possibly it will ever remain so if we continue to look

for one single purpose which may be considered so important in the

animal's economy as to have brought about development of such a

specialized instrument. Philosophers when attem])ting to explain

the utility to the snake of acquiring the rattle have often failed,

because it seemed evident that the rattle, so far from being useful

to the snake, in most cases appears to be a disadvantage, which

has led to the almost total extinction of the Rattlers in the cultivated

and more densely inhabitated districts of the country. It must not

be forgotten, however, that the rattle was evolved long before man
appeared upon the stage, and that the question of its disadvanta-

geousuess in the struggle against his supremacy could have no influence

upon its evolution. The history of evolution is full of similar examples

of animals having acquired an advantageous character which, when

new enemies appeared, was turned against the owner because it could

not be undone or raodilied to suit the new conditions, thus leading

directly to his extermination.

The theories of the use of the rattle are numerous, even though we
exclude from the discussion the one that it is " a providential arrange-

ment to prevent injury to innocent animals and man."

An interesting discussion of this question was started by Prof. N. S.

Shaler about twenty years ago, in a paper entitled " The Rattlesnake

and IS^atural Selection,"* in which he receded from the position previ-

ously held by him that "the tail appendage ot the Rattlesnake was not

to be explained on the doctrine of natural selection, inasmuch as it could

contribute in no way to the advantage of the animal." Having once him-

self in the field mistaken the rattling for the sound nmde by the " locust,"

Cicada rhnosa, Say, he conceived the idea that the object of the noise

is to decoy insect eating birds " into the range of the serpent's spring"

by an imitation of the cicada's sound, and he consequently admitted

that the case of the Rattlesnake did no longer seem " the bar to the

acceptance of the theory it once did."

* American Naturalist, vi, 1872, pp. 32-37.
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The similarity of the rattling sound to that of certain grasshoppers

has been commented on by many writers both before and since, and is

indeed in many cases astonishingly deceptive; but there are several

great difficulties about this theory, chief of which are that birds seem

to form a very small i)ortiou of the Kattlesnake's diet, and that on the

other hand the birds do not seem to rely principally on their ear in

hunting grasshoppers.

Prof. F. W. Putnam (oj^. cit., pp. 693-694) took issue with Prof. Shaler,

and suggested that the true function of the rattle is most likely to serve

to call the sexes together. This theory received shortly after valuable

support from an observation made by Prof. Samuel Aughey, who
recorded* his experience while surveying in July, 1869, along the Logan
Eiver in Wayne County, Nebraska.

While washing a collection of uuios at the water's edge [lie writes] 1 heard the

familiar rattle of the Massasauga ( Crota Joplwrus tergemin us [=Sistru7'iis catenatus] ). I

quickly crept up the hank and cautiously looking over the level bottom I saw, at

the distance of ahout 30 feet, a rattlesnake coiled up with the head erect and gazing

in an opposite direction from my position. Every three or five minutes the snake

would cease rattling for a minute or more and then commence again. In about half

an hour from the time that I first -saw the snake I observed another Rattlesnake

approach the first one. Closer and closer the second one approached, until at length

they met and indulged in a sexual embrace. I -watched them for at least an hour and
left them at last without disturbing them.

He also related an instance where three Rattlesnakes made their

appearance on the scene of a battle between hogs and another Rattle-

snake, apparently called in by the rattling of the latter.

The same observer also hints at another use of tlie rattle, suggesting

that the noise may possibly frighten and thus paralyze the victim into

submission, at the same time explaining the phenomena which by other

observers have been attributed to a peculiar "charming" power sup-

l)osed to be possessed by these reptiles, and of which we shall hear

more further on.

The theory which appears most commonly accepted nowadays is one

which was elaborated by J. G. Henderson, in a reply t to Shaler's arti-

cle above referred to. He advanced the idea that the sounding of the

rattle, so far from inviting the destruction of the snake,

is one of the most effective means of self-protection, and is as useful to it in the

race for life as is the growl of the tiger when threatened with danger. The snake
does not sound its rattles until it considers itself discovered, and not then unless it

apprehends danger. It tlnows Itself in position to strike and says in unmistakable
language, "Look out, I am ready for you I" If pushed upon, it makes its leap at its

antagonist, and again throws itself in i)osition to renew the coutlict, and again
sounds the note of defiance. ^ * The ability of the snake to defend itself does
not consist in its strength or size, or in its power of overcoming its adversary by a
prolonged conflict, for most of its enemies are its superior in size and strength. Nor
does its deadly poison act quickly enough to secure its own safety when it is

* American Naturalist, vii, 1873, pp. 85-86.

t Useof the Rattle ofthe Rattlesnake. American Naturalist, vi, 1872, pp. 260-2G3.
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attacked, but, in most cases, the victim, after the deadly stroke is given, may still

revenge itself by the destruction of the snake. But the certainty of the effect of the

poison serves as a warning and is advantageous, not in defense after the attack is

made, but in preventing an attack from being made.

The poiut here made is certainly a strong one, and the theory has

been given a fnrther application by the consideration, especially advo-

cated by Garman^* that inasninch as the snccess of the snake in cap-

ture of food depends on an ever-ready supply of poison, the rattling-

sound is advantageous if it keeps away disturbers which can not serve

as food and tlius prevents useless expenditure of venom or even the

breaking of the fangs.

If we now look at the various explanations given, it seems possible

to accept them all as partly true. The rattle having once been

acquired it seems even probable that the snake used the sound for the

various purposes indicated, though of course it may be difficult to

point out which one has mostly influenced the evolution of the instru-

ment. To me the rattling appears as a substitute for a voice, and I

think it is quite logical to conclude that it may be put advantageously

to all the uses to which an animal may apply its voice.

It has long been known that most snakes when agitated produce a

whirring or rustling sound, which often strongly resembles the noise

of the Eattlesnake,by rajndly vibrating the end of the tail among dead

leaves, or against some other object, even their own body. Many an

innocent snake has, on tliis account, suffered an untimely death, having

been mistaken for the deadly rattler. This fact has been used as an

argument in favor of the preventive theory, since, if the rattling is

advantageous to the rattlesnake in preventing attack by its enemies,

the imitation of the noise must also prove advantageous to the mim-

ickers. The fact that this pseudo-rattling is indulged in by the deadly

snakes without a rattle does not mitigate against this theory of imita-

tion, for of course, if it is advantageous to the rattlesnake to have a

means of preventing unneccessary waste of poison or useless exposure

to breakage of the fangs, the imitation must be equally advantageous

to the Copperhead or the Moccasin. But the futility of the theorj^ is

shown not only in the fLictthat this vibration of the tail is so universal,

but still more so because it does not seem to be confined to the snakes

of America, to which part of the world the Rattlesnakes are restricted.

It is evident, then, that this vibrating of the tail, so tar from being an

imitation of the rattlesnake's way of making itself heard, was a common
characteristic of most snakes before' the Rattlesnake evolved from the

common ancestral stock of Pit Vipers. Whatever the cause of this

phenomenon—and we may well accept Herbert Spencer's suggestion,

as applied by Shaler (oj?. cit., p. 3G), that the wagging of the dog's tail

and similar movements of that appendage is an escape of nervous force

restrained from other modes of expression at the moment—we may take

*Ophid. N. Araer., 1883, p. xxvi; Bull. Mus. Com. Zool., xiii, 1888, p. 264.
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it for granted that the forms from which the Eattlesnake evolved were

in the habit of vibrating- the tip of the tail at a high rate of speed.

This condition clearly understood, there is no diflficulty in tracing the

origin of the rattle.

In this connection I may again call attention to Garman's often

quoted article,* and to reproduce his figure of the tail and of a speci-

men of the Copperhead, Aglistrodon contortrix (fig\ 32). It does not

need long explanation to show how easily a tail cap like the one repre-

sented might be modified into the button, the ring-like swellings of

which would prevent the slough from being- pushed oft". The develop-

ment once started, the increasing irritation would lead to heightened

nutrition and excessive accumulation of tissue. In tracing mentally

this evolution it must not be forgotten, as Garinan on a later occasion

(Science, xx, 1892, p. 17) remarks, that the present

development of the rattle '' embraces much that is a

consequence of its possession, much that has been

Fig 32. induced by its presence and use."
TAIL END OF THE COP- Garmau expressly protests against the assumption

PERHEAD L u I. CT

Side view Nearly thattherattlesnakeshavebeeiideriveddirectly fVoiu the
twice natural size. coppcrhead, aiul thiuks it more probable that the two

rattlesnake genera have had a double origin, *S7.9fr/frM.s

having been derived from a stock more nearly related to Agldstrodon;

the Crotah proper, with small head scales, from forms nearer to Lachesis.

I can not agree to this proposition, which lays more stress on the

number and size of the head shields than upon the rattle and the other

characteristics of these snakes. The rattle is a highly specialized

instrument, essentially alike both in Crotalus and in Sistrurus, while

the nine large head shields, in the possession of which the latter genus

agree with Agkistrodon, is the common, generalized arrangement which

they share with nearly all the nonvenomous snakes, and which was
undoubtedly a characteristic of the ancestor from which they all^

including Lachesis and Crotalus—have been derived. There are, indeed,

numerous examples among various species of Crotalus of individuals

showing a tendency to a reversion to this ancestral arrangement.

The popular belief in the power of the poisonous snake to "charm" its

victims into a state of helplessness is by no means exterminated. In

spite of all that has been argued and explained against it there are

people still wiio profess to have ocular proof of this power. Time and

again it has been related by trustworthy observers how birds or small

mammals have been seen to approach the coiled snake, drawn toward

it £i^ by a magic spell they were unable to withstand ; how, under the

mCuence of an excitement which made them forgetful to everything

around them-, apparently dreading- the terrible fate awaiting them yet

unable to avoid it, they finally ventured too near, only to be hit by the

lightning stroke of the hitherto almost motionless snake, whose only

"Bull. Mu.s. Comp, Zool., xiii, pi. ii, tig. 14; Science, xx, 1892, p. 17, fig. 5.
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sign of life consisted in the following of tlie victim's mad efforts

with the staring eyes and the incessant darting out and in of the

rapid tongue. Many of these blood-curdling tales are unfortunately

embellished with such absurd details, evidently the children of an

inflamed imagination, as to throw discredit on the whole story. It is

not uncommon to hear it stated that the eyes of the snake were emit-

ting fire, and that the unfortunate victim finally darted directly into

the widely exijanded mouth of the expectant reptile.

In spite of these extravaganzas, however, there is evidently enough
truth in the numberless observations of this nature to keep the scien-

tists (whose duty it is to doubt and dissect all these things) busy try-

ing to evolve a theory by which to explain so much of the stories as

appeared worthy of being admitted as facts. Old as the stories are, the

explanations and theories of the doubters are not of y^esterday either.

One hundred ami forty years ago Peter Kalm, a Swedish naturalist,

and pupil of Linnaeus, wrote a detailed and, considering the time, accur-

ate and interesting account* of the Rattlesnake, based upon his experi-

ence during his travels in Eastern North America, in which he gives

an elaborate description of how the fascination is said to take place.

He then continues as follows:

This is the story as commonly told by the inhabitants of North America, both by
the common people and by the better classes, by the ignorant as well as by the

learned. I myself have never seen it, and have even now great difficulty in believ-

ing it. Among the many hundreds who have* told me of it not more than ten or

twelve asserted that they had seen it with their own eyes. However, among these

there were some men so trustworthy, and their accounts agreed in most particulars

so well, that I almost gave w]} all doubt as to the truth.

I have attempted to explain this alleged charm in this way : I have seen in America

how numerous birds in the woods were running on the ground in search of food and

so tame that a man could approach very close; they might in the same manner get

too near to the snake, which is lying quiet and thus might easily have a chance to

strike them; the bird is unable to get away farther than the nearest tree, where it

is obliged to rest and tinally falls down, the snake now seizing its prey. This exjila-

nation was particularly suggested to me by the story told me by a woman in America,

who had once seen a rabbit running across tiie road, then suddenly stop and fall

down as if crazy. She then saw a Rattlesnake which had followed the rabbit, but

she did not take time to observe what followed. We often see that when a cat is

out hunting, the little birds collect about him from some distance, uttering a certain

cry. If the bird has its nest in the neighborhood, the greater noise it will make and
the nearer it will approach. The cat walks quietly along, as if it does not concern

him at all ; the bird becomes the more daring ; it a^jproaches nearer and nearer till

it comes within reach of the cat, or even darts down upon his back; that is the

opportunity of the cat to grab it. Some small birds in America, not at all afraid or

having their nest near the roadside, often act in the same manner at the approach of

man, often flying almost direct in the faces of the passers-by. As the sparrows pursue

the hawk, thus small birds make outcries at their enemies and become more daring

the quieter the latter are; the same, possibly, takes place with the fascination of the

rattlesnake. Or may it be that they approach too close out of curiosity, since his

eyes glitter and burn like fire when angry or when said to be fascinating? Or is it

* Sv. Vetensk. Acad. Handl., xiii, 1752, pp. 308-319; xiv, pp. .52-67; pp. 185-194.
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possible that the charm is due to some fetid uud poisonous odor wliich he emits aud

by which the auimals are overcome and made unconscious? Or may not every one

of these suggestions contribute toward the result?

The speculations of a centiuy and a half have added scarcely any new
suggestion of apparent plausibility to those of Dr. Kalm, except, per-

haps, the idea that the whirring noise of the rattle might producetsuch

a terror in the intended victims as to completely paralyze their will

power.

On the other hand, there has accumulated a mass of negative evi-

dence in the shape of observations on snakes in captivity, which have

led some authorities to deny entirely the actuality of the phenomenon.

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, who has had unexcelled opportunities of obser-

vation, has this to say* upon the subject:

I have very ofteif put aiumals, such as birds, pigeons, guiuea pigs, mice, and dogs,

into the cage with a Rattlesnake. They commonly exhibited no terror after their

recovery from alarm at being handled and drojiped into a box. The smaller birds

were usually some time in.becoming composed, and fluttered aboiit in the large cage

until they were fatigued, when they soon became amusingly familiar with the snakes,

aud were seldom molested, even when caged with six or eight large Crotali. The
mice, which were similarly situated, lived on terms of easy intimacy with the snakesi

sitting on their heads, moving round on their gliding coils, undisturbed and uncon-

scious of danger. Larger animals were not so sate, especially if they moved
abruptly aud rapidly about the snakes. The birds, mice, and larger auimals often

manifested an evident curiosity, which promj)ted them to approach the snake cau-

tiously. Sometimes this was rewarded by a blow, as was sure to be the case when
a dog indulged his inquisitiveuess by smelling the snake with his muzzle. Some-

times the snake retreated, and struck only when driven to bay. Usually, the smaller

anijuals indulged their inquisitive instinct unhurt, and were allowed to live for

days in the same cage with the dreaded reptile.

t

These are the sole facts which I have seen bearing any relation to the supposed

fascinating faculty. They appear to me to lend no strength to the idea of its exist-

ence.

Similar evidence is given by numerous other observers, some

expressly adding that even the most threatening rattling did not seem

to have any terrorizing effect upon the captive animals.

It should not be forgotten, however, that llattlesnakes in captivity,

as a rule, are very timid, dull, and with but very little desire to eat.

Their victims, moreover, if wanted, are within easy reach, consequently

there would be no necessity for exerting any faculty ot fascination,

even if the snake possessed it.

Dr. Alfred Brehm's experience, on the other hand, is more positive

and seems di rectly to corroborate Kalm's first suggestion. According to

Prof. F. L. Oswald's version, Brehm procured ;i coupleof able-bodied Eat.

tlesnakes and turned them loose in a well-lighted garret, where he could

observe all their movements without betraying his presence. At first

* Researches on the Venom of the Rattlesnake, 1861, p. 5,

t It is proper to add that the curiosity thus exhibited by animals, and especially

by mice aud dogs, was as active when the snake was not regarding the intruder as

at other times.
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his prisoners stayed in tlieir lair in the recess of an open box, but on the

morning- of the third day they began to show symptoms of appetite,

and the professor treated them to a breakfast of live blackbirds. About
live minutes after the appearance of the newcomers, one of the snakes

left her headquarters and crawled across to the corner next to the

front window, while her mate took post behind a waterpot near the

center of the room. The birds were too busy to notice them at all.

The temptation to attempt escape in a lightward direction seemed to

occupy them too much to mind such inferior incidents as the maneuvers
of a crawling object on the floor. The front window with its large

panes seemed to prove specially attractive, and the ambushed snake
had just contracted her coils for the third time when the descent of a

fluttering bird gave her a chance to bring matters to a crisis.

'"Ko need of charming in this case," thought the professor when the

stricken blackbird recoiled with a frightened squawk. But there was
still need, of patience. For nearly a minute the doomed bird fluttered

about in an aimless way before the chemicals began to operate in earnest

and he fell over on his side with half-opened wings. He was too far

gone even to keep on his legs, and only then the snake crawled up to

take possession of her prey, tliough she had all along watched her

victim with glittering eyes,

Brehm repeated his experiment with s^jarrows, gophers, common rats,

weasels, quails, woodpeckers, and meadow larks, and always with an
analogous result, except in tlie case of a woodpecker that made its way
to the top of the window and died out of reach of the serpent. In everj-

other case the victim at first made its escape, but was captured in

articuJo mortis, after betraying its waning strength by all sorts of curi-

ous symptoms. Even the weasel gave up its attempt at retaliation

after a short struggle, and in its last moments staggered out of its

hiding-place and finally directly toward the approaching enemy.
I think I have seen it suggested somewhere, though I am now unable

to find the reference, that the alleged faculty of fascination might be of

a hypnotic nature. This suggestion may not be so entirely absurd as

at first appears, if ^\e remember the highly nervous and excitable

nature of the birds and the ease with which some of them, at least, are

brought under influences similar to those of hypnotism. In this con-

nection I may call attention to a very curious device used in some parts

of Germany for decoying larks, the so called '"lark mivror^'' (Lerchen-

spiegcJ). As described and figured by Naumann* it consists of an oval

piece of wood studded with small pieces of broken looking-glass, some
not larger than a pea, which is made to revolve upon a low stick put
into the ground. The glittering of the revolving glass pieces reflecting

the sun seems to attract the larks, which dart down upon it and are

then caught in the nets. The flickermg light seems to "fascinate" the

bird.

' Naturgescliichte der Vogel rJeutschlands, iv, pp. 186-187 (1824).
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After all, is not the objection which some authors make to the power

of ''charming" or "fascinating"' more directed against the use of these

words themselves than against the phenomenon which they are intended

to describe?

The possibility, already expressed by Kalm, that the victims might be

overcome by a special fetid smell, said to be emitted by the snake, does

not'seem to have any foundation in fact, much less the more fanciful

suggestion by more "i)opular" writers that the cause is a poisonous

quality of the snake's breath. It is true that there are situated some

glands about the vent which eject a fluid of a penetrating odor, if the

snakes are handled roughly, but it is a common observation that the

crotalids under ordinary circumstances issue no peculiar odor. Dr.

Mitchell states that the lluid referred to is of a yellow or dark brown

color; that it may be ejected to a distance of 2 or 3 feet, and that it is

irritant when it enters the eye, although not otherwise injurious. lam
not aware that these glands and their secretion in the pit vipers have

been studied in detail.

Occasionally we hear of the finding of large numbers of Rattlesnakes

or copperheads in caves in rocks brought to light by blasting for a rail-

road or a quarry. We are also all familiar with the periodically

recurring story, now at least 200 years old, however, of the man who
built his log cabin against the side of the mountain in such a manner

that the perpendicular face of the rock formed the back wall of the

hut, and who with his family had to spend the first night among the

rafters because the heat from the fire had thawed out the inhabitants

of a vast rattlesnake "den" somewhere iu the rock, the noisy serpents

coming out by the hundreds and taking possession of the lioor and

the beds. We have also heard the more modern and improved edition

of this story, apparently due to the vivid imagination of western

journalists a^-cordnig to which the Kansas farmer erected the same log

cabin in the same position—not for himself, however, but for his son, who
intended to spend his honeymoon in it, and who, with his young bride,

was found the morning after the wedding, killed and partly eaten by an

army of the loathsome reptiles. It would fill an entire volume were I to

mention all the gruesome snake stories that are served up by an enter-

prising press with an ever increasing amount of high seasoning to

satisfy the cravings of a public now habitually fed on sensations.

Stripped of all the lurid word painting, of all the epithets suggesting

sliininess and other qualities not belonging to any snakes, and of all

exaggerations as to numbers, stench, and noise, there lies at the bottom

the truth that these poisonous snakes, like many others of the harmless

kind, in winter often congregate in great numbers in some cavity iuthe

ground or among rocks. In these retreats they spend the cold season

in a state of. more or less deep stupor, or lethargy, until warm weather

comes to <piicken their pulses, when they issue from their winter
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quarters, spreading out over the ueighboriug region and passing tbe

summer solitary or in pairs. In very liot and dry climates this hiberna-

tion has an equivalent in the aestivation, by which term Dr. Cooper
has designated a similarly lethargic state during the hottest and driest

portion of the summer.

Considering the small number of these snakes met with in the fields

or in the woods during the warm seasons, the large numbers some-

times found in these Ivattlesnake dens in winter is simply astounding.

It seems as if all the pit vipers of the surrounding country had come
together in one spot, and there are good reasons to suppose that so is

actually the fact. The question naturally arises: How have all these

snakes obtained their information about this apparent place of rendez-

vous and how have they been able to find their way to it? It is a

phenomenon in its nature not unlike that of the migration of birds,

and IS apparently even more difficult of a satisfactory explanation.

The old i^re darwinian conception of the inherent and infallible instinct

explains neither, but how is the more scientific idea of the inherited,

unconscious knowledge accumulated and crystallized, as it were, dur-

ing countless generations, how is it to apply in the present case?

As a matter of fact we know yet too little of the habits of the snakes

and of their whole life history to give any explanation much better

than a conjecture. I shall, therefore, not attempt any solution of the

question here, but for the benefit of those who might want to take it

up I shall quote an ingenious theory pioi)ounded recently by Mr. W. H.
Hudson,* whose charming pictures of animal life in the Argentine

Kepublic has made his name a household word among naturalists.

After having briefly alluded to the habit of the rattlesnake to hiber-

nate socially in dens, he proceeds as follows

:

Clearly in this case the knowledge of the hibernating den is not merely tradi-

tional—that is, handed down from generation to generation, through the yonng each

year following the adults, and so forming the habit of repairing at certain seasons

to a certain place—for the young serpent soon abandons its parent to lead an inde-

pendent life; and on the approach of cold weather the hibernating den may be a

long distance away, 10 or 20, or even 30 miles from the spot in which it was born.

The annual return to the hibernating den is then a fixed unalterable instinct, like

the autumnal migration of some birds to a warmer latitude. It is doubtless favor-

able to the serpents to hibernate in large numbers massed together, and the habit

of resorting annually to the same spot once formed, we can imagine that the indi-

viduals—perhaps a single couple in the first place—frequenting some very deep, dry,

and well-sheltered cavern, safe from enemies, would have a great advantage over

others of their race; that they would be stronger and increase more, and spread

during the summer mouths farther and farther from the cavern on all sides, and
that the farther afield they went the more would the instinct be perfected, since all

the young serpents that did not have the instinct of returning unerringly to the

ancestral refuge, and that, like the outsiders of their race, to put it that way, merely

crept into the first hole they found on the apjiroach of the cold season, would be

more liable to destruction.

*The Naturalist in La Plata (Loudon, 1892), pp. 321-322.
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Of all our native snakes, the habits of none are better known than

those of our pit vipers, yet there are many points in dispute which it will

require time and patience and good luck to settle. Other questions

which we have considered to be answered must be discussed over again,

because later observations seem to cast doubt upon the conclusions

long* since arrived at. Thus, we have believed it an undoubted fact

that all the Pit Tipers bring forth their young alive. Gradually the

conclusion had been gained that all of them in this respect are essen-

tially alike, and that the progeny is comparatively limited in number.

The constantly repeated stories of Copperheads having had innumerable

young ones have been shown to rest on confusion with the young of the

spreading adder. The average number of young Pit Vipers born by

species occurring in our country seems to be 8 or 9. exceptionally as high

as 14, while as many as 24 have been authentically recorded for some

exotic forms. But now we read in the very latest edition of Brehm's

"Thierleben" (Vol. vii, 1892, p. 444) that credence is given to the account

of Geyer that he has observed a nest of about 40 Rattlesnake eggs in

the very act of hatching! Now it is quite true that there are reptiles

in which the time of the hatching and that of the expulsion of the eggs

are so close that sometimes the young ones are hatched within the body

of the mother, and thus born alive, but with these snakes the case is

somewhat different, for the egg covering is so thin that it is most

improbable that the eggs are ever expelled before the young have

broken through.

In close connection with the above we are confronted by a not unfa-

miliar question : " Do the snakes swallow their young for the sake of pro-

tection!" Concerning, as it does, the snakes in general and not the

pit vipers in special, except in so far as they are reported to be among
the ones observed to do this very thing, I should have left this theme

at the present occasion with a reference to Dr. G. Brown Goode's admi-

rable summary of all the evidence up to 1873, * as it would carry us too

far to present all that has been written about the subject since then in

this connection, but from the many unpublished letters in my possession

bearing upon the question, and which I have reserved for a later sep-

arate publication, I wish to print the following extracts from one

by the late ]^r. William C. Avery, ot Greensboro, Ala., because they

pointedly expose the inconsistency of some of those who deny the actu-

ality of an occurrence testified to by numerous and competent witnesses,

simply because it seems improbable and because they have not seen it

themselves. Apropos of an account in a previous letter of how he

himselfonce saw a young water moccasin run down its mother's throat,

Dr. Avery wrote as follows:

My reason for mentioaiug in my last letter the fact that I had seen a snake take

her young into her throat was that it had been denied hy some writers. In a work

* On the question "Do Snakes Swallow their Young?" Proc. Amer. Assoc.

Advanc. Science, Portland Meeting, 1873 (pp. 176-185).
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by Charles C. Abbott, M. D., entitled "Model Book of Natural History," the writer

says, on page 499: "The threadbare subject of snakes swallowing their young has

been discussed again and again. The sum and substance of the matter is—they

don't." * * * The fact of the matter is

—

Ihey do; and men believe they do, because

they have seen the young in the act. Dr. Abbott denies this truth, and yet on page
72 of his "Model Book," he Avrites: "Honey badgers are said to sit on their

haunches and shade their eyes with one paw while on the lookout for a bee tree.

This may seem a fishy story, but there is no reason for not accepting it. The world
is more full of marvels than mankind have imagined."

Surely, tlie alleged performance of the snakes is not any more mar-

velous than that of the liouey badger!

It was noted under tlie Harlequins, or Bead Snakes, that those poison-

ous snakes are closely imitated by certain kinds of harmless ones, so

close, in fact, that it is sometimes necessary to discriminate very nicely

in order to distinguish them. Some of the crotalids are subjects

of a similar mimicry which has given rise to a similar confusion of

names. Thus the ordinary and very harndess hog* nose snake, or

spreading adder, is in many districts known as the copperhead, on
account of its superficial resemblance to the latter and the dread
inspired by its certainly formidable looking antics is still heightened

Fig. 83.

UNDER SIDE OF TAIL OF WATER MOCCASIX.

by the terror which tradition attaches to the name. The case of the
water moccasin is similar. The name Moccasin has nearly lost its sig-

niticance and needs a qualifying adjective in order to convey with cer-

tainty the meaning of the employer whether he intends the poisonous

or the harmless kind. Dr. G. Brown Goode has called attention* to the

close imitation of Af/l-istrodon piscivorus (the Moccasin) by the Banded
Water-snake, JSfafrixfasciatus, and asks justly, "Is not this a fair case

of protective mimicry?"

There should never be any difficulty in distinguishing these imitators

from the poisonous species they mimic, with the specimens in hand, for

the absence or the presence of the " pit " would at once settle the

question. Very often the slayer ot the serpent deems it a religious duty
to immediately put his heel to its head and crush it out of all recogni-

tion. In such cases the tail may serve as a distinguishing character,

for in the hog-nose snake, Heterofton, and in the water snake, Natrix^

the large scales covering its under side are divided on the middle line,

while in the venomous Copperhead and Water Moccasin the greater

majority of these subcaudals are undivided. The accompanying fig-

ures (figs. 33, 34) show this distinction, and the heads of the harmless

* Mimicry in Snakes. Amer. Naturalist, vii, Dec. 1873, pp. 747-748.
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imitator.s (figs. 37, 38, 39, 40) may also serve to aid in the identification

wlien compared with figures 35 and 36 and with those of the various

veuomons species given farther on under the heads of the latter.

Fig. 34.

r.VDEIi SIDE OK TAIL OF WATER SNAKE, NATEIX.

With living snakes the matter is more difficult. To the i)erson

familiar with the various kinds of snakes, their appearance and their

habits, there may be no special difficulty in quickly recognizing them, if

he gets a good view of them, but it would be useless to attempt by

Fig. 35. Fig. 36

HEAD OF COPPERHEAD, SHOWN FKOM TOP AND SIDE.

(After Baird.)

Vi'i. 37. Fig. 38.

HEAD OF SPREADING ADDER (HETERODON), SHOWN FRO.M TOP AND SIDE.

Fig. 39. Fig. 40.

HEAD OF WATER SNAKE (NATEIX), SHOWN FROM TOP AND SIDE.

description, or even by figure, to make the differences of the living

snakes so plain to those who have not learned to discriminate between
them, with the specimens in hand, that it would be of any value to him.
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Si/Hcqjsiti of ihe CrotaUd (jtnera inhahitinif Xoith America uorili of Mexico.

rt' Tail Avitiiout rattle, euiling iu a point Agkistkodon.
a- Tail provided with a rattle.

b^ Top of bead covered by regular shields ^ Sistrurus.
&2 Top of head covered by nintierous scales Crotalus.

Genus AGKISTRODON/ Beauvois.

The Moccasins.

1799.

—

Jgkisfrodoi), Beauvoi.^^,, Trans. Am. Pliilos. Soc, iv, p. 381 (Type -/.

mokasen Beauv.).

1802.

—

Scyiale. Latreille, Hist. Nat. Rept., iir, p. 158 (same type).

1803.

—

Ceuchris, Daudin, Hist. Nat. Kept., v (p. 358) (same type; not of Beauv.,

1799).

1819.

—

Scyfaliis, Rafixksque, Sillim. Journ., i, p. 84 (emend.).

1826.

—

Tisiphone, Fitzixger, N. Class. Rept., pp. 34, 63 (type T. cuprea Fitz.).

1836.

—

Acontias, Troost, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., iii, p. 176 (type A. leitcostoma).

lSS6.—Toxicophis, Troost, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., in, p. 190 (same type).

1854.

—

Ancistrodoi}, Baird, Serp. N. Y., p. 13 (emend.).

Si/iiopsis of ihe species of A<jlistrodoii occurrinfj in Ihe Uuited States.

a'. A loreal; orbit separated from supralabials by scales; usually 23 scale-rows.

A. contortrix.

a-. No loreal ; su])ralabials entering orbit ; 25 scale- rows A. piscivorus.

The Copi'ERHead.

Agkisfrodon contortrix. i (Linu;eus.).

Plate 3.

1766.

—

Boa contortrix Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 12 ed., r, p. 373.

—

Scyiale contortrix,

Latreille, Hist. Nat. Rept., in, p. 159 (1802).

—

Cenchris contortrix,

Gray, Ann. Philos., 1825, ji.— . — Gray, Cat. Snakes Br. Mus., p. 16

(1849).

—

Gray, Zool. Miscell., p. 50 (1842).

—

TriijonocephaJus contortrix,

HoLBROOK, N. Am. Herpet, led., ii, p. 69 (1838).—Holbrook, N. Am,
Hcrpet, 2 ed., iii, p. 39 (1842).—KiiiTLAXD, in Mathers Sec. Rep.

Geol. Surv., Ohio, 1838, p. 167.—De Kay, Zool. N. Y., iii, p. 53 (1842).—

Le Conte, South. Med. Surg. Journ., ix, 1853, pp. 651, 665.

—

Dumeril et

BiRROX, Erpet. Gen^r., vii, ii, p. 1494 (1854).

—

Hallowell, in Sitgreave's

Exp. Zuni Colo. Riv., p. 147 (1854).

—

Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad.,

1856 (p. 249).—Jan, Rev., Mag. Zool., 1859, Extr. p. 29.—Jax, Eleuc.

Sist. Ofid., p. 125 (1863).

—

Ae/kistrodon contortrix, Baiijd and Girard, N.
Am. Serp., p. 17 (1853).—Jordan, Man. Vertebr. North. U. S.. 5 ed., p.

199 (1888).—Hay, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xv, 1892, p. 386.—Hay, Batr.

Rept. Indiana, p. 123 (1893).—Hfrter, Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sc. vi,

p. 258 (1893).—H. Garmax, Bull. Essex lust., xxvi, 1894, p. 36.—.Ixcis-

trodon contortrix, Baird, Serp. N. Y., p, 13 (1854).—Baird, Mex. Bound.
Surv., II, Rept., p. 15 (1859).—Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1859, p. 336.—
Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 1, p. 34 (1875).—Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat.
Mus., No. 17, p. 24 (1880).—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiv, 1891, p.
683 (1892).—Allen, Proc. Boston See. Nat. Hiet., xii, 1868, pp. 11, 35.—
CouES, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1871, p. 48.—Cragin, Trans. Kansas Acad.

*From the Greek a^Ktarfwi' (agkistron), a hook; oduf (odon), a tooth.
t From the Latin contortrix, one who twists.

H. Mis. 184, pt. 2 26
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Sc, VII, p. 121 (1881).—Smith, Rep. Geol. Surv. Ohio, iv, 1882, p. 675.—

Truk, ill Hammoud's South Carolina, p. 235 (1883).

—

Kunze, Amer.

Natural., xvii, 1883, p. 1229.—Yakrow, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mu8., No. 24, pp.

12, 801,1883).—Garmax, Rept. Batr. N. Am., i,Ophi(l.,pp. 120, 178 (1883).—

Davis aud Rice, Bull. 111. State Lab. Nat. Hist., i, No. 5 (p. 28) (1883).—

Davis and Rice, Bull. Chic. Acad. Sc, i, p. 28 (1883).—Hay, Aiuph.

Rept. Indiana, p. 13 (1885).—H. Garman, Bull. 111. State Lab. Nat.

Hist., HI, p. 314 (1892).

1799.

—

Agklstrodon niokaseii, Beai'VOIS, Trans. Am. Philos. Soc, iv. p. 370, footnote.

1803.

—

Cenchris mokesoti, Daudin, Hist. Nat. Rept., v, j). 358.

1819.

—

Scyialus cii2)n'its, Rakixesqi'e, Sillim. .lourn., i, p. 84.

—

Harlan, Med.

Phys. Res. (p. 130) (1835).

1819.

—

Scytale mockeson, Sxy, Sillim. Journ., i, p. 257.

—

Coirhrismockeson Harlax,

Journ. Phila. Acad., v, 1827 (p. 366).—Harlan, Med. Phys. Re8.(p.l28)

(1835).

1827.

—

Cenchris marmorata, BoiE, Isis, 1827, p. 562.

1836.

—

Acontias atrofnsciis, TuoosT, Ann. N. Y. Lye. Nat. Hist., in, p. 180.

—

Toxi-

copliis aU-ofnscus, Baird and Girard, N. Am. Serp., p. 150 (1853).

—

Tri-

t/onocephalits atrofiixciis, Holbuook, N. Am. Herpet., lii, p. 43 (1842).

—

De Kay, Zool. N. Y., iii, p. 55(1842).

—

Cenchris atrofuscus, Gray, Ca.t.

Snakes Brit. Mus., p. 16 (1849).

—

Jiicistrodon ntrofuscus, Cope, Bull. U.

S. Nat Mus., No. 1, p. 34 (1875).

1S31 . — Tri{ion oceph a I us cenchris, Schlegel, Essay Physiogn. Serp., i, ji. 191; ii, p.

553.

—

Max v. Wied, Verz. Rept. Reise N. Amer., p. 77 (1865).

1853.

—

Trigonocephahts histrioninis, Dtmkril, Mom. Acad. Sc. Paris, xxviri (p.

534); Prodr. Class. Serjt., p. 138.

1883.

—

Ancistrodon conloririx, var. alrofusfiis, Gar.man, Rept. Batr. N. Am., i,

Ophid., p. 178.

Figures.—Davths, Hist. Nat. Rept., v (pi. lxx, tigs. 3,4), (1803j.— Holbrook, N.

Am. Herpet., 1 ed., ii, pi. xiv (1838); 2 ed., in, pi. viii; pi. ix (airofuscus)

(1842).—De Kay, Zool. N. Y., in, pi. ix, tig. 18 (1842).—B.\ird, Serp.N. Y., pL

I, tig. 3 (1854).—Baird, Pac. R. R. Rep., x, Rept., pi. xxv, fig. 12 (1859).—

Jax, Icon. Ophid., livr. 46, pi. v, tig 1 (1874).—BocoiRT, Miss. Sclent. Me-

xique, Zool. ni, Rept., pi. xxvm (1882).

—

Garman, Rept. Batr. N. Am., i,

Ophid., pi. vin, fig. 1 (1883).—Brehm's Thierleben, 3 ed., vii, p. 468 (1892).

It does not appear tliat any competent lierpetologist has ever exam-

ined a specimen of the so-called " Highland Moccasin," described by

Troost as Acontias atrofnscns, and said to occnr in the monntain regions

from Virginia southward, and its status is therefore so doubtful tbat I

have not ventured to treat it as a separate form. Even Holbrook, who
gave a tigure and a lengthy description, did not see a specimen, and

furnished it only on Troost's authority. On the whole, this variety

appears to be only a partial melanism, as we fre(iuently tind it among
snakes in similar localities.

DescriiMon*—Loral present. Labials not entering into the orbit.

Dorsal rows of scales, 23. Color, light chestnut, with inverted y-

shaped darker blotches on the sides. Labials yellowish white (figs.

41 aud 42).

More slender than Toxicophis [Agl-istrodou] piscivorus. I'lates on

neck and side smaller. Two anterior orbitals, one above the other, the

lower narrower aud forming the posterior wall of pit. A distinct loral

* By S. F. Baird, in I^aird and Girard's N. Am. Serp., p. 17.
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between these and tbe posterior nasal. Labial uot forming part of tlie

orbit, but separated by the four post and suborbitals. Labials not so

largely developed; 8 above, third and fourth largest; below.

Above light hazel brown, rather brighter on the top of the head, and
everywhere minutely mottled with very fine, dark points. On each side

is a series of 15 to 20 darker chestnut-colored blotches resting on the

abdominal scutelhe [ventrals, or gastroteges], and suddenly contracting

about the middle of the side, so as somewhat to resemble an inverted Y-

These blotches extend to the vertebral line, where they may be trun-

cated or end in a rounded apex. Generally, those of opposite sides

alternate with each other, but frequently they are continent above, form-

ing continuous bands. They are so disposed that the intervals between

the successive blotches are pretty much of the same shape and size,

though inverted. The centers of the blotches are lighter; in some cases

Fig. 41. Fiji. 42.

HEAD OF COPPERHEAD, SHOWN FROM TOP AND SIDE.

(After Baird.)

so much so as greatly to increase the y-s^iaped resemblance. Color

beneath dull yellowish, with a series of distinct large, dark blotches, So

to 45 in number, on each side. Chin and throat unspotted. Sides of

head cream color; the line of demarcation very distinct; this passes

along the upper edge of head, in front of the eye, and involving the

lower three-fourths of the orbit, intersects the middle of the second
postorbital plate (counting from above), and extends along the first

row above the labials to the posterior edge of the last labiaL The line

then comes back through the middle of the lower labial range, where it

is marked by a narrow black line. Eostral of the same color. A small

areolated dark spot near the inner edge of each occipital [parietal] plate.

dumber of gastrosteges, 150 to 154; urosteges, undivided, 31 to 48;

divided, to 18 pairs.

Fresh colors of Agkistrodon contortriv (young)—iSTo. 10261; District of

Columbia, Government Insane Asylum grounds; Dr. J. W. Blackburn,
collecitor, September 16, 1802 (died in captivity October 31, 1802).

Ground color above dull vinaceous-cinnamon (Eob. Eidgway, Nomen-
clator of Colors, pi. iv, fig. 15), head darker, drab (iii, 18), marked with

tawny on the temples; dark markings, dark Front's brown (iii, 10),

gradually fading into drab on the sides; tip of tail for the extent of

about 20 mm., both above and below, bright olive-yellow^ (vi, l(i), the

general ground color gradually fading into it at about 25 mm. from
the tip; ground color below ecru-drab (in, 21), dark markings seal-

brown (III, 1); lips pale ecru-drab, the dark edge externally shaded
with tawny-olive. Iris silvery vinaceous-cinnamon.
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Variation.—There is considerable individual variation in the size of

the parietal plates, and the number of sui)ralabials varies bet\Yeen 7

and 8, as shown by Prof. Cope. The regular number of scale rows

across the middle of the body is 23, but occasionally a specimen may
be found with 25.

We have already referred to the probably melanistic variation of

specimens from Tennessee which have been described as A. atrofuscus.

The number of dark cross-bands is also very variable, as shown in the

description given above. Mr. Ragsdale has, in letters to me, alluded

to the fact that the specimens taken by him in Texas had the tip of

the tail greenish, while in eastern specimens it is stated to be blackish.

The material at hand, faded through long immersion in alcohol, throws

but little light upon the question, but in freshly killed specimens from

the neighborhood of Washington, 1 find that in the adult specimens

the tip of the tail above is of the same dark brownish color as the

dorsal blotches; in the young specimens, liowever, it is bright greenish

yellow, and it seems quite probable that in half-grown si^ecimens it

may be of an intermediate olivaceous color.

Geographical distrihution.—In a general way the range of the Copper-

head is coextensive with that of the Banded Kattlesnake, Grotalus

horridus, though as a rule it does not extend quite as far North. As
a compensation it goes considerably further South in the western por-

tion of its range, extending into the southern part of Texas.

In the Kortheast it does not seem to reach further North than central

Massachusetts, though DeKay states that Ilolbrook had received spec-

imens from Vermont. Dr. J. A. Allen (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.,

XII, 18G8, p. 11) speaks of its occurrence in Massachusetts as follows:

There is a well-known den of this specieis on Mount Tom, near which a consider-

able number of specimens are annually killed by different individuals. I have not

heard of it elsewhere in the State [Massachusetts], thongh Linsley has reported it

from Connecticut.

It is repeatedly asserted that the Copperhead does not occur in

Florida; but while it does not appear to be found in the peninsula

proper, it has been taken at its very base, as testitied by specimens

from Gainesville sent to the National Museum by Judge J. Bell.

In Michigan, Wisconsin, and Nebraska it is lacking, and apparently

also in Iowa, as I find no reliable record of its capture in that State.

In Indiana, writes Dr. Hay, this venomous serpent, once abundant

in most localities of the southern half of the State, is now happily

becoming rare; in most localities it is probably entirely exterminated.

Where, however, the country is not thickly settled, and where there

are abundant forests and rocks, it may even yet be found in consider-

able numbers. In the northern portion of the State it has probably

always been scarce, but still present. The record for Illinois as given

by H. Garman is similar: ''Throughout the State; rare north, frequent

south."

West of the Mississippi it has been recorded from Missouri and
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Kausas, Indian Territory, Loiiisiaua, all the way down to the pine

"woods north of Lake Pontcbartrain, where Dr. G. Kohn informs me
that it is scarce, however. In Texas it seems well represented east of

the one hundredth meridian and north of the twenty-ninth parallel.

Habits.—It is agreed by almost all observers that the Copperhead, or

Upland Moccasin, Chunk-head. Deaf Adder, or Pilot Snake, as it is

called in various localities, is a much more vicious animal than the

Eattlesnake; not only because it strikes without giving the warning of

the rattle, though it is sometimes known to attempt this by quickly

vibrating the tail against some hard and dry objects, but also because it

is of a much more aggressive nature. However, although considerably

quicker of motion than the Rattler, it is a comparatively slow snake,

and as Dr. Weir Mitchell has shown that its poison in proportion to the

quantity is less virulent than that of the Rattlesnake, its bite is less

dangerous, and as it but seldom exceeds 3 feet in length,* it is a much
less terrible animal than generally supposed.

Dr. H. C. Yarrow has reported quite an interesting series of cases of

poisoning from bites of copperheads (Am. Journ. Med. Sc. (n. s.),

Lxxxvii, 1884, pp. 422-435). Of the umuy cases recorded in the medi-

cal journals he had only found one fatal case, viz, that of a 6-year-old

boy, although some of them were very severe, particularly the one which
came under his own observation, a case the more remarkable as the

snake was very small, "not over 14 inches long." It is plain from the

symptoms, however, that the case owed but very little of its severity

to the venom injected by the snake, and it is an excellent example of

how complicated such cases may be, and how difficult it is in cases both

of recovery and death to say how much is due to the activity of the

venom and how nuich to other circumstances.

Dr. R. E. Kuuze (Am. I^atural., xvii, 1883, pp. 1229-1238) thinks

that the Copperhead does not strike from a regular coil, like the Rattle-

snake, but tbat its effective blow is delivered when the middle of the

body is thrown into long, almost rectangular curves, and the head held

only slightly elevated above the ground.

S, Garman, as quoted by Dr. Hay, having studied the Copperhead in

captivity, states that they usually eat the prey as soon as it is dead and
even before it ceases to struggle. Sometimes lively mice would elude

two or three strokes, and this would seem to throw the snake into an

ecstacy of excitement. They would not eat fishes.

The Copperhead produces living young like the other crotalids, the

average number apparently varying between seven and nine. State-

ments often seen in newspapers referring to female copperheads Avith

an enormous number of young ones having been killed are due to a con-

fusion of this species with other snakes.

* A large male killed this year near Washington, D. C, and presented by Dr. J.

W. Blackburn to the Museum, measured, when fresh, 38 inches (about 965 mm.),

while a female killed near the same place last year was only about 1 inch shorter.
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The Water Moccasin.

Jykisirodon jyiscivorus " (Lac^p^de).

Plate 4.

l-S9.—CrotaIus jmcivorus, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Serp., ii, Table U6th., p. 130.—

Sci/tale jmeivora, Latheille, Hist. Nat. Kept., ill, p. 163 (1802).—A'ci/toZe

piscivorus, Daudin, Hist. Nat. Kept., v, p. 344 {1S03) .—Natrix piscironis,

Merrem, Teutaiueii, p. 131 (1820).— TrUjoiioctphahts piseivorun, Holbrook,

N. Am. Herpet., 1 ed., ii, p. 63 (1838).—Holbrook, N. Am. Herpet., 2

ed., Ill, p. 33 (1842).—De Kay, Zool. N. Y., iii, p. 55 (1842).—Le Conte,

South. Med. Surg. Journ.. ix, 1853, pp. 651, 664.—Dumeril et Bibron,

Erpet. GciK^r., vil, ii, p. 1491 (1854).—Jan, Rev. Mag. Zool., 1859, extr.

p. 29.—Jan, Eleuc Sist. Otid., p. 125 (1863).— CeHc/u-is piisciroruii, Gray,

Zool. Misc., p. 51 (1841).—Gray, Cat. Suakes Brit. Mus., p. 16 (1849).—

Effeldt, Zool. Garten, xv, 1874 (p. 1).

—

Toxicophis jnscivorus, BAiRDaud

GiRARD, N. Am. Serp., p. 19 (1853).—Baird, Pac. R. R. Rep., x, Whipple's

Route, Rept., p. 40 (1859).-Smith, Rep. Geol. Surv. Ohio, iv, p. 676

(1SS2).—Ancisirodon jiiscivorus, Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1859, p. 336.—

Cope, Proc. Am. Philos. Soc, 1877, p. 64.—Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No,

17, p. 24.—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xi, 1888, p. 393.—Cope, Proc. U.

S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1891, p. 683 (1892).—Coues and Yarrow, Proc. Phila.

Acad.,1878, p. 26.—True, in Hammond's South Carolina, p. 235 (1883).—

Garman, Rept. Batr. N.Am., i,pp. 121, 178 (1883).—Garman, Bull. Essex

Inst., XXIV, p. 4 (1892).

—

Boettger, in Brehm's Thierleben, 3 ed., vii, p.

469 (1892).—H. Garman, Bull. HI. State Lab. Nat. Hist., in, p. 315

(1892).—Agkistrodoii piscivonis, Jordan, Man. Vert. North. U. S.,5 ed.,p.

199(1888).—H. Garman, Bull. 111. State Lab. Nat. Hist., in, p. 187 (1890).—

H, Garman, Bull. Essex Inst., xxvi, p. 36 (1894).—Hay, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus.,xv, 1892, p.386.—Hay, Batr. Rept. Indiana, p. 184 (1893).—Lcenn-

BERG, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvii, 1894, p. 336.

. 1802.

—

Coluber aquations, Shaw, Gen. Zool., iii, p. 425.

lS29.—Trigonocepha1us iisiphone, Cuvier, Regne Anini., 2 ed., ii (p. 89) (in part).

1836.—Aconlias leucostoma, Troost, Ann. N. Y. Lyceum Nat. Hist., in, p. 176.

ISoS.—Toxicophis pu(jtiax, Baird and Girard, N. Am. Serp., pp. 20, 156.—Hal-

LOWELL, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1856, p. 307.—Baird, Mex. Bound. Surv., ii,

Zool. Rept., p. 15 (1859).

—

Ancistrodon pugnax, Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad.,

1859, p. 336.

ISri^.—Trigonocephalus airofuscus, Hallowell, in Sitgreave's Exp. Znni and

Colo. Riv., p. 147 (not of Troost).

1863.

—

Trigouocephalus j^iscivorus, var. pugnax Jan, Eleuc. Sist. Ofid., p. 125.

—

Ancisirodon piscirorus, subsp.^Mf/nax, Cope, Bull, U, S, Nat, Mus., No. 1,

p. 34.—Garman, Rept. Batr. N. Am., i, Ophid., p. 159 (1883).—Yarrow,

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, pp. 12, 80 (1883).

\81o.—Ancisirodon piscirorus, subsp. piscirorus, Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No.

1, p. 34.—Yarrow, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, pp. 12, 79 (1883).—

Davis and Rice, Bull. 111. State Lab. Nat. Hist., i. No. 5 (p. 28) (1883).

Davis and Rice, Bull. Chic. Acad. Sc, i, p. 28 (1883).

Figures.—Troost, Ann. N. Y. Lye. Nat. Hist., in, 1836, pi. v.—Holbrook, N.

Am. Herpet., 1 ed., ii, pi. xiii (1838), 2 ed., iii, pi, vii (1842),—Baird, Pa--.

R. R. Rep., X, Rept., pi. xxv, iigs. 13, 14 (1859).—Baird, Mex. Bound. Surv.,

Zool. Rept., pi. VI (1859).—Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 46, pi. iv (1874).—

Bocoi-RT, Miss. Sc. Mex., in, Zool., Kei»t., livr. 8, pi. xxvii (1882),—Gar-

man, Rept, Batr, N. Am, i, Ophid., pi. vin, tig, 2 (1883).—Brehm's Tliierleb.,

3 ed., VII, p. 470 (1892j.

* From the Latin jJiscivorus, at fi.sh-eatiug.
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Fig. 43.

HEAD OF AGKISTRODON
riSClVORUS FROM
ABOVE.

(After Baird.

)

Description.*—No loral. Inferior wall of orbit constituted by third

labial: 25 dorsal, rows. Dark chestnut brown, with indistinct vertical

dark bars. Line from superciliary along the edge of the head, through
the middle of the second supralabial row. A second line from the

lowest point of the orbit parallel to the first (figs. 43 and 44).

Scales all large and well developed; those on the sides and back of

head consiiicuously so. Two nasal plates, with the nostril between
them. Anterior orbitals 2, one above the other, the

upper extending from the eye to the posterior nasal,

the lower linear and forming the npper wall of the

pit. Lower and posterior wall of pit constituted by

a narrow plate resting along the third labial and ter-

minating on the second. Third labial very large,

constituting the inferior wall of the orbit, of which '^

scales form the posterior. Upper labials 8, very large

and broad; lower 10. Occipitals [parietalsj terminated

each by a triangular plate. All the scales on the

back of the head carinated. Dorsal scales all cari-

nated.

General color, dark chestnut-brown with darker

markings. Head above, purplish black. An obsolete

chestnut-brown streak passes from the posterior end of the superciliary

along the upper edge of the head, through the middle of the second row

01 supralabial scales. A narrow yellowisli white line passes from the

third labial, or begins just below the lowest part of the orbit, and pass-

ing backward parallel with the first stripe crosses the angle of the mouth

at the seventh labial and meets the first stripe on the side of the neck,

where it is confluent with yellowish white of the throat. On the lower

labial are 3 short, nearly vertical, light bars; on fourth, sixth, and

seventh, the rest of the jaw itself, as well as the interval between the

stripes on the sides of the head, dark purplish brown, of which color is

also the space in front and below the eyes. General color above, dull

dark chestnut-brown. On each side a series

of 20 or 30 narrow, vertical, purplish black

bars 1 or 2 scales wide. Of these, sometimes

2 contiguous to each other on the sameisideare

united above into an arch, inclosing a space,

the center of which is rather duskier than the

ground color ; at others, corresponding bars

from the opposite sides unite and form half rings, encircling the body.

Sometimes there is a lighter shade bordering the dark bars. Beneath,

black, blotched with yellowish white.

Number of veutrals [gastrosteges], 130 to 145; of subcaudals [uro-

stegesj, 39 to 45, of which divided, to 21.

Fig. 44.

S.\ME FROM .SIDE.

By S. F. Baird, in Baird and Girard's N. Am. Serp., p. 19.
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Variation.—The supposed species, or subspecies, .1. pufina.r^ was
based ui)on an alleged different arrangement of the anterior supra-
labials in specimens from Texas, the second being crowded up from the
commissure by the iirst and third. Later investigations of much addi-
tional material have shown that the character is very variable and
entirely too unstable to serve as a tbundation for a division.

The number of divided urosteges is also highly variable and seems to
have no significance.

In the young s])ecimens the colors are much ligliter and the pattern
better defined than in the adults.

Geographical (listrilnition.—In the main, the Water Moccasin, or the
Cotton-Mouth, as it is also often called from the whiteness of its mouth,
has the same range in the United States as the harleciuin snake, Ula2)s
fulri>(.s, extending as it does from North Carolina along the coast to
the Mexican boundary, including the entire peninsula of Florida, It
is also found a considerable distance up the Mississippi Kiver and some
of its southern tributaries.

In North Carolina it is found in several localities. We have speci-
mens from Wilmington and New Berne, and Messrs. Brindey, of
Raleigh, inform me that in the summer of 1891 one specimen over 3
feet long was taken on Neuse Kiver, 1 mile above Milburne, some 6
or 8 miles east of Kaleigh. According to Coues and Yarrow, it is very
numerous in woods of Bogue banks on the mainhuul near wet and
marshy jdaces. Holbrook locates its northern limit at Pedee River.
In the coast regions of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, and Missis-
sippi it is very numerous, as well as over the whole of Florida as tiir

as Key West, The same may be said of Louisiana, and Dr. Gustave
Ivohn informs me that the moccasin, or the Congo serpent, as it is
called by the Creoles, is common even within the limits of the city of
New Orleans, Along the Mississippi River it ascends into southern
Missouri, Illinois, and Western Kentucky, In Illinois it occurs along
the Wabash River at Mount Carmel, and Mv. Robert Ridgway assures
nie that trustworthy witnesses have told him of its former occurrence
as far as Yincennes, in Indiana. On the west side it ascends the
Arkansas River the entire breadth of the State of Arkansas, and
seems to reach as far up as the boundary of Oklahoma Territory at
least. In eastern Texas it follows the rivers into the interior even as
far up as Dallas, where Cope regards it as still abuiulant, but in the
western, more arid portion of the State it does not seem to go fsirther
up than about the thirtieth parallel, though on the coast it is quite
plentiful,

HahiU.—rnlike the other Pit Yipers inhabiting the United States,
the AYater IMoccasin, as the name implies, is distinctively a water snake.
Holbrook, wlio had ])lenty of opportunity to observe its habits, writes
that it is found about dam]> swampy places, or in water—far from
which it is never observed. In summer, numbers of these serpents are
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seeu resting on the low branches of siicli trees as overhang the water,

into which they i)lunge on the slightest alarm. Catesby, he continues,

thinks they select these places to watch for their prey. They merely

choose them in order to bask in the sun; for in those situations deprived

of trees, as the ditches of rice fields, their basking places are often on

dry banks. They are the terror of the negroes that labor about rice

plantations, where they are more dreaded than the Rattlesnake, which
only bites when irritated, or in self-defense, or to secure its prey; the

water moccasin, on the contrary, attacks everything- that comes within

his reach, erecting his head and opening his mouth for some seconds

before he bites.

ISTotwithstanding the fact that the poison of the Water Moccasin has

been found proportionately less virulent than that of the liattlesnake

and the Copperhead, the fear it inspires is well founded, for it is a much
larger and especially much heavier snake than tfie Copperhead. I do
not know the extreme length to which it may grow, but it probably

exceeds 4 feet considerably, as the largest specimen in the ]S"atioual

Museum collection measures 45a inches (1.160 m.) with a circumference

around the thickest part of the body of uot less than 7^ inches (190

mm.). Records of cases of Moccasin bites are rather scarce, however,

and the fatalities are probably not numerous. A serious case was
recently reported to the writer by Mr. E. P. Alexander, of Georgetown,
S. C, of a woman bitten in one finger. On September 26, 1893, he
wrote again

:

The woman recovered, but surtered much for two weeks, tlesh sloughinj^ from
linger, so that amputation of the tiuger, or eveu of the hand, was seriously consid-

ered by the attending physician.

The habits of the Water Moccasin have been studied very little in

their native haunts, but as this Crotalid seems to bear captivity better

than any of the others, there have been made very valuable observa-

tions in the Zoological Garden in Berlin by RudoIi)h Efteldt.* He
obtained four specimens, which had been born in the Zoological Garden
in London, and reared there with great success. They became exceed-

ingly tame and gentle toward their keeper, who finally handled them
without fear in an almost reckless manner. They would take the food,

preferably fishes, but also other cold or warm blooded animals, or even
raw meat, from tlie forceps in the hand of the keeper. Toward other

snakes, including Rattlesnakes, they were very savage, and, curiouslj^

enough, their bite proved dangerous to other poisonous snakes, but
uot to others of their own species. They would often fight among
themselves, chiefly for a place in the water basin or during the pairing-

season.

The pairing wah observed by Effeldt repeatedly at various seasons,
in spring, summer, and even in the autumn as late as October 10, and
described by him in detail. A pair which he obtained in 1871 and

Zool. Garten, xv, 1874 (pp. 1-5).
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1872 paired on January 21, 1873, and on the following July 6 he found

8 recently-born young in the cage. They were about 260 mm. long by

15 mm. thicli, and, unlike the parents, of a pale flesh color, with black-

ish brown zigzag bands. After the first molt, about two weeks after

birth, the ground color became more reddish brown, and at the next

one, about five weeks later, copper brown, the head being more brightly

colored in all stages. This color lasted into the second year, when

they gradually assumed the dark color of the parents. During the

first two weeks they took no food, then they accepted young frogs, but

refused fishes. At the end of two months they were 340 mm. long,

with a proportionally large head. The parents seemed to show some

affection for their offspring.

Genus SISTRURUS,* Gamiaii.

The Ground Rattlesnakes.

1822.

—

CrotaJiis, Fleming, Philos. ZooL, ii, p. 294 (type C. miUaris) (not of Linn.,

1758).

1825.—Crotaloplwr Its, Gray, Ann. Philos., 1825 (p. 205) (not of Honttnyn, 1764).

1826.— Cattdisoiia, Fitzinger, N. Class. Rept., p. 34 (type C. miliarius) (not of

Lanrenti, 1768).

1883.—Sisirunts, Garman, N. Amer. Rept., I, Ophid., pp. 110, 176 (same type).

Between 1822 and 1826 several authors, led by Fleming, for the first

time undertook to subdivide the old genus Croialns into two genera

according to the scutellation of the top of the head, but they were

very unfortunate in adopting for the ground rattlers names which had

been used before. Considerable confusion in the nomenclature of the

rattlesnakes was the result, as partly pointed out under the head of

Grotalus. S. Garman was the first to fully understand the situation,

and, in 1883, to supply a tenable name for the genus of the ground

rattlers. He has fully demonstrated the correctness of his position.t

The Ground Rattlesnakes form a small compact genus of only three

species, one of which is confined to Mexico. Their distribution in the

United States is rather curious, inasmuch that they are found in the

eastern portion east of the Rocky Mountain region proper, although

one form enters the Sierra Madre plateau, even occurring on the west-

ern slope of it in Arizona.

The two species inhabiting the United States occupy two distinct

areas, which only overlap to a comparatively slight extent in the

Indian Territory and adjacent region.

Synopsis of the species of Sisirurns fo:ind in Die Vnited States.

«'. Prefrontals not in contact with the loreal proper (lowerloreal, if two be present)

;

a whitish stripe from posterior nasal below eye to angle of nionth (fig. 45).

&'. Number of scale rows usually 25.

c'. Spots larger S. catenalus

c^ Spots smaller ^ S. c. consors

*From the Greek anarpor (seistron), a rattle; ovpa (oura), a tail,

t Science, xix., May 20, 1892, p. 290.
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b". Number of scale rows usually 23 S. c. Edwaidsii

a?. Prefrontals ill contact with the loreal proper; a whitish stripe from below center

of eye to angle of mouth (fig. 46) S. miliarius

Fig. 45.

HEAD OF SISTRURUS CATENATUS.

From side, showing color pattern.

Fig. 46.

HEAD OF SISTRURU* MILIARIUS.

From side, showing color pattern

A pretty good character in dubious cases between S. catenatus typi-

cal and S. miliarius consists in the pattern of the parietals. if visible.

Fig. 47.

rOLOR PATTERN OF TOP OF HEAD OF SISTRURUS

CATENATUS.

Fig. 48.

COLOR PATTERN OF TOP OF HEAT) OF SISTRURUS

MILIARIUS.

In the former there is a dark patch covering the center of the parietal

8uture (fig. 47), while in the latter the light portion forms a narrow

band down the entire length of this suture (fig. 48).

The Massasauga.

Sistrunis catenatus,* (Raliuesque).

Plate 5.

ISIS.— Crotalinus catenatus, Ravisesqvk, Amer. Mouthl. Mag., iv, 1818, p. 41.

—

Crotaliis catenatus, GAR-!dAN, N. Am. Rept., i, Opliid., p. 118 (1883).—<Sis-

trurus catenatus, Gakman, N. Am. Rept. i, Ophid., p. 176 (1883).—Joudan,

Man. Vert. North. U. S., 5ed., p. 199 (1888).

—

Taylor, Ann. Rep.Nebraska

State Board Agric, 1891, p. 355 (1892).—Osborne, Part. Cat. Anini. Iowa,

p. 9 (1892).—H. Garman, Pull. 111. State Lab. Nat. Hist., iii, p. 312

(1892).—H. Garman, Bull. Essex Inst., xxvi, 1894, p. 62.—Hay, Batr.

Rept. Indiana, p. 126 (1893).—Hurter, Trans. Acad. Sc. St. Louis, vi, p.

258 {1S^3).—Crotalophorus catenatus, Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,xiv, 1891,

p. 685 (1892).—Hay, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xv, 1892, p. 387.

JS25.—CrotaIustergeviinus, Say, in Long's Exped. Rocky Mts., i, p. -^99.-Harlan,

.Journ. Phila.Acad.,v, 1827, (p, 372).—Harlan, Phys. Med. Res., p. 135,

(1835).—DuMERiL ET BiBRON, Erp^t. Gen^r., vii, ii, p, 1479 (1854).—Cope,

iu Mitchell's Res. Yen. Rattlesn., p. 125 (1861).—Hayden, Trans. Am.

From the Latin catenatus, chained, chain-like.
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Philos. Soc, xir, 1H62, p. 177.

—

Crotalophorus ^ergemi)tHs,G^RAY, Synops.

Rept., p. 78 (1830).—Gkay, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus.,p. 18 (1849).—Hul-

BROOK, N. Am. Herpet., 2 ed., in, p. 29 (1842).—DeKay, Zool. N. Y., in. p.

57 (1842).—Baird and Gikakd, N. Am. Serp., p. 14 (1853).—Baird, Serp.

N. Y., p. 11 (1854).—Gebiiard, Sixth Rep., State Cab. Nat. Hist. N. Y., (p.

22) (1853).—Kennicott, Trans. 111. State Agr. Soc. i., 1853-54 (p. 592).—

Cope, Proc. Pliila. Acad., 1859, p. 336.—Max v. Wied, Verz. Rept. Reise

N. Amer., p. 74 ^;l865).—Smith, Rept. Geol. Surv. Ohio, iv, p. 674 (1882).—

Higley, Trans. Wise. Acad. Sc, vii, p. 161(1884).

—

Caudisona tergemina,

Wagler, Nat. Syst. Amph., p. 176(1830).—Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

No. 1, p. 34 (1875).—CouES and Yarhow, Bull. Geol. Geogr. Surv. Terr.

(Hayden's), iv, 1878, p. 209.

—

Cragin, Trans. Kansas Acad. Sc, vii, p. 121

(1881).—Davis and Rice, Bull. 111. State Labor. Nat. Hist., i. No. 5 (p. 28)

(1883).—Davis and Rice, Bull. Chic. Acad. Sc, i, p. 28 (1883).—Yarrow,
Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus.,No. 24, pp. 12, 79 (1883).—Hay, Amph. Rept. Indiana,

p. 13, pi. II, tig. 15 (1885).

—

Garnier, Proc. Canad. Inst. Toronto (3), v,

1888, (p 255).—GiBBS, Wolver. Natural., i, Feb., 1890, p. 12.—Gibbs, For-

est and Stream, xxxix, July 7, 1892, p. 7.

1838.

—

Croialus milianits, Kirtlaxd, in Mather's Sec. Rep. Geol. Surv. Ohio, 1838,

p. 167 (not of Linn).—W. L. Sclater, Snakes, lud. Mus., p. 74 (1891).

1838.

—

Croialus messasaiigus, Kirtlaxd, in Mather's Sec. Rep. Geol. Surv. Ohio,

1838, p. 190 (footnote).

1842.

—

Crotalophorus kirtlandi, Holbkook, N. Am. Herpet., 2 ed., iil, p. 31.

—

De
Kay, Zool. N. Y., hi. p. 57 (1842).—Gray, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., p. 18

(1849).— C. lirtlandii, Baird and Girard, Cat. N. Am. Serp., p. 16

(1853).—Kexxicott, Trans. 111. State Agr. Soc, i, 1853-'54 (p.592).—

Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1859, p. 336.

1850.

—

Crotaphorns, sp., Agassiz, Lake Superior, p. 381.

1854.

—

Crotalophorus massasauga, Baird, Serp. N. York, p. 12.

1882.

—

Crotalophorus tergeminus, vai. kirtlandU, Smith, Rep. Geol. Surv. Ohio, iv,

p. 674.—HiGLEY, Trans. Wise. Acad. Sc, vii, 1884, p. 161.

1882.

—

Crotalophorus catenatus catenatus Cove, Ptoc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiv, 1891 (No.

882), p. 685.—Taylor,.Amer. Natur^al., xxvi, Sep., 1892, p. 752.

/-'(V/i/res.—Holbr()OK,N. Am. Herpet., 2 ed., iii, pll. x. vi (1842).—Agassiz, Lake

Superior, pi. vi, figs. 6-8 (1850).—Dumeril and Bibrox, Erp^t. G^ndr.,

Atlas, pi. Lxxxiv t>is, fig. 5 (1854).—Baird, Pac. R. P. Rep., x, Rept., pi. xv,

figs. 9, 11 (1859).—Garmax, Rept. Batr. N. Am.,i, pi. ix, fig. 2 (1883).

Description*—Twenty-five rows of dorsal scales, strongly carinated,

with the exception of the first row, which is i)erfectly smooth. Vertical

Fig. 49. Fig. 50.

HEAD OF SISTRCRrS CATENATUS, SHOWN FROM TOP AND SIDE.

plate [frontal] subhexagonal, pointed posteriorly. Seven longitudinal

series of blotches. A narrow band of yellowish white extends from the

pit.to the neck in liassiug close to the angle of the mouth (figs. 49, 50).

*Bv C. Girard, in Baird and Girard's N. Am. Serj)., p. 14, from specimens from Wis-
consin, Michigan, and Ohio.
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MaSSASAUGA,—SiSTRURUS CATENATUS.

From Holbrook, Nurtli Am. Herpetology.
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The ground color a bove is brown ; the blotches are deep chestnut-

brown, blackish externally, and with a yellowish-white margin. The
dorsal blotches are 34 in number from the head to the region opposite

the amis, 20 of which are transversely and irregularly oblong, anteriorly

and posteriorly emarginated—less so, however-, posteriorly; 8 are sub-

circnlar. Five or (J exist on the tail from the anus to its tip, extending

on the sides, the last two forming sometimes a complete ring. The next

series on either* side is composed of small blotches, but as intensely

colored as in the other series. They alternate with the dorsal ones.

They have no regularity either in outline or jjosition. The second lateral

row is composed of the largest lateral blotches. They are transversely

oblong or oval on the second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth rows of scales,

and opposite the blotches of the dorsal series; consequently alternating

with third series above. The first lateral series again is composed of

blotches intermediate in size between those of the third and second
series; they occupy the first and second rows of scales, and extend

somewhat to the abdominal scutelhe [ventrals, or gastrosteges], and
alternating with the adjoining series. Two undulated vitti^ extend
frojn. the supraorbital plates along the neck to the first dorsal blotch,

and often confiuent with the latter. A linear vitta margined with yel-'

lowish white extends from the posterior edge of the eye to the sides of

the neck; the inferior yellow margin is the broadest, and passes from
the pit close to the angle of the mouth, turning forward to the middle of

the lower jaw, inclosing a semielliptical brown patch. Two elongated

yellowish spots may be observed diverging from both sides of the pit to

the lip. The cephalic plates are deep chestnut brown; a transverse

light brown band extends across the head from one orbit to the other.

Variation.—The ground color varies from brownish gray, through
brown, to blackish, the latter being the so called C. kirtlandi. It

appears that specimens living in swamps and marshy places are chieHy
of the latter color. The alleged differences in the shape of the head
between Ohio and Wisconsin specimens (Smith, Joe. eit.) I have been
unable to verify.

Geoyraphical distribution.—The area inhabited, now or formerly, by
the Massasauga lies approximately between the seventy-seventh and
ninety-eighth meridians and the thirty-eighth and forty-fifth parallels.

In the State of Xew York theyhave been found in Genesee County,
in the western portion, draining into Lake Ontario, where their occur-

rence in the town of Byron was recorded for the first time in ISoS by
Mr. John Gebhard. They then inhabited a white-cedar swamp con-

taining an area of about 1,000 acres. In Ohio, whence came the

types of Kirtland's C. messasamjus (or Holbrookes G. kirtlandi), they
are presumed to occur in all parts. It is also common in parts of

Michigan, though it must be remembered that this expression " com-
mon" in all these snakes is a very indefinite term. The accessible rec-

ord may show them to have been common in a given place at the time
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it was made, yet at the present day oue may search long and often in

the same phice and not hnd one. Dr. Hay says that it is yet abundant

in some localities in Indiana, but he has not been able to confirm its

occurrence south of Indianapolis. He also states that on the prairies

of Illinois, before the country became thickly populated, they were

extremely abundant, and the killing of two or three dozen of them in a

season was not an unusual thing for any farmer's boy, while now, in that

same region, not one is seen in years. H. Garman states that it occurs

on the prairies throughout Illinois, but I can find no reliable records

for the southern part. The only place where Hurter has found it there

is the ''Wet Prairie," near Edwardsville, Madison County, where they

seem to be common, however. The massasauga also occurs in suitable

localities in Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Iowa. Taylor quotes it as com-

mon in eastern and middle ]S^ebraska, and the record for Kansas is

similar. Farther in the Southwest it is replaced by 8. edwardsii. In

the Northeast the Massasauga extends into Canada, where it occurs in

various localities in the peninsula of Ontario. The National JNEuseum

has a specimen from Lucknow, by Dr. (iarnier (No. 127.-)2), and Mr.

James M. Macoun informs me that he knows of specimens from

Georgian Bay, Lake Huron, and Pelee Point, Lake Erie.

Habits.—The Massasauga is emphatically a species of the prairies

and their swamps and marshes. Its life history offers as yet some

unsolved or disputed questions, but thanks to Dr. O. P. Hay's inter-

esting studies of this species, much light has of late been thrown upon

it, and to those who want a more detailed biography I would recom-

mend his article, " The Massasauga and its Habits," in the American

Naturalist (Vol. xxi, 1887, pp. 211-218), which also contains some

interesting observations ou two specimens which brought forth living

young—one five, the other six—in captivity.

Being a comparatively small species, the maximum length probably

not exceeding 40 inches, its bite is correspondingly less dangerous

than the larger Eattlesnakes. There seems to be great diversity of

opinion, however, as to the extent of its poisonous j)ower, for while

Dr. Kirtlaud asserts that the bite is scarcely more than the sting of a

hornet, the farmers fear it very much, and Dr. Hay thinks that one

Massasauga would probably be equivalent in virulence to a whole

colony of hornets, which I think is more nearly correct.

Dr. Hay also characterizes the statement that the sound of the rat-

tle of the Massasauga is so feeble that it is scarcely audible, as cer-

tainly incorrect, asserting from experience that it can be heard at a

distance of several feet. Dr. Morris Gibbs, who has examined a great

many specimens, found the largest number of rings in the rattle to be

10. The largest number in any specimen in the National Museum is 1>

(No. 12752).

Dr. Taylor, writing of the Massasauga in Nebraska, states that an

examination of the contents of the stomachs of this species shows that
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its food is almost wholly made up of mice and otber rodents, and he

consequently considers it decidedly useful, aside from its venomous

qualities. It seems hardly advisable, however, to suggest j)rotectiou

for this species on this account, but I would advise that the farmers

spare the life of every large harmless snake on their land, and there

would be no harm in killing off ev^ery Eattler, for harmless snakes will

destroy the mice fully as well as the poisonous ones.

Thk Gulf-coast Massasauga.

Sistniriis catenatus consors,* (R. & G.).

7853.

—

Crotalophonis coiisors, Baird aud Girard, Cat. N. Am. Serp., p. 12.

—

Dv-
MERiL aud BiBRoN, Eippt. Geuer., vii, ii, p. 1482 (1854).

—

Baird, Pac. K.

R. Rep., X, Reptiles, p. 14 (1859).

1883.

—

Sistrurus catexalus, var. consors, Gakmax, Rept. Batr. N. Am., i, Ophid.,

p. 176.

1892.^.* Sistruru.s catenatus, Garman, Bull. Essex Inst., xxiv, p. 4.

ii'/^«m—Baird. Pac. R. R. Rep., x, Rept. pi. xxiv, fig. 8 (18,59).

The status of the present form is very doubtful. It was described by

Baird and Girard from a single specimen collected at Indiauola, Tex.,

which now appears to be lost. The original descrij^tion does not fur-

nish any very tangible character by which to separate it from typical

S. catenatus with 25 scale rows, but its scutellation is compared chiefly

with 8. miUarius, which seems to indicate that it may have had the pre-

ocalar and posterior nasal separated, although the otherwise so char-

acteristic color pattern of the head is that of S. eatenatns. The figure

111 the Pacific Railroad Eeport [pi. xxiv, fig, 8], gives only the top of the

head, but the above suggestion is strengthened by that figure, which

certainly seems to show a separation of the shields mentioned by a loreal,

but whether by an upper loreal, detached from the anterior i)ortion of the

preocular, or by a large loreal jjroper, is not clear, although the former

alternative seems most j)robable. In that case we have probably to do

with an individual variation only, and the only ground for the separa-

tion of the subspecies would lie the smallness of the dorsal spots. The
25 scale rows would then distinguish it from the subspecies S. c. edivardsii.

Iain inclined to think that the 8. catenatus reported by Garman (Bull,

Essex. Inst., xxiv, 181>2, p. 4.) from Deming's Bridge, Matagorda County,

Tex., not very far from the type locality of 8. eorisors, and which, like

the latter, had 25 scale rows, belong here. They have, moreover, 48 to

51 dorsal blotches.

For the sake of completeness, I add the original description by C,

Girard.

Description.—Twenty-five rows of dorsal scales, all cariiiated except

the two first rows on either .side. Seven series of blotches, one dorsal

and 3 on each side, all very small. A yellowish white line passing from

behind the nostril below and behind the eye.

*From the Latin coiifiors, a iiartiier, companion, or relative.
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Eesenibles C. miUarius in its general appearance, but without the ver-

tebral brownish red line. The ground color is olivaceous brown, the

blotches of a deeper brown, encircled with a black tillet margined with

a whitish yellow line. There are about 50 blotches in the dorsal series,

emarginated anteriorly only, 30 of which are transversely elongated,

very irregular; the 20 remaining ones nearly circular, with regular out-

lines. The blotches of the lateral rows are comparatively small and
of nearly etjual size, though sometimes one of either row may appear

much the largest. The blotches of the first lateral series are opposite

to those of the dorsal and afl'ect the first, second, and third rows of

scales and the extremities of the abdominal scutelkB [ventrals, or gas-

trosteges]. The blotches of the second series alternate with these,

extending on the third, fourth, and fifth rows of scales. The blotches

of the third series are obsolete and alternate with those of the second

series, and are generally opposite to those of the dorsal series situated

in the fifth, sixth, and seventh rows. The upper surface of the head is

brown; there are li vittte extending from the vertex along the neck to

the first dorsal blotch. A broader and deep chestnut- brown band

extends from the eye to the neck. The frontal region is deeper brown
than the vertex. A yellowish white line starts from the nostrils near

the ujiper surface of the head, extending backward, in passing between

the eye and the pit, to the angle of the mouth. A vertical whitish bar

extends from each side of the pit to the labial. The belly is yellowish

white, marbled with black, transversely oblong patches. The vertical

plate [frontalj is cordiform; the anterior frontal plates [internasals] pro-

portionally small; the occipital [parietal] rather broad. The scales of

the body are elongated, a little smaller than in G. miliar nis, but not

quite so acute posteriorly. The 2 lateral and smooth rows are much
broader than the rest, and conspicuous. Most of the scales of these 2

rows are black, with the posterior edge straw-colored, giving the appear-

ance of a succession of distinct crescents. The tail is conical and taper-

ing; the rattle composed of one ring besides the terminal one.

P]DWARDS' MaSSASAUGA.

Sisinirus cattnatus edicardsii,* (B. & G,).

Plate 6.

1853.—Crolalophorus eduardsii. Baird and Girard, Cat. N. Am. Serp., p. 15.

—

Dlmeril et BinRON, firpet. G(^n., vii, ii, p. 1483 ( 1854).—Baird, U. S.

Hex. Bound. Snrv. Kept., p. 15 (1859).

—

Caudisoxa cdwardsii, Cope, BulJ.

U. S. Nat. Mns. No. 1, Check list, p. 34 (1875).

1874.

—

Crotalus miUarius, Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr. 46, pi. iii, fig. 6 (not olLinu).

1883.— ;SJ.s/>((rH8 miUarius, \ax. edwardtsii, Gar.man, Kept. Batr. N. Am., i, Ophid.,

p. 177.

1892.

—

Crotulophorus caienatus edwardsu, Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., xiv, 1891,.

No. 882, p. 685.—Cope, Proc. Phila, Acad., 1892, p. 336.

Named in honor of Dr. L. A. Edwards, U. S. A.
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EDWARDS' IVlASSASAUGA,-SlSTRURUS CATENATUS EDWARDSII.

From Baird, Rep. Mex. Bound. Surv.
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Figures.—Baird, Mex. Bound. Snrv., ii, Kept., pi. v, fig. 1 (1859).

—

Baird, Pac.

R. R. Rep., X, Rept., pi. xxv, fig. 10 (1859).—Jan, Icon. Ophid. livr. 46,

pi III, fig. 6 (1874).

Description*—Twenty-three rows of dorsal scales; first and second

lateral rows smooth. Vertical plate [frontal] siibpeutagonal, taperiiig-

posteriorly. Lateral rows of blotches proportionally very small.

The gronnd-color is yellowish brown, with three lateral series of deep

chestnnt brown blotches. Two elongated brown blotches extend from

the superciliaries [supraoculars] backward. A narrow band of chestnut

brown, from the posterior frontal plates [prefrontals], passes over the

eyes to the neck, under which a yellowish stripe extends from the nos-

tril to the angle of the mouth. The snout and upper Jaw are brown,
with two yellow" fillets diverging from the pit. The lower jaw and chin

are mottled with brown and yellow. There are about 42 dorsal brown
and irregnlar blotches, margined with deep black and encircled with a
yellow fillet, from the head to theti]) of the tail, the thirty-fourth oppo-

site the anus, the last three passing to the sides of the tail, but do not

meet below. Subcircular on the posterior half of the body, the blotches

on the anterior half are longer transversely than longitudinally, emargi-

nated anteriorly only.

The blotches of the two lateral series are proportionally small.

The blotches of the upper series are more or less obsolete, and alter-

nate with the dorsal ones. Those of the second lateral series are the
smallest, and alternate also, being of as deep a color as the dorsal

ones, but do not extend beyond the anus, occupying the second, third,

and fourth rows of scales. The first and lower series affect the first

and second rows and only one scale. The belly is of a light straw color,

dotted and sprinkled irregularly with brown.

Scales elliptical, subtruncated posteriorly, constituting 23 rows,

strongly carinated, except the two lateral rows, which are smooth.

Head, when seen from above, subelliptical; vertical i)late [frontal]

proportionally more elongated than in C. tergeminus [= tS. catenatus].

Number of ventrals[gastrosteges], 143 to 153; of caudals [urosteges],

24 to 31 ; scale rows across middle of body, 23.

Variation.—The chief variation in scutellation I have found in this

subspecies consists in the occasional separation of the anterior prolon-

gation of the preocular so as to form an upper loreal separating the

preocular from the posterior nasal.

In coloration there is considerable difference between the specimens,

chiefly consisting in an obliteration of the markings on top of the head,

thus obscuring the characteristic dark spot on the middle cf the parietal

suture.

Geographical distribution.—The present subspecies represents the

typical Massasauga in the Southwest. Curiously enough it does not

* Original description by C. Girard in Baird and Girard's N.Am. Serp., p. 15;

from specimens Xos. 506-508, U. S. Nat. Mus.

H. Mis, 184, pt. 2 27
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exteud furtlier north tliau the southern limit of the hitter. It is found

from Indian Territory through western Texas to the Mexican border.

Its known range has recently been extended a considerable distance

west, as Dr. Timothy E, Wilcox has sent a specimen from Fort Hua-

chuca, Ariz.

Mahits.—Nothing is definitely known, but the habits are probably

similar to those of the typical form, though it may have to be satisfied

with more arid localities.

The GitouNi) Rattlesnakk.

Sisiruntu ntiliarius,* (Liuiirens).

Plate 7.

1166.—Crotahis miliarins, Lixx.EUS, Syst. Nat., 12 ed., i (p. 372).

—

Datdin,

Hist. Nat. Rept., V, p. 328 (1803).—Say, Am. Jouni. Sc.,i, 1819, p. 263.—

Harlan, Joiirn., Phila. Acad., v, 1827 (p. 370).—Harlan, Phys. Med. Res.

(p. 134) (183.5).—ScHLEGKL, Ess. Pbys. Serp.,i, ]>. 193; ii, p. 569 (part)

(1837).—HoLiJROoK, N. Am.Herpet., 1 ed., ii, p. 73(1838).—DraiEitiL et

BiBRON, Erpot. Gen6r., vii, ii, p. 1477 (1854).—Jan, Rev. Mag. Zool., 18.59,

extr.,p.28.—Jan, Eleuc. Sist. Otid., p. 124 (1863).—Coi'k, iu Mitchell's

Res. Veil. Rattlesii., p. 124 (1861).—Garman, Rept. Batr. N. Am., i,

Opliid
, p. 119 {lS8'S).—Crotalophonis miHarinn, Gray, Ami. Pliilos., 1825

(p. 205).—GRAYjCat. Sii. Brit. Mus., p. 17 (1849).

—

Holi5ROOK,N. Am. Hei-

pet., 2 ed., in, p. 25 (1842).—De Kay, Zool. N. Y., in, p. 57 (1842).—Bairu

and GiRARD,Cat. N. Am. Serp., p. 11 (1853).

—

Le Coxte, South. Med. Surg.

Journ., IX, 1853, pp. 651, 652.

—

Hallowell, in Sitgreave's Exp. ZuFii

Colo. Riv.,p.l47 (18.54).

—

Baird, Pac. R. R. Rep., x, Whipple's Route,

p. 40 (1859).—Ct)i'E,Pioo. Phila. Acad., 1859, p. 336.—Cope, Pioc. U. S.

Nat. Mus., xi,1888, p. 393.—Putnam, Amer. Natural. ,ii, 1868, p. 134.—Hay,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xv, 1892, p. SS^.—Caudisoiia miliaria, Fitzinger,

N. Class. Rept., p. 63 (1826).

—

C. ^nUiariiis, Gray, Zool. Miscell., ]>. 51

(1842).—Coi'E, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 1, Check list, p. 34 (1875).—Cope,

Proc. Am. Philos. Soc, xvii, 1877, p. 64.

—

Coi-e, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No.

17, p. 24 (1880).—CouES and Yakruw, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1878, p. 26.—

Trie, in Hammond's South Carolina, p. 235 (1883).

—

Yarrow, Bull.

U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, pp. 12, 78 (1883).—Sistrunts miUariits, Garman, N.

Am. Rept., i, Ophid., p. 177, (1883).—Garman, Bull. Essex Inst., xix, 1887,

p. 123.—Garman, Bull. Essex Inst., xxn-, 1892, p. 4.—Lcennkerg, Proc.

U. S. Nat, Mus., xvii, 1894, p. 335.

1799.

—

Crotalus miUaris, Beauvois, Trans. Am. Philos. Soc, iv, p. 367.

J^t«7Hms.—Catesbv, Carol., ii (pi. xlii) (1743).

—

Schlegel, Ess. Phys. Serp., Atlas,

1)1. XX, figs. 17, 18 (1837).—HoLiiKdOK, N. Am. Herpet., led., ii, pi. xv(1838).—

HoLBROOK, N. Am. Herpet., 2 ed., iii, pi. iv (1842).—Bau:!), Pac. R. R. Re]..,

X, Rept., pi. XXIV, tig. 7 (1859).

Description.]—Twenty-two or L';> dorsal rows of scales, all of which

are carinated, the lateral and first row but slightly; a vertebral brown-

ish red line; 7 series of blotches, I dorsal and 3 lateral, on each side,

the uppermost of which is obsolete, and the lowest subject to irregular-

*From the Latin viiliarius, millet-like, with millet-like spots.

t Description hy C. Girard, in Baird and Girard's N. Am. Serp., p. 11, from speci-

mens Nos. 498-502, U. S. Nat. Mus.
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ities. Vertical i^late [froutal] subcordiform, occipital [parietal] oblong

and elongated. A narrow white line commences at the lowest point of

tlie orbit and passes obliquely backward to the angle of the mouth.

Ground color dark grayish ash, minutely mottled. A series of 38 to 45

subcircular dorsal blotches extending from head to tail, dark brown,
each with a narrow, distinct yellowish border. Interval rather nar-

rower than the spots themselves. A broad band of purplish red passes

from head to tail through the blotches. On each side may be distin-

guished three series of blotches, the first on the first and second lateral

rows of scales and i)artly on the abdominal seutelhe [ventrals or gas-

trosteges] ; the second alteruating with this on the second, third, fourth,

and fifth rows of scales, and opposite the dorsal series; the third alter-

uating with the second and the dorsal series on the fifth, sixth, seventh,

and eighth rows of scales. The latter series is dusky and obsolete; the

others are uniform and distinctly black.

The shape of the blotches is subjected to some variation, according

to individuals. Generally subcircular or slightly oblong, they become
sometimes a transversely elongated quadrangle, three times as long as

wide. Their shape varies according to the region of the body ou which
they are found. On the anterior third they are subquadrangular,

anteriorly and posteriorly emarginated; on the middle region they elon-

gate, and toward the posterior third become nearly circular. Backward
of the arms the five or six blotches of that region extend on the sides,

without, however, meeting on the lower surface. The blotches of the

first lateral row are subquadrangular and a little snuiller than those of

the second and third rows, the blotches of the second row being trans-

versely oblong and largest on the middle region of the body. Side of

the head purplish brown, a narrow, distinct white line from tl\e lowest

part of the orbit passing obliquely backward to the angle of the mouth.
Above and continuous with that white line a deep chestnut-brown

vitta is observed, of the same length but broader, and lined above
with a narrow, dull, yellowish margin. Two undulated dark brown
vitta' extend from the vertex to the first dorsal blotch and confluent

with it. A donble crescentic blotch is observed on the frontal scutelliB

[internasals and prefrontals], leaving a transversal fulvous band across

the head between the orbits. Tlie color underneath is reddish yellow,

marmorated with brownish black blotches and minute dots.

The scales are elongated, carinated, and acute posteriorly. Those of

the lateral row are slightly carinated also, but narrower than in C.

Gonsors, and more acute posteriorly.

Number of ventrals [gastrosteges],132 to 13G; of caudals [urosteges],

27 to 36; scale rows, 21 to 23.

The greatest number of joints to any rattle of this species in the

U. iS. National Museum is nine.

Variation.—While the scutellation of this species appears rather

constant, there is considerable variation in color, inasmuch as speci-
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mens from moist localities appear much darker, often quite blackish

with large si)ots, while in those from more arid districts the grouud

color is much paler, and the markings more restricted. There is also a

certain amount of variation with regard to the red dorsal stripe, which

seems to be wanting in tlie young.

Geographical distribution.—Holbrook asserts that on the Atlantic

coast this species does not occur north of the thirty-fifth iiarallel, and

I am aware of no later record which contradicts this. In fact, the most

northerly record I have been able to find seems to be that of Drs.

Cones and Yarrow (Proc. Phila. Acad., 1878, \). 20) from the neighbor-

hood of Fort Macon in North Carolina, a little south of the- latitude

mentioned. They write that a few individuals are said to have been

seen on Bogue banks; none, however, observed or secured by them;

but thafthey are quite common on Shackleford banks, a few miles from

Fort Macon, and that it has also been taken on the mainland. The

ground rattler is found south of this point along the coasts of North

Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. In the latter State it

is distributed all over the peninsula and along the Gulf coast to Ala-

bama, Mississippi, and Louisiana. It ascends the Mississippi River

Valley and the valleys of its southern tributaries, but curiously enough

seems to be more common on the western side of the great river, being

apparently common in Arkansas and Indian Territory even as far west

as central Oklahoma, whence the National Museum has a young speci-

men collected by Dr. Edward Palmer at Old Fort Cobb.

In Texas Prof Cope has recorded it as occurring at Dallas; Mr.

Eagsdale has collected it in Cooke County, and Capt. Pope brought a

specimen (No. 4JM) home from the head waters of the Colorado Eiver,

at about the one hundred and first meridian. On the coast .of Texas

Mr. Garmau has recently recorded it (Bull. Essex Inst., xxiv, 181>2)

from Matagorda County.

Habits.—The Ground Battler appears to prefer dry ground, and Hol-

brook states that it is found among leaves, and frequently in high grass

in search of small field mice, on which it feeds.

The only observation about its breeding habits of which I am aware

is a note by Prof F. W. Putnam in the American Naturalist (Vol. ii,

1808, p. 131) that he had once dissected a specimen having 14 eggs, all

with embryos two inches in length in the oviduct.

According to Holbrook the common jieople dread the ground rattler

and consider it much more destructive than the Banded Eattlesnake,

both on account of its greater aggressiveness, tlie scant warning its

faint rattling aftbrds, and the supposed greater activity of its venom.

He, however, satisfied himself by experiments of the fallacy of the

alleged greater virulence of its poison, for while he found it sufficient

to kill small birds, or field mice, repeated bites failed to affect a cat

beyond causing it to droop for thirty- six hours, at the end of which

time the effects of the poison entirely disappeared.

While thus the bite of these small snakes maybe attended with com-
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paratively little danger, a person bitten would act very foolishly were be
to neglect to pay proper attention to the wound and to apply as soon

as possible proper remedies, as otherwise lie might pay dearly enough
for his carelessness.

Although, as a rule, not fatal to man, the Ground Kattler is not harm-

less enough to secure it against destruction wherever it may be found.

It is undoubtedly useful in destroying a great quantity of small rodents,

but the protection of the other innocuous snakes will compensate for

the killing of any number of Ground Eattlers.

' Genus CROTALUS ' Linn.

The Rattlksxakes.

1758.— Cro/rt/(/.s, LinX/EUS, Syst. Nat., 10 ed., I, p. 214 (type C. horridiis).

1764.

—

Crotalophorus, Houttuyx, Linn. Natunrl. Hist., \i, p. 290 (emend.).

1768.

—

Caiidisona, LAunENTi, Syn. Rept., p. 92 (same ty])e).

1818.—CVo/«?i««s, Rafixesque, Am. Month. Mag., iii (p. 446),iv, p. 41 (emend.).

1830.— Uro2>so2)hus, Wagler, Sj'st. Amph., p. 176 (type C. triseriatus).

1843.— Urocrotalon, Fitzixger, Syst. Rept., p. 29 (type C. durissus Linn.).

1861.—Ajyloaspis, Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1861, p. 206 (type C. Upida).

1875.

—

JSchmoplinjs, Coues, Wheeler's- Snrv. W. 100 Mer., v, p. 609 (type C.

cerastes).

1883.

—

HajjJoaspis, Cove, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1883, p. 13 (emend.).

There has, at various times, been some confusion in the application

of the generic terms of this and the following genus. From 1861 to

1875 Prof. Cope used Laurenti's Caudisona for the present group,

restricting' Crotalns to the Ground Eattlers, following Fleming's example
of 1822. In 1875, however, he suddenly reversed the two names,

employing Caudisona for the Ground Eattlers. This latter has later

been exchanged for Crotalopliorus, as will be shown under the follow-

ing genus.

The case is very simple. When Linnjeus, in 1758, first applied the

binominal nomenclature he did not know or name any of the ground
rattlers, consequently the name Crotalus can only be used as done
here. Houttuyn's Crotalophoriis is identical with Linna^i Crotalns of

the tenth edition of his Systema IS^aturae, being, in fact, simply an
emendation and, therefore, nothing but a synonym. The status of

Laurenti's Caudisona is exactly similar.

The geographical distribution of the genus Crotalus is highly inter-

esting.

Jointly with the other genus, Sistrnrus, the Eattlesnakes are peculiar

to the New World. Their center of distribution appears to be the table-

land of Mexico with its extension northward into the southwestern

United States, at least 8 out of a total of the 17 species constituting

the genus Crotalus occurring at, or near, the boundary between the
United States and the Mexican Eepublic.

* From the Greek Kporalov (Krotalon), a rattle.
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^^^k^fe^^5;>vH:>

HEAD OF CROTALUS, FROM SIDE.

ilnfralabials: I loreal ; P lower loreal; I'' upper loreal; )i ' auterior nasal; a' posterior nasal; p
preocular; r rostral ; « siipralabials; s' 1st supralabial; s 2 2<1 supralabial ; -o Supraocular.

M>itl-il
osfrTl

/W^TW

Pig. 56, HEAD OF CROTALUS MITCHELLII FROM FRONT.

FRONT VIEW OF PRECEPING FIGURE. (See explanation of Fig. 55.)

S!i)W2Jsis of the impedes of Croialus occurring in Xorih America north of Mexico.

«' Auterior unsal in coutact with rostral (tigs. 55, 56).

b' Upper preocular uot divided vertically (tigs. 55, 56).

c' External border of supraocular not produced into a lioru-like process (tigs.

55, 56).

d^ Dark spots ou back with two symmetrical light spots, one ou each side of

median line (tig. 51) C. moJossHS.

d- Dark spots ou back, solid, or with ouly one median liglit spot.

c' Dorsal pattern, consisting of dark chevron bands (fig. 52) C. horridus.

e- Dorsal pattern, consisting of more or less squarish spots or straight cross

bands (figs. 53, 54).

/' Rostral at least as high as wide (fig. 63).

g^ Light jio.stsuperciliary line reaches the second scale row above com-

missure at least two scales auterior to angle of mouth (tig. 58).

/i' A well-defined vertical white line on first labial and auterior nasal,

occupying the posterior halfof the latter (fig. 58) . . ('. adamantens.

k' No white line on first labial and nasal, which are uniform in color

and more or less dusted over with minute blackish dots.

i' Predominant color grayish-brown C. atrox.

i- Predominant color reddish-brown C. atrox ruber.

g- Light postsuperciliary line reaches the second scale row above commis-

sure at corner of mouth or not at all (figs. 59, 60).

/i' Light postsuperciliary line one scale wide; dark postocular patch

starts from below anterior angle of eye (fig. .59) C. confluentus.

A" Light postsuperciliary line two scales wide; dark postocular patch

starts from below center of eye (fig. 60) <'. lucifer.

f- Rostral wider than high (fig. 61) C tigris.

c- External border of supraocular produced into a horn-like i)rocess

(fig. 66) C. cerastes.

b- Upper preocular divide<l vertically (fig. 62) ' C. lepidus.

a' Anterior nasal separated from rostral by scales (fig. 63).

6' Predominant color whitish C. mitcluUii.

b- Predominant color red <' mitchelUi pyrrhus.
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Fig. 58.

COLOR PATTERN- OF SIDE OF HEAD OF CKOTALL.S AUAMA.NTEUS.

Fig. 59.

COLOR PATTERN OF SIDE OF HEAD OF CROTALl•^

CO-\FLl'EI>"Trs.

Fig. 60.

COLOR PATTERN OF SIDK OF HEAD OF CROTALUS
LUCIFER.

Fis. 61.

DIAGRAM OF LOW
ROSTRAL.

h Height ; v width.

Fig. 6J.

HEAD OF CROTALUS LEPIDUS FROM SIDE.

(See explanation of Fig. 55.)

Fig. 63.

DIAGRAM OF HIGH ROSTRAL.

h Heiglit; w width.

TiiK J)<>(;-i-ACEi> Rattlksnake.

Crotahis molossiix.^ Baird & Girarcl.

PI. s.

1853.— C'ro/o/i/s nwlossiis, Baird and Gihaud, N, Am. Serp., p. 10.

—

Bairp, Mex.

Bound. Suit., ii, Rept., p. 14 (1859).—Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1859, p.

338.—CoPK, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mns., No. 1, p. 33 (1875).-Cope, in Wheeler's

Surv. W. 100 Mer., v, p. 533 (1875).—Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1883, p.

12.—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiv, 1891, p. 089 (1892).—Yarrow, Bull.

U. 8. Nat. Mus., No. 24, pp. 12, 78 (1883).—Garmax, Rept. Batr. N. Am.,

I, Ophid.jp. 113, (1883).

—

Caiidisoiid molossus, Cope, in Mitchell's Res. Yen.

Rattiesu., p. 124, (1861).—Copk, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1866, pp. 307,308.—

CoUES, in ^Yheeler's Surv. "VY. 100 Mer., v, p. 605 (1875).

18.54.

—

CroUdus ornaius, Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1854, (p. 192).

—

Hal-
LOWELL, Pac. R. R. Rep., x, Parke's Route, p. 23 (1859).

—

Cope, Proc.

Phila. Acad., 1859, p. 338.

1883.— C'ro/rt/«s durissus, var. molossus, Gar.man, Rept. Batr. N. Am., i, Ophid.,

p. 171.

Figures.— T^A-iKi), Mex. Bound. Surv., ii, Rept., pi. ii (1859).

—

Baird, Pac. R. R.

Rep.,x, Rept
,
pi. xxiv, lig. 5.

—

Hallowell, Pac. R. R. Rep., x, pi. ii (1859).

P'rom the Greek uoXuac6(: or I.,atin molossus, the Molossiau wolfdog, bulldog.
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Dog-faced Rattlesnake,—Crotalus molossus.

From Hallowell, Pacific R. R. Rep.
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Description*—Muzzle broad; rostral small. Scales between super-

ciliaries [supraoculars] small, uniform, except the two anterior. Two
frontal plates [iuternasalsj, 4 postfrontal [prefrontals], 2 intersupercil-

iary [interorbitals],aIl in contact. Five rows scales between the labials

and suborbital row; middle row not extending beyond the middle of

the orbit; labials, 18 above, fifth and sixth largest; 17 below. Dorsal

rows of scales, 20; two external rows, small. Tail uniform black. Color

roll sulphur; a series of chestnut-brown transverse lozenges [fig. 53]

with exterior corners produced to the abdomen ; centers of lozenges

with one or two spots; each scale but one color; a brown patch below

and behind the eye.

One of the most strongly marked of all species. Head very broad in

front; outline nearly rectangular. Rostral small. Two anterior front-

als [interuasals]; behind these, four plates, the exterior resting on the

superciliary; behind these two other plates, between and in contact

with the superciliaries [supraorbitals]. Anterior nasal subtriangular.

Top of head with numerous smooth subtuberculous scales. Suborbitals

large, extending to the anterior canthus. General aspect smoother than

in crotali generally; scales rounded at the posterior apex, carinatedbut

slightly.

General color above, that of roll sulphur; beneath, pale yellowish;

posteriorly, very faintly clouded with brownish. Tail black. Anteri-

orly the scutelUe [ventrals, or gastrosteges] are entirely immaculate.

Along the back is a series of transverse reddish or chestnut-brown

lozenges embraced in a width of 12 or 11 scales and 4 or 5 scales long,

and with the exterior angles produced to the abdomen [fig. 53J.

These lozenges are frames with the outline generally one scale in

width and with the centers of the ground color; sometimes divided by
a median line of brown so as to show two yellowish sjwts inside of the

lozenges. The scales exterior to the lozenges are rather lighter.

Sometimes the brown rings and the lozenges widen at the abdomen
and indicate lateral spots of four scales; at others, and especially ante-

riorly, the rings are obsolete and the brown is in a dorsal series. In

fact for the anterior fourth of the body we have a dorsal patch of brown
showing alternately, at successive intervals, one large yellowish spot

and then a pair of smaller ones, owing to the confluence of the suc-

cessive lozenges. The superciliaries and scales anterior to them, as

well as broad patch below and behind the eye, light greenish-brown.

Tail uniform dark-brown above, paler beneath.

A remarkable character of this species is that each individual scale

is of the same uniform tint to its base, and not showing two colors as

in other species.

Variation.—The head scutellation of the present species is exceed-

ingly variable. I have seen about nine specimens, hardly two of which

* Original description by S. F. Baird, in Baird and Girard's N. Am. Serp., p. 10,

from a specimen from New Mexico,- U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 485.
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are alike in that respect. In all of them the snout is covered above

with large shields, which sometimes extend to between the orbits, but

their number and mutual relation is very variable, and often they are

more or less separated by small scales. "The size and shape of the ros-

tral also varies, and the rows of scales between eye and labials vary

between 4 and (>.

The coloration of this undoubtedly our most beautifully tinted crotalid

is more stable. The chief variations consist in the greater or lesser

degree of definition of the spots, and in the color of the tail, which in

most specimens is solidly blaclvish though in a few it presents alter-

nating cross bands of black and light color.

Geographical (Ihtrihution.—In the main the range of (7. molossus, at

least within the borders of the United States, coincides with that of C.

Iepidi(s,hemg coniAned to the States and Territories bordering upon the

Mexican frontier.

It was first described from a specimen collected at Santa Rita del

Cobre, near the present Fort Bayard, in Xew Mexico, and not far from

that locality it has since been taken by Prof. Cope. Henshaw procured

it in southern Arizona, probably not far from Fort Buchanan, whence

the Museum got a specimen from Dr. Irwin, while quite recently Dr.

Thimothy E. Wilcox has sent it from Fort Huachuca. Two specimens,

collected by Dr. E. Coues on San Francisco Mountain, Arizona, were

identified by Cope as the present species. C. lepidus has not been found

so far from the Mexican boundary. The range into Mexico is unknown.

The Texan specimen, upon which Hallowell based the G. ornatus, was

collected by Dr. Heermann at the Pecos River, en route between El

Paso and San Antonio, and is so far the only specimen obtained in

Texas.

HahltH.—Nothing is known of its habits, .except that it is found

among rocks.

TiiK Haxdkd Ratti.ksnakk.

Crotahis iiorridux,' Liiiii;i'n8.

PL'te 9.

1758.— rVofrt/«« horridus, Linx.ecs, Syst. Nat., 10 ed., i, p. 21-1.—Linn.eus, Syst.

Nat., 12 ed., i, p. 372 (1766).—LeConte, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1853 (p.

417).—Cope, Proc. Pliila. Acad., 1859, p. 338.—Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat.

Mus.,No. 1, Check-list, p. 33 (1875).—Cope, in Wheeler's Surv. ^V. 100

Mer., v, p. 534 (1875).—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns., xiv, 1891 (No. 382),

p. 693 (1892).—Yarrow, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, Check List, pp. 12,

74(1883).—Cragin, Trans. Kausas Acad. Sc, vii, p. 121 (1881).—Gar-

man, N.Am. Rept. Batr., i, Ophid., pp. 115, 174, pi. ix, fig. 1 (1883).—

Garman, List. N. Am. Rept. Batr., p. 35 (1884).

—

True, in Hammond's
South Carolina, p. 235 (1883).—Davis and Rue, Bull. 111. State Lab.

Nat. Hist., I, No. 5, 1883 (p. 27).—Davis and Rice, Bull. Chic. Acad.

Sc, I, p. 28 (1883).—Hay, Amph. Rept. Indiana, p. 13 (1885).—Hay,
Batr. Rept. Indiana, p. 128 (1893).—Jordan, Man. Vert. North. U. S.,5

* From the Latin horridus, horrible, terrible.
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ed.. p. 199 (1888).—Barrincer, Yen. Rept. U. S., p. 4 (1891).—H. Gar-
MAX, Bull. Hi. State Lab. Nat. Hist., iii, p. 311 (1892).—H. Garmax, Biil].

Ess. Inst., XXVI, 1894, p. 36.

—

Crotalophorus horridtis, Houttuyx, Linn.

Natnnr. Hist., xi, p. 309 (1764).

—

Caudisoim horrida, Flemixg, Pbilos.

Zool., II, p. 294 (1822).—Cope, in Mitchell's Res. V^en. Rattlei*n., p. 122

(1861).—Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1866, p. .309.—Coues, Proc. Phila.

Acad., 1871, p. 48.

1768.— Caiidisona duri>isus, Lauren ri, Syn. Rept., p. 93 (in part only).

—

Crofahis

durissus, Gmelix, Syst. Nat., i, iii, p. 1081 (in part only) (1788).

—

Latreille, Hist. Nat. Rept., in, p. 190 (1802).—Daudix, Hist. Nat.

Rept., V, p. 304, pL Lxviii, fig. 1, 2 (1803).—Harlax, Journ. Phil. Acad.,

V. 1827, p. 368.—Harlax, Med. Phys. Res. (p. 135) (1835).—Schlegel,

Ess. Phys. Serp., i, p. 192; it, p. 565 (1837).—Kirtland, in Mather's

Sec. Rep. Geol. Surv., Ohio, pp. 167, 189 (1838).—Storer, Rep. Rept.

Mass., p. 233 (1839).—Holijrook, N.Am. Herp., 1 ed., ii, p. 81, pi. xvii

(1838); 2 ed.. Ill, p. 9, pi. i (1842).—DeKay, Zool.N. Y., iii,p, 55(1842).—

Thompsox, Hist. Yeriuont, i, p. 118 (1842).

—

Baird and Girahd, Cat.

N. Am. Serp., p. 1(1853).—LeConte, South. Med. Snrg. Journ., ix, 1853,

pp. 651, 663.—Baird, Serp. N. York, p. 9 (1854).—Baird, Pac. R. R. Rep.,

X, Reptiles, p. U, pi. xxiv, fig. 1 (1859).—Baird, Pac. R. R. Rep., x, 35th

Par.,Whipple'sRoute, p. 39(1859).—DuMERiLetBiBROX, Erpet. Ge'n.. vii,

p. 1465 (1854).—Kexxicott, Trans. 111. State Agr. Soc, 18.53-1854, i (p.

592).—Jax, Rev. Mag. Zool., 1859, Extr., p. 28.—.Jan, Elenc. Sist. Ofid., p.

123 (1863).—Fogg, Sec. Ann. Rep. Nat. Hist. Geol. Maine, p. 141 (1863).—

Yerrill, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., ix. 186.3, p. 197.—Hoy, Smith-

son. Rep., 1864, p. 435.—Allex, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1869, pp.
179, 203.— S.MiTH, Rep. Geol. Snrv. Ohio, iv, 1882, p. 672.—Higley,
Traus. Wise. Acad. Sc, Aii, 1884, p. 161.

1799.

—

CvotaluHboiquira, Beauvois, Traus. Am. Philos. Soc, iv, p. 368, pi. fac. p.

380, low. fig.

1802.

—

Crofahts atricaudatus, Latreille, Hist. Nat. Rept., in, p. 209.—Daudix,
Hist. Nat. Rept., v, p. 316 (1803).

1818.

—

Crotalhiiis cyauitntfi, Rafixesque, Amer. Month. ^Mag., in (p. 446) ; iv,

p. 41.

18.59.— ? CrotaJus diirinsiis, var. coiicolor, .Jax, Rev. Mag. Zool., 1859, Extr
, p. 28.

1859.

—

Croialus dttrissKS, var. melaiiurux, Jax, Rev. Mag. Zool.. 1859, Extr., p. 28.

1883.

—

CrotalKS horridus, var. atricandaiuK, Garmax, Rept. Batr. N. Am., i, Ophid.,

pi. IX, fig. 1.

F'ujHres: Catesby, Carolina, n. pi. xli (1743).

—

LacepJide, Quad. Ovip. Serp., ii,

(pi. XVIII, figs. 1, 3) (1789).—BoxxATKRRE, Ophiol.. (pi. n, fig. 3) (1790).—

Shaw, Gen. Zool., ni, pi. lxxxviii (1802).

—

Daudix, Hist. Nat. Rept., pi.

LXVIII, figs. 1, 2 (1803).—GuERix, Icon. Regne Anim., (pi. xxin, fig. 2)

(1829-38).—ScHLECiEL, Ess. Phys. Serp., Atlas, pi. xx, figs. 15, 16 (1837).—

HoLBROOK, N. Amer. Herpet., 1 ed., ii, pi. xvii (1838) ; 2 ed., in, pi. i (1842).

—

DeKay, Zool. N. York, in, pi. ix, fig. 19 (1842).—Baird, Serp. N. York, pi. i,

fig. 1 (1854).—DuMERiL et Bibrox, Erpet. G^n., Atlas, pi. Lxxxiv bis, fig. 1

(18.54).—Baird, Pac. R. R. Rep., x, pi. xxiv, fig. 1 (18.59).—Jax, Icon. Ophid.

livr. 46, pi. I, figs. 1,2 (1874).— Garmax, Rept. Batr. N. Am., i, Ophid., pi. ix,

rig. 1(1883).—Brehm's Thierleben, 3 ed., vii, p. 440 (1892).

Description *—Head angular. Scales between the superciliaries

siiialL numerous, uniform. Plates above suout, 2 anterior frontal [inter-

nasalsj and 5 postfrontal [prefrontals]. Suborbital chain continuous, of

" By S'. F. Baird, from a speciraeu from Huntingdon Co., Pennsylvania, U. S. Nat.

Mus., No. 245. Baird «fe Girard, N. Am. Serp., pp. 1-2.
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large scales: two rt>ws between this and labials. Labials 12 to 14

above, fifth largest; 13 tola below. Rows of scales on the back 2o to

25, all carinated : carination on outer row obsolete. Tail black. Above
sulphur-brown, with 2 rows of confluent browu lozenges. Light liue

from superciliary to angle of the mouth; behind this a dark patch (figs.

64, 65).

Head above covered with small subtuberculous scales. Superciliaries

(supraoculars) large. Anterior frontals (internasals) large, triangular,

emarginated behind to receive a series of three small plates. A single

subhexagonal plate between the superciliary (supraocular) and anterior

Fig. 04. Fig. 65.

HEAL) OK CROTALfS HORUIDUS, TOP VIEW. HEAD OF CROTALU:? HORRIDIS, SIDE VIEW.

( Aft^r n.iir.l. ) (After B.iir.i. '

frontal (iuteruasal). The exterior plate of the posterior frontal (pre-

frontal) row is much the largest, and is in contact with the super-

ciliaries (supraoculars). A series of 3 or 4 large flat scales extend

from the posterior extremity of the superciliary (supraocular). Scales

on the cheeks (temporals) very large, truncate. Anterior orbitals

(preoculars) double; the upper one rectangular, elongated longitudi-

nally, separated from the (posterior) nasal by 2 small plates (loreals).

General color above that of roll sulphur; beneath, whitish yellow.

Along the back is a double series of subrhomboidal blotches, looking

as if they had been in contact, and then the line of junction partially

effaced for the 3 or 4 central rows. (See fig. 52.) The impression

conveyed of the color of these blotches is that of coarse mottliugs of

soot or gunpowder grains, more crowded exteriorly. There are 21 of

these blotches from the head to the anus, the tail being entirely black.

The rhomboids are inclosed within about 12 dorsal series of scales.

Directly opposite to these spots on each side is a series of subtriau-

gnlar blotches similarly constituted as to color, and extending from the

abdomen to about the fifth lateral row, and some 6 or 7 scales long.

Anteriorly these are distinct from the dorsal series, but posteriorly

they are confluent with them, forming a series of zigzag blotches across

the body. The scutelhe below show more or less of the grain-like

mottlings. Posteriorly the yellow of the body is suffused with darker.

There are no markings of lines distinctly visible on the sides of the

head. In the center of the spaces between the dorsal and lateral series

of blotches are indications of small obselete spots, and in some cases
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the yellow scales external to the blotches are of a lighter color than

the rest.

Number of veutrals (j;astrosteges), 106; of subcaiulals (urosteges), 25;

dorsal scale rows, 23.

Total length, 42 inches; tail, 5 inches.

Variation.—There is considerable individual variation, both in

scutelhition of the head and the ground color of the body.

The variation in the scutellation on top of the head is especially

marked with regard to the prefrontals and the scales covering the can-

thus rostralis. Normally the large plates consist of 2 internasals, 2

supraoculars, and between these, on each side, a large shield, the pre-

frontals usually being small scales like those covering the rest of the

head. In two of our specimens, however (Nos. 277 and 12748), there

are a^iair of large prefrontals following the internasals, while in Nos.

277 and 248 there are 2 scutes l^etween the iuternasal and the supra-

ocular on each side instead of 1.

The ground color varies greatly from light yellowish and light red-

dish gray through brown to almost black in some instances. In old

specimens the tail is generally uniform black, but in the young ones it

is banded light and black. In many specimens from localities in the

Alleghany Mountains, with a moist climate, this black of the tail and

sometimes even of the entire posterior half of the body is often of a deep

velvety gloss.

In the majority of the Western specimens there is a broad, ill-detined,

but very distinct, ochraceous baud running down the center of the

back. Most of them also have the postocular dark band darker and

better defined than Eastern specimens; but I have been unable, with

my material, to draw any line sufiliciently constant.

Geographical distribution.—In former times the Banded Eattlesnake,

or "Timber Eattlesnake,'' as it is often called in regions where other

species also occur, was commonly distributed in suitable localities all

over the eastern United States, except the peninsula of Florida, as far

west as the subarid portion of the Great Plains, but they have now
become exterminated or nearly so, in many localities, having been

driven back to the wilderness by the advancing cultivation of the

country.

Prof. Yerrill (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., ix, 1868, p. 197), speaking

of the reptiles of Norway, Me., states that it is rare, and only found in

Albany and Paymond; he had never detected it east of the Androscog-

gin Eiver. In Massachusetts, according to Allen (Proc. Boston Soc.

Nat. Hist.. XII, 1868, p. 179), it is not unfrequent on ]Mount Tom, and

occasionally killed on rocky hills in several of the towns near or adjoin-

ing Springfield; it a-lso occurs at a few similar localities in the eastern

part 01 the State.

In 1886 Prof. A. S. Packard had an article in the American Natu-

rahston " The Eattlesnake in New England" (Vol. xx, pp. 736-737) from

which I quote the following:
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We have been told that Rattlesuakes arc still occasionally killed iu Conuecticut

near the Rhode Island border. It is generally stated that the last Rattlesnake was

killed iu Rhode Island twenty years ago, but we are informed by Prof. Battey that

one was killed at Tiverton, R. I., within a period of four years. Its skin is now iu

the museum of the Friends' School at Providence. Mr. Henry H. Buxton, a member

of this school, from Peabody, Mass., gives us the following statement regarding its

occurrence at that locality :

'Tn South Peabody there is a rock called Rattlesnake Rock, surrounded by woods

in which there are a great many snakes, including tho Rattlesnake. During the last

year three or four have been killed by different persons. They coufiue themselves

to the part of the town which is the most rocky and slightly elevated. In the winter

they get luider this rock and go to sleep."

Rattlesnakes are still common in the Milton Hills, near Bostou, and at Hyde Park.

Iu coiifiriuatiuii of the occurrence of the Rattlesnake iu Conuecticut,

my friend, JNlr. John H. Sage, sent uie two specimens iul893 from Port-

laud. He wrote me at the same time that quite a uumber are killed iu

this immediate vicinity (Portland) each season. As early as 1842

Thompson (Hist. A^ermout, i, p. 119) says that iu Vermont they have

uow uearly disappeared, but that formerly they were found in consid-

erable numbers, thouiih mostly confined t<» a very few localities.

In the same year De Kay speaks of the Itattlesnake in the State of

New York (Zool, X. Y., iii, p. 57) as follows:

The Rattlesnake is common iu various parts of the State, and in the Northern States

generally appears to prefer rocky situations. They abound in Clinton, Essex, and

WaiTen counties, along the shores of Lakes Champlaiu and George. Some idea

may be formed of their numbers in certain districts iu this State bj' the following

extract from the Clairon newspaper, published in Warren County:

"Two men, in three days, killed 1,104 Rattlesnakes on the east side of Tongue Mouu-
tain,in the town of Bolton. Some of the reptiles were very large, carrying from

15 to 20 rattles. They were killed for their oil, or grease, which is said to be very

valuable."

Although numerous iu the rocky, mountainous districts of this State, they are rare

or entirely wanting in those elevated regions which give rise to the Moose, the

Raquet, and the Hudson rivers. They are found iu tlie counties of Sullivan, Ulster,

Orange, and Greene. A few still linger iu the swamps of Suffolk County.

This may be sui)plemented with the following statement from Prof.

Baird's "Serpents of N^ew York," p. 10 (ISjI):

In New York it seems to be most abundant on the shores of Lake George and Lake
Champlaiu; especially iu Rattlesnake Mountain of the former and Rattlesnake den

of the latter, a rocky blutf between Westport and Essex. It is a little remarkable

that the rattlesnake does not occur in the Adiroudaik regions of New York ; at least,

au instance has never come to my knowledge. Such a region iu Pennsylvania would
be Infested by them.

As indicated in the last sentence it is still fairly common in the

Alleghany ]Mountaius, from Pennsylvania southwards, though by no

means confined to the high altitude, as we have specimens from Wil-

mington, in North Carolina, Liberty County and Saint Simons Isle,

Georgia, while Dr. E. Coues quotes it as conuuon in the vicinity of

Fort Macon, North Carolina, and certainly occurring on the islands

as well.
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The Banded Eattlesuake probably does uot euter the Florida peuiu-

sula in-oper, but the Natioual Museum is indebted to Judge Bell for a

flue specimen from Gainesville, in the interior, at the base of the penin-

sula. It occurs also in all the other Southern States, and I have even

seen a specimen from Houma, in the i)ine lands southwest of ISTew

Orleans.

In the mountains of Tennessee and Kentucky the Banded Rattlesnake

is still fairly common, but uot so in Ohio and Indiana. Kirtland, as

early as 1838 (in Mather's Sec. Hep. Geol. Surv. Ohio, p. 167), stated that

in the former State it was then but rarely seen, though formerly very

abundant, and with regard to Indiana we have Dr. O. P. Hay's recent

assertion (Batr. Kept. Indiana, 1893, p. 129) that it is to be found, in

all probabilit}', in nearly all the counties of Indiana, though in most

places quite rare. He can only name two localities where it has been

taken recently and record of it preserved, viz, New Harmony and
Monroe County. In Michigan it appears to be rare, the onlj^ definite

record I can lay hand on at present being that of Dr. Morris Gibbs

(Wolverine Naturalist, February, 1890, p. 12) of a specimen killed in

Kalamazoo County.

H. Garman (Bull. 111. State Lab. Nat. Hist., in, 1892, p. 312) is author-

ity for the statement that it occurs throughout Illinois in hilly, forest

regions, though being rapidly exterminated, while Higley (Trans. Wis.

Acad. Sc, vii, 1884, p. 161), in regard to its distribution in Wisconsin,

has only this to say, that it was formerly very common, but is now sel-

dom met, and that it may be found in the rocky bluflts of the larger

rivers.

Mr. Julius Hurter (Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sc, vi, Dec. 1893, p.

258) has an interesting note on a local increase of this snake. Years

ago, he says, it was rather scarce in St. Clair County, 111., as in those

days there was no stock law, and the pigs roamed around and exter-

minated a good many snakes, but since the stock law has gone into

effect, comi)elling swine to be i^euned up, the snakes have become more
numerous again. In early spring they are found near the bluffs under
rocks, but later on they go to the wheat fields and meadows, where
they are very safe till harvest time, when a good many are destroyed

by the farm hands.

West of the Mississippi they are still found in eastern Iowa, at least,

Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, and Indian Territory. The Banded Bat-

tlesnake even extends into Texas, as Dr. Shumard sent to the Smith-

sonian Institution a specimen collected on the upper Brazos during

Capt. INIarcy's exploration of that river.

Habits.—In a general way most of what has been written about the

habits of the rattlesnake refers to the present species. In contradis-

tinction to the Water Rattlesnake, C. adamanteus, and the Prairie Rat-

tlesnake, C. confluentus, the present species is often called the "Timber
Rattler," because of its predilection for wooded districts. It does
undoubtedly often in summer take uj) its abode in prairies and mead-
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0W3,- but it prefers rocky aud mountainous places, where it can find

boles and crevices to hide itself, or sunny ledges, where it may enjoy

the heat of the day.

It has been repeatedly denied that the Kattlesnake climbs trees, and

it is certain enough that it does not do so habitnally. It is but ill fitted

for climbing, yet there are unquestionable proofs that they do so occa-

sionally. Of course, they do not climb up tall, smooth, perpendicular

trunks, but it is not more difficult for it to climb up a rough-barked

slanting tree with plenty of side branches than to wriggle up the rocks

of a mountain side.

The food of the Banded Eattlesnake consists in all sort of smaller

warm-blooded animals which may come its way, as rabbits, squirrels,

rats, mice, and an occasional bird. Ilolbrook pictures this species as

remarkably slow and sluggish, lying quietly in wait for his prey, and

never wantonly attacking nor destroying animals, except as food,

unless disturbed by them. A single touch, however, will effect this;

even rattling the leaves in his neighborhood is sufficient to irritate him.

On such occasions he immediately coils himself, shakes his rattles vio-

lently in sign of rage, and strikes at whatever is jdaced within his

reach. In his native woods, Holbrook continues, one may pass within

a few feet of him unmolested. Though aware of the passenger's pres-

ence, he either lies quiet or glides away to a more retired spot. He
never follows the object of his rage, whether an animal that has unwa-

rily approached so near as to touch him, or only a stick thrust at him to

provoke his anger, but strikes on the spot, and prepares to repeat the

blow, or he may slowly retreat like an unconquered enemy, sure of his

strength, but not choosing further combat.

Compared with the Diamond-backed Kattlesnake, the Banded Battler

is the more timid and less aggressive. Speaking of these animals one

does not quite feel like characterizing any of them as " gentle," yet this

is an expression used by many a one who has had plenty of experience

with them. The late Gen. Kirby iSmith once told me of an incident

which illustrates the amount of provocation a Eattlesnake will pass

unnoticed under certain circumstances. Gen. Smith's home in Ten-

nessee was located on a high plateau, aud a narrow path led from the

house to the small railway station in the valley below. One day a

party of ladies went down the path in Indian file, the general in the

lead, and the rear being brought up by a barefooted lad carrying a

valise. Suddenly tlie latter shouted. A Battlesnake was lying coiled

in the path, and he had ju.'.t discovered it in stepping over it without

touching it. By the merest chance they had all avoided stepping upon

it, though it seemed almost impossible that the ladies' dresses should

not have touched it. Gen. Smith said he felt like sparing the snake's

life. In captivity a Banded Kattlesnake may be handled with impunity

by a self-possessed man, if he moves (piietly and deliberately, not

frightening it by any sudden and unexpected movements. There even

seems to be trutli in some of the stones about children having been
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found placing with and carrying about live Rattlesnakes without

having been hurt.*

It is somewhat curious that the breeding habits of this species are

still almost unknown. At least, very little definite informatiou is on

record. The time of pairing is difficult to ascertain. The number of

young born at oue birth appears to be about uine. The largest of a

number of embryos i)reserved by Prof. S. F. Baird (U. S. Nat. Mus,,

No. 1292) and apparently ready to be born is about 245 mm. (9^ inches)

long, with a diameter of 12 mm. (one-half inch).

The Diamond RATTLEt^XAKE.

Crofalus adamaiitcitSf Beauvois.

Plato 10.

1799.

—

Crolatus adamanteus, t Beauvois, Trans. Am. Philos. Soc. iv, p. 368.

—

Say,

Sillim. Am. Journ. Sc, i, 1819, p.263.—Holbrook, N. Ain.Herpet., led.,

II, p. 77 (1838).—HoLBROOK, N. Am. Herpet., 2 ed., ill, p. 17 (1842).—

De Kay, Zool. New York, iii, p. 57 (1842).—Baird and Girard, Cat. N.

Am. Serp., p. 3 (1853).— Le Conte, South. Med. Surg. Journ., ix, 1853 (p.

664).—Baird, Pac. R. R. Rep., x, Reptile.s, p. 14, pi. xxiv, fig, 2 (1859).

—

Jan, Rev. Mag. Zool., 1859, extr. p. 28.—Jax, Elenc. Sist. Ofid., p. 123

(1863).—Cope, in Wheeler's Surv. W, 100 Mer., v, p. 534 (1875).—Cope,

Proc. Am. Philos, Soc, 1867 (p, 64).—Cope, Proc. U.S.Nat. Mus. xiv,

1891, p. 689 (1892).—True, in Hammond's South Carolina, p, 235 (1883).—

Garman, Rept. Batr. N, Am., i, Ophid., pp. 112, 171 (1883).

—

Garman,
Bull. Essex. Inst., xix, 1887, p. 122.

—

Yarrow, in Buck's Ref, Handb.
Med. So., VI, p. 166 (1888).—Jordan, Man. Vert. North, U. S., 5 ed., p.

199 (1888).—Barringer, Ven. Rept, U. S., p. 4 (1891).—Williams,

Science, xx, Dec. 16, 1892, p. 345.

—

L(ENXBERG, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu8.,xvii,

1894, p. 335.—H, Garman, Bull. Essex. Inst., xxvi, 1894, p. 36.—Cau-
disona adamantea, Cope, in Mitchell's Res. Ven, Rattlesu., p. 121 (1861).

—

Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1866, p. 309.

1802.

—

Crotalus rhomhifer, Latreille, Hist. Nat. Rept., in, p. 197.

—

Daudix, Hist.

Nat, Rept., \, p, 323 (1803).

—

Dumeril et Bibkox, Erp6t. Geuer., vii,

p. 1470 (1854).—DUGES, Naturaleza, iv, 1879 (p. 22).

1802.

—

Crotalus /(OJV(d«s, Latreille, Hist. Nat. Rept., iii, p. 199 (but not p. 186;

nor of Linn, 1758).

—

Harlan, Journ. Phila. Acad., v, 1827, p. 370.

—

Har-
lan, Med. Phys. Res. (p. 133) (1835).

1802.

—

Crotalus durissus, Suaw, Gen. Zoul., in, p. 333 (not of Linn. 1758),

1853.

—

Crotalus terrificiis, Le Coxte, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1853 (p. 419) (not of Laur,

1768).

—

Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1859, p. 337.

1875.

—

Crotalus adamanteus, snhsTp. adamanteus, Cope, Bull. U, S. Nat. Mus. No. 1,

Check-list, pp. 33, 79.—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xi, 1888, p. 393.—

Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiv, 1891, p. 690 (1892),—Yarrow, Bull. U. S.

Nat. Mus. No. 24, pp. 12, 75 (1883).

/'((/io-es.—Beauvois, Trans. Am. Philos. Soc, iv, pi. facing p. 380, upper figure

(1799).

—

Shaw, Gen. Zool., in, pi. lxxxix (1802).

—

Daudin, Hist. Nat. Rept. v
pi. LX, figs. 22, 23; pi. lxix, fig. 2 (1803),

—

Holbrook, N. Am. Herpet., 1 ed.,

II, pi. XVI (1838); 2 ed., in, pi. n (1842).

—

Dumeril et Bibkox, Erp^t. Gen.,

Atlas, pi. Lxxxiv, fig. 3 (1854).

—

Baird, Pac. R. R. Rep., x. Reptiles, pi. xxiv,

fig. 2 (1859).—Jax, Icon. Ophid., livr. 46, pi. ii, fig. 2 (but not fig. 1) (1874),—

Yarrow, in Buck's Ref. Handb. Med. Sc, vi. jjl. xxvii (1888).

* See Forest and Stream, xxxvii, Aug. 6, 1891, p, 44,

t From the Latin adamanteus, Diamond-shaped; lozenge-shaped.

H. Mis, 184, pt. 2 28
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Description *—Head tiiaiiguliii-. Two auterior frontals (iuternasals),

connected with superciliaries (supraoculars) ou each side by two large

plates; inside of these a second row; included space tilled by small

scales. Scales margining su])erciliaries (supraoculars) small; S(;at-

tered larger ones toward the center of the intermediate sfjace. Three

rows of scales between the suborbitals and labials. Suborbitals extend-

ing to the middle of the orbit. Labials 15 or IG above; lirst, fifth, and

seventh largest, and vertical; below, 18; lirst, fourth, and fifth largest.

Dorsal rows, 27; outer rows obsoletely carinated. Three or 4 dark

rings on tail. Three series of well defined perfect rhombs, 1 dorsal, 2

lateral, separated by narrow lines. Light stripe from sui^erciliary to

the angle of the mouth.

Scales on the cheek smooth. Three rather large plates on the edge

of the upper part of the head, between the superciliajies (supraoculars)

and rostral,inside of which is a second row of o, also larger than the

rest.

The two lower rows of lateral scales smooth. Third and fourth very

hiintly carinated. Scales ou the back and sides not conspicuously dif-

ferent in size except the lower two or three rows. Posteriorly, near the

tail, all the scales are carinated except the lowest.

General color, yellowish gray, with rhomboidal black blotches, lighter

in the center, and with all the angles perfect. Or rather there is a

series of dull yellowish lines crossing obliquely from one side of the

abdomen to the other over the back, following the oblique series of

scales, and occupying generally the jiosterior half of each scale, the

basal portion being black. These lines, of which there are about 36

crossing from each side, from head to tail (9 on tail), decussate first on

the fifth or sixth lateral row, and then on the back, where they are

more or less confluent three or four rows. The rhomboids thus inclosed

and crossing the back are generally black for li or 2 scales within the

yellowish brown, mottled with darker. The intervals ou the sides

between the lines are mostly dark yellowish brow n, minutely mottled

with dark brown. These intervals constitute a lateral series of trans-

verse rhomboids, sometimes with the lower angle truncated. Opposite

to the dorsal rhomboids is a series of small triangles in the angles of

the first decussation. The distance between two i)arallel transverse

stripes generally consists of five rows of scales, occasionally of six.

On the sides and posteriorly these markings are more or less indis-

tinct, though generally recognizable. The tail usually exhibits a good

deal of black. The under parts are dull yellowish white, or greeuish

white, clouded toward the sides with brown; no regular spots visible.

The black on the tail does not constitute complete rings, but is inter-

rupted in the middle of the lower surface, and in fact the black patches

alternate with each other, and are not opposite.

' By S. F. Baird, iu Baird aud Girard's, N. Am. Seri)., p. 3, from a South Carolina

fcpecimeii, U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 250.
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The top of Lead is liglitbrowu, with occasional black scales, A ckill

yellowish streak starts at the posterior edge of the superciliary plate,

and passing obliquely backward, through two rows of scales, extends

to angle of the mouth (fig. 58). A second band starts on the plate in

advance of the superciliary, and crossing the anterior orbitals, expands

till it involves the seventh, eighth, and ninth nipper labials. Interval

between the first two stripes dark brown. There are also indications

of a second vertical light bar in front of the nostril, and two below the

pit. Eostral dark yellowish, lighter in the margin.

Number of ventrals (gastrosteges), 1G9; of subcaudals (urosteges),

32; scale rows across body, 27.

Variation.—With the exception of the nsual variation of the ground

color through the various tinges of grayish and brownish, the color

and pattern of this species is unusually constant. The characteristic

whitish stri^jes on rostral, nasals, and on the sides of the head are

well marked, even in the largest sj)ecimeus, and the dorsal i^attern is

also nearly always very distinct.

Geograi)hical distribution.—The diamond rattler inhabits a compara-

tively small area in the southeastern corner of our country. Florida

seems to be the center of its distribution, and from that State it extends

along the coast northward into the southern portion of North Carolina

at about the thirty-fifth parallel, Mr. H. H. Brindey having in letter

advised me of a specimen, presumably of this species, having been

taken in 1885 at the Neuse Eiver, across fiom New Berne. Along the

gulf coast it extends at least as far west as the Mississippi Eiver, being

still found not far from New Orleans, as Dr. Gustave Kohn informs me,

although very scarce. It also ascends the Mississippi Eiver some dis-

tance, exactly how far I do not know, but a specimen is in the National

Museum (No. 4393) which is said to have been collected by Col. Kear-

ney in Arkansas.

In Florida the species is found everywhere, including the Keys.

Habits.—The Diamond Eattler, or Diamond-backed Eattlesnake, is

usually called the Water Eattler in localities where the Banded Eattle-

snake also occurs in order to distinguish it from the latter, which is

then known as the Timber-Eattler. As the name indicates, this species

is rather partial to the neighborhood of water, although it is not a

water snake to the extent of pursuing its prey into the water. Yet it

is said to be a good swimmer and not even afraid to cross over from

Key to Key {Loennhcrg, I. c).

Although rather common, and i^robably the Eattlesnake most fre-

quently seen in captivity, at least in this country, but little detailed and
reliable information concerning its habits can be found in the litera-

ture. The observers who have had anything to say about it are

often much at variance. Some regard it as very slow and clumsy, others

again insist that it is much more active than the Banded Eattlesnake

and much fiercer. Some report their inability to induce this species
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to eat ill oouflueuient, Avliile others again claim that it ta;kes food with-

out trouble. Equally defective is our knowledge in regard to its

breeding habits.

The Diamond Rattler is our largest species', and in fact one of the

largest of the whole family. The largest specimen in the National

Museum collection (No. 10947) is only feet H^ inches long, but much

larger specimens are on record. Dr. C. S. Allen has recorded 1 speci-

men 8 feet 5 inches, with a circumference of 15 inches, which was shot

near Oak Lodge, Fla., by Clias. F. Latham, in November, 1890, while

Mr. Frank M. Chapman mentions one 8 feet 9 inches long, and killed

by J. H. Norton, of Jacksonville.*

We often enough hear of Florida Rattlers 9 feet or more long, but in

all cases I have investigated it was found that the measurements were

taken from skins, or mounted ppecimens, which of course may be

stretched almost to any desired length.

With a supply of venom proportionate to its size the dangerous

nature of a stroke of one of these large brutes, if well delivered, may
well be imagin'ed. Nevertheless, fatalities are comparatively rare, and

even cases of bites are not heard of nearly as often as one miglit bo

led to suppose from the number of specimens which are still found in

many places.

The Tkxas Rattlesnakk.

Crotaliis utro.r,i Baiid aiiil (Jirard.

Plate 11.

lS^3.—Croi(dus airox, Baird and Girard, N. Am. Serp., pp. 5, 156.

—

Dumeril et

BiBRON, Erp(?t, Gener., All, ii, p. 1482 (1854).—Hallowell, Proc. Phila.

Acad., 1856, p. 307.—Baird, Pac. R. R. Rep., x, Whipple's Route, p. 39

(1859).—Baird, Mex. Bound. Surv. ii, Rept. p. 14 (1859).—Cope, Proc.

Phila. Acad., 1859, p. 3.37.—Cope, in Wheeler's Surv. W. 100 Mer., v,

p. 534 (1875).—Cooper, Proc. Calif. Acad. Nat. Sc, iv, p. 66(1870).—

Caudisona airox, Cope, in Mitchell's Res. Yen. Rattlesu. (p. 121) (1861).

—

Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad. 1866, p. 309.

1859.

—

Crotalus adamanteus, var. airox, Jan, Rev. Mag. Zool., 1859, Extr. p. 28.

—

Jan, Eienc. Sist. Otid., p. 123 (1863).—Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus. No.

1, p. 33 (1875).—Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus. No. 17, p. 24 (1880).—Cope,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xi, 1888, p. 398.—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XIV, 1891, p. 690 (1892).—Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1892, p. 336.—Yar-

row, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus. No. 24, pp. 12, 76 (1883).—Garmax, Rept.

Batr. N. Am., i, Ophid., pp. 113, 172 (1883).

—

Caudisona adamanfea airox,

CouES, in Wheeler's Surv. W. 100 Mer., v, p. 607 (1875).

1861.— CaHf?isaHrtrt/»-oj-, var, sonoraensis, Kenxicott, Proc. Phila. Acad., xiii, 1861,

p. 206.—Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., xiii, 1861, p. 292.

li<Ql.—Caudisona scutulata, Kexxicott, Proc. Phila. Acad., xiii, 1861, p. 207.—

Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1866, p. 309.— Crotalus scutulatus Cope, in

Wheeler's Surv. W. 100 Mer., V, p..533 (1875;.

1863.

—

Crotalus adamanteus, var. sonoriensis, Jan, Elenc. Sist. Otid., p. 124.

*Ahstr. Proc. Linn. Soc. New York, year end. Mch. 2, 1892, p. 4.

t From the Latin atrox, terrible, cruel.
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1874.

—

Crotalus adamanteus, Jan, Icon. Opliicl., livr. 46, pi. ii, fig. 1 (not of

Beauvois).

1875.

—

Crotalus adamanteus, var. scutulaius, Copk, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 1,

p. 33.—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. xiv, 1891, p. 690 (1892).—Caudiwua
adamantea scutulata, Coues, in Wheeler's Surv. W. 100 Mer., V, p. 607.

Figures.—Baird, Mex. Bound. Surv., ir, Rept., pi. i (1859).

—

Baird, Pac. R. R.

Rep., X, Rept., pi. xxiv, fig. 3 (1859).—Jax, Icon. Ophid., livr. 46, pi. ii, fig. 1

(1874).

Description.*—Head subtriangular; plates on head; 2 anterior fron-

tals (iuternasals) in contact; between these and superciliaries (snpra-

ocnlars), on side of the crown, 2 imbricated phxtes; space inclosed occu-

pied by smaller scales; superciliaries (supraoculars) bordered by a row
of larger scales; the anterior much largest. Three rows of scales

between labials and suborbitals; labials 16 above, first, fifth, and sev-

enth, largest; 15 below, first and third largest; dorsal rows 25-27; 2

exterior rows smooth ; on the tail 3-0 half riugs. Color yellowish brown,

with a continuous succession of dorsal lozenges, sometimes truncate

beforeand behind ; intervals all narrow. A single transverse light line

;

superciliary stripe from superciliary directly to the angle of the mouth.

General style of coloration somewhat as in C. adamanteus. Ground
color above, dull yellowish brown, with a series of subhexagonal

patches from the head nearly to the tail, in an uninterrupted series,

separated throughout by narrow lines. We may refer the markings to

the intersection of two series of light yellowish lines, about 40 in

number, crossing obliquely from each side across to the other, along

the anterior half of as many oblique series of scales. The lateral

decussation is along the sixth row of dorsal scales; on the back, where

they cross, the lines are confluent for a breadth of 5 or G scales, mak-
ing a series of transverse lines across the back, truncating the obtuse

angles of the rhomboids, which would otherwise be produced. Some-
times the acute lateral angles of the rhomboids are also truncated.

Laterally, the yellowish lines are more or less obsolete, leaving a more
or less distinct chain pattern. The rhomboids or subrhomboids

inclosed have a narrow margin of dark brown, lighter toward the

center. In all cases the interval between the successive rhomboids is

but 1 or 2 half scales in width. The lateral rhomboids and triangles

referred to in G. adamanteus are indicated by two alternating series of

dark brown blotches, the first along the third and fourth lateral row,

opposite the apices of the rhomboids; the second along the sixth and
seventh, and alternating with the same; the spots occupy 1 scale, or

liart of 4 contiguous ones. Space between these rhomboids and the

yellowish lines, dull yellowish brown. Beneath nearly uniform yellow-

ish, slightly clouded on the sides of the scales. On the tail the

blotches are confluent into 3 or dark brown half rings, interrupted

on the surface. General distribution of lines on the head much as in

* Original description by S. F. Baird, in Baird and Girard, N. Am. Serp., p. 5, from
tbe type specimens from Texas.
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C. adamanteus ; a narrow light line from the posterior end of supercil-

iary backward directly to the angle of the mouth; a second from the

anterior extremity, nearly parallel with the first, the two inclosing an

indistinct patch and separated on the labials by 4i scales. There is

also a single narrow light line across the superciliary perpendicular

to its length, obsolete in old specimens.

It may readily be distinguished from C. <((!((manteus by its light color

and the truncations of the rhomboids, as well as the general obsolete-

ness of the lateral markings. The rhomboids are longer in proportion

and more roiTuded. The 2 lateral rows of scales are smooth, the next

2 more strongly carinated than in C. adamanteus. The fifth upper

labial is largest, and transverse, the rest nearly uniform. The stripes

on the side of the head are less distinct.

From C. confiuentus it may be distinguished by the greater compara-

tive size of the interval between the dorsal blotches, especially poste-

riorly. In G. conlinenius there are two light lines across the supercil-

iary plate, dividing it into three sections, the central rather narrower.

Here, too, the j)osterior facial stripe, instead of passing to the angle of

the month, goes back of it on the second row above the labials, in C.

atrox, passing directly to the angle of the mouth. Other important

distincti(ms are seen in the narrower scales of C. confluentus, etc.

From C. lueife)\ the more narrow head, fewer and larger intersuper-

ciliary scales, lighter color, arrangement of color along the head, will

at once distinguish it.

Number of ventrals (gastrosteges), 177 to 187; number of subcaudals

(urosteges), 23 to 28; number of scale rows across the body, 25 to 27.

Variation.—This species exhibits a considerable variation in the

scutellation, less so in coloration. The ground color is usually more or

less grayish, with a varying amount of brownish, olive, or yellowish

admixture, while on the Pacific coast there seems to be a reddish form,

geographically liinited, which will be considered separately as a race.

The head pattern is fairly constant and will at once serve to distinguish

this species from C. adamanteus, the nasals and anterior labials being

unicolor, densely dusted over with minute black dots.

As for the scutellation, the greatest variation is shown in the pres-

ence, or absence, of an upper loreal, as well as in the size of the scales

or scutes covering the upper surface of the snout. In a number of

specimens the upper head scales are more or less enlarged, in some

forming on the snout a series of paired scutes reaching to between the

orbits, very much after fashion of C. molossus and its nearest allies.

This character, however, is shared by specimens belonging to other

species, for instance C. horrid ns, and notably in C. coniiuentus, so much
so, in fact, that the so-called C. scntulatus, which is based upon such

specimens, is composed of specimens of both species. The character

is mostly exhibited4n specimens from the Mexican tableland and its

extension into Arizona, but it is apparently not constant enough to
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warrant us in recognizing? it as a geographic subspecies even. The

character is an ancestral one, and its appearance may probably be

attributed to reversion.

Geographical distribution.—Crotalus atrox covers a considerable area,

embracing the arid portion of Texas, parts of southern New Mexico,

Arizona, and California, southward into Mexico. In western and

southern Texas, west of about the ninety- seventh meridian this species

appear to be the Rattlesnake, being apparently common in all suitable

localities. It does not appear to occur in the moist region of eastern

Texas, and as a matter of fact we do not know which form occupies

that region at all, whether C. adamanteus extends so far west as to

meet its western representative, G. atrox, or whether there is an actual

gap between the two species, occupied by neither. Toward the north.

Prof. Cope (Proc. Phila. Acad., 1S92, p. 336), has found it at the eastern

foot of the Staked Plain, about the head of the Colorado River, but he

did not meet with it on the Plain itself, nor north of the region men-

tioned. That it extends considerably farther north is proven, however,

by a specimen (Ko. 4225) in the National Museum, collected near the

western boundary of Texas, just south of the Canadian River and at

the northern foot of the Llano Estacado.

Habits.—Very little has been written concerning the habits of G.

atrox, but in a general way they may be considered to be similar to

those of G. adamanteus, except that the former is apparently less

partial to water. Being a large and powerful snake, though not quite

so large as the Diamond Rattlesnake, it is capable of intiicting very

dangerous bites.

The Red Diamond Rattlesnake.

Crotalus atrox ruher," Cope.

1892.

—

Crotalus adamanteus ruber, Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiv, 1891, p. 690.

Description.}—Rostral plate a little wider than high; plates of upper

side of canthers rostralis smaller tlian in other subspecies, the posterior

especially smaller than the anterior, and partly decurved laterally.

One loreal. Five rows of scales between orbit and labial; eight rows

between superciliary plates. Second pair of inferior labials with the

marginal portion cut off from the postsymphyseal portion. (Perhaps

an abnormality.)

The color is light red, marked above with deep red spots. These are

of a longitudinal oval form anteriorly, but posteriorly they have a

diamond-shai^ed form. They have no distinct lateral borders, either

light or dark, but they are separated on the median line of the back bj-

a single row of yellow-tipped scales. Traces of brownish red indefinite

- * From the Latin ruber, red, ruddy.

t Original description by E. D. Cope, in Proc. U. S. Xat. Mus.,- xiv, 1891, p. 690,

from U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 9209; locality unknown.
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spots opi)Osite tbeir lateral angles as well as their intervals. Head
without marking, except a faint trace of a pale line from the eye to the

border of the mouth below it. Inferior surfaces yellow. Tail white,

with five black cross bands, of which all but the first are complete rings.

Gastrosteges (ventrals), 186; urosteges (subcaudals), 20; scale rows,

27; total length, 1.245mm.

Variation.—The characters upon which this form were originally

based, viz, the small size of the scales on canthus rostralis and the

absence of either light or dark borders to the dorsal rhombs do not

seem to hold in a larger series, for of the additional specimens which I

have seen some have the cauthal scales of normal size, while in nearly

all the specimens there are traces at least of the borders to the dorsal

spots, these borders becoming apparently less distinct as the snakes

grow larger. The only character which seems to fairly distinguish this

form as a subspecies is the bright cinnamon red color of its upper sur-

face, at least in the large specimens.

Geograpliical distribution.—This subspecies was originally described

from a specimen the habitat of which was not known. Since then I

have seen, thanks to Dr. C. Hart Merriam, several large specimens from

Twin Oaks, San Diego County, on the Pacific slope of the coast ranges,

which fixes the range of the form. A young specimen in the National

Museum (No. 88.-)6), somewhat darker and less bright red than the

others, probably either on account of its age or the long time it has

been in alcohol, is recorded as collected by A. W. Chase at San Fran-

cisco, November, 1875, but it is probably very doubtful if the specimen

really came from the immediate vicinity of that city.

Hahits.—Nothing special is known of the life history of this form,

TuK Pkairie Rattlesnake,

Cy-ofahis coiijiin-iifus,^ Say.

Plate 12.

ISlS.—Wrofalhiiisviridis, Rafinesque, Am. Month. Mag., iv, 1818, p. 41.

1823.—CrotnJus coxfliientus, Say, iu Long's Exped. Rocky Mts., ii, p. 48.

—

Baird

and GiRARD, N.Am. Seip.,p. 8 (1853).

—

Baird and Girard, iu Marcy's

Expl. Red River, p. 214, Zool., pi. i (1853).—Hallowell, Proc. Phila.

Acad., 1856, p. 250.—IUird, Pac. R. R. Rep., x, Whipple's Route, p. 40

(1859).—Baird, Mex. Bound. Surv., ii, Rept., p. 14 (1859).—Cooper, Pac.

R. R., Rep., XII, pt. Ill, p. 295 (I860).—Cooper,Amer. Natural, 1869, p.

124.—Cope, Proc. Phil. Acad., 1859, p. 337 (I860).—Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat.

Mus., No. 1, p. 33 (1875).—Cope, Amer. Natural., xiii, 1879. p. 435.—Cope,

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus.. No. 17, p. 24 (1880).—Yarrow, in Wheeler's Surv. W.
100 Mer., v,p. 530 (part) (1875).—CouKS and Yarrow, Bull. Geol. Surv.

Terr. (Haydeu's), iv. No. 1, Feb., 1878, p. 262.—Cragin, Trans. Kansas

Acad. Sc, VII, p. 121 (1881).—Garmax, Rept. Batr. N. Am. Ophid., pp. 114.

172 (1883).—Garman, List N, Am. Rept. Batr., p. 34 (1884).—Stejneger,

* From the Latin cow^mphs, flowing together; with reference to the spots on the

Leek of the type specimen running together into a longitudinal mark.
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Prairie Rattlesnake—Crotalus confluentus.

From Baird, Pacific R. R. Rep.
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N. Amer. Fauna, No. 5, p. Ill (1891).

—

Taylor, Ann. Rep. Nebraska State

Board Aoric, 1891, p. 354 (1892).—Hay, Proc. U. S. Nat. llus., xv, 1892, p.

387.—CouES, Hist. Exp. Lewis and Clark, i, p. 313; ii, p. 373 (1893).—

Caudisona conjluenta Cope, in Mitchell's Res. Yen. Rattlesn., p. 122

(1861).—Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1866, p. 309.—Allex, Proc. Boston Soc.

N. H., XVII, 1874, p. 69, cxtr. p. 39.—Coues, in Wheeler's Surv. West 100

Mer.,V, p.604 (1875).

1852.— Cro*rt/«.s leconfei, Hallowell, Proc. Phila. Acad., vi, 1852, p. 180.

—

Hal-

lowell, in Sitgreave's Exp. Znnl and Colo. Riv., p. 139 (in part only)

(1854).

—

Caudisona leconfei. Cope, in Mitchell's Res. Yen. Rattlesn. (p. 121)

(1861).—Haydex, Geol. Nat. Hist. Upp. Missouri, p. 177 (1862).

859.

—

CrotaJns adamaiiteus, var. confluentns, Jax, Rev. etMag. Zool., 1859, No. 12,

extr. p. 28.—-Ian, Elenc. Sist. Olid., p. 124 (1863).

1865.

—

Crolahis durisan-s, Max vox Wied, Yerz. Rept. Reise Nord. Amer., p. 65,

pi. VII, figs. 1-3 (not of Lixx.).

1866.

—

Caudi)iona conjluenta, var. leconfei, Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1866, p. 307 (not

of 1883).

1875.

—

CrotaJus adamanteus, subsj). atrox. Yarrow, in Wheeler's Surv. West 100

Mer., V, p. 529 (not of B. & G.).

1875.

—

Crofahts lucifer, Yarrow, in Wheeler's Surv. West 100 Mer., v, p. 529 (not

of B. &G.).
1875.— 'iCaudisona lucifer, var. cerherus, Coues, in Wheeler's Surv. West 100 Mer.,

V, p. 607.

1883.

—

Crofahts conftacntus, var. cnnftuentus, Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1883, p. 11.

—

Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1892, p. 336.—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XIV, 1891, p. 692(1892).—Taylor, Amer. Natural., xxvi, Sept. 1892, p. 752.

1883.

—

Crotalus confiucntus, var. pnlrerulenfus, Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1883,

p. 11.

—

Crotalus confluentus j)nlcerulentus, Cope, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xiv,

1891, p. 692 (1892).

Figures.—Baird and Girard, in Marcy's Expl. Red River, Zool., pi. i (1854).

—

Cooper, Pac R. R. Rep., xii, pt. iii, pi. xii (1859).

—

Dumeril et Bibron,

Erp^t. Gener., Atlas, pi. Lxxxiv bis, flg. 4 (18.54).

Description.*—Head siibtriangular. Plates on top of liead squami-

foriii, irregular, aiigulated, and iiubricated ; scales between snpercili-

aries (supraoculars) small, numerous, uniform. Four rows of scales

between the suborbital series (which only extends to the center of the

orbit) and the labials. Labials 15 or 18, nearly uniform. Dorsal series

27-29. Dorsal blotches quadrate, concave before and behind; intervals

greater behind. Spots transversely quadrate posteriorly, ultimately

becoming 10 or 12 half rings. Two transverse lines on superciliaries,

inclosing about one-third. Stripe from superciliary to angle of jaws

crosses angle of the mouth on the second row above labial. Eostral

margined with lighter.

This species bears a considerable resemblance to C. atrox, but the

body is more slender and compact. Scales on tlie top of the head

anterior to the superciliaries nearly uniform in size. Line of scales

across from one nostril to the other consists of 0, not 4 as in C. atrox.

Superciliaries more prominent. Labial series much smaller. Upper
anterior orbitals (preoculars) much smaller, as also is the anterior nasal.

* From S. F. Baird's description of specimens from Wichita Mts. and Texas, in

Baird and Girard's N. Am. Serp., p. 8.
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Scales on the top of the head less carinated. Scales between super-

ciliaries smaller and more numerous, 5 or C in number instead of 4.

Two lateral rows of scales smooth, first, second, and third gradually

increasing in size. Scales more linear than in C. atrox.

General color yellowish brown with a series of subquadrate dark

blotches, with the corners rounded and the anterior and posterior sides

frequently concave, the exterior convex (fig. 53). These blotches are 10

or 11 scales wide and -lor 5 long, lighter in the center, and margined for

one-third of a scale with light yellowish. The intervals along the back

light brown, darker than the margins of the blotches. Anteriorly the

interval between the dark spots is but a single scale; posteriorly it is

more, becoming sometimes 2 scales, where also the spots are more

rhomboidal or lozenge shaped ; nearer the tail, however, they become

transversely quadrate. The fundamental theory of coloration might

be likened to that of Crotalus adainaiiteus, viz, of 40 or 50 light lines

decussating each other from opposite sides; but the angles of decus-

sating, instead of being acute, are obtuse, and truncated or rounded otf

throughout. Along the third, fourth, an<l fifth lateral rows of scales

is a series of indistinct brown blotches covering a space of about 4

scales and falling opposite to the dorsal blotches; between these

blotches, and opposite to the intervals of the dorsal blotches, are others

less distinct. Along the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth rows is a

second series of obsolete blotches, each covering a space of about 4

scales, and just opposite the intervals between the dorsal spots. Tlie

dorsal and lower series are separated by an interval of 3 scales, this

interval light brown. Beneath the color is dull yellowish, and 10 or 13

darker half rings are visible on the tail.

In point of coloration the principal features, as compared with C.

atrox, lie in the dorsal blotches, being disposed in subquadrate spots

instead of subrhomboids; the intervals thus forming bands across the

back perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. This tendency to assume

the subquadrangular pattern has broken up thechainwork into isolated

portions, as in Coluber eximius or Crotalophorus tergcminus {Sistnirus

calenatus). The intervals of the dorsal blotches are wide and darker in

the middle, while in C. atrox they are narrow, not linear, and unicolor.

The sides of the head (fig. 59) present the usual light stripe from the

posterior extremity of the superciliary; it passes, however, to the angle

of the jaw on the neck, along the second row of scales above the labials.

A second stripe passes in front of the eye to the labials, widening there,

A small, light vertical bar is seen below the pit and another on the

outer edge of the rostral. On the superciliaries are seen two light trans-

verse lines inclosing a space nearly one-third of ihe whole surface. In

C. atrox there is a single median line. Sometimes, as in C. atrox, the

single blotches on the nape are replaced by two elongated ones parallel

to each other.
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Variation.—There is some slight variation in the size of the scales

covering- the top of the head, which is, in a general way, correlated with

the latitndeof the locality, but the character is so exceedingly unstable

and apparently unsupported by any other character tliat it would be

unprofitable and misleading to adopt any subspecies at the present

stage of our knowledge, at least. This instability in the size of the

head scales sometimes goes so far as to fuse them into nearly regular

shields on the snout and between the eyes, exactly in the same manner
as in certain specimens of Crotalus atrox, which have been called Cro-

talus sciitulatus, the result being that this so called species or subspecies

is a mixture of rt/ro.P and confliientus. Such scutulated specimens have

been found both in Arizona and in Montana, the two extremes of its

geographical distribution. A specimen from Fort Hayes is recorded by
Garman as having the outer edge of the supraocular produced into a

horn, as in G. cerastes.

The color varies also greatly being sometimes duller, sometimes

brighter, lighter or darker, depending upon age, season, condition of

skin, climate, and the predominating color of the surroundings, but I

have seen no differences of such a character or stability as to render

the recognition of geographical races possible or profitable.

Oeographtcal (listribiition.—Broadly speaking, the Prairie Rattlesnake

occui^ies the area bounded in the East by the ninety-sixth meridian and
the Upper Missouri Valley; by the main divide of the Rocky Moun-

tains in the West; by the thirty-third parallel in Texas and the Mexi-

can boundary further west in the South; and by the fiftieth parallel in

the North. In the Northeast its distribution apx3ears to be limited by
the watershed between Missouri and the Red River of the North,

according to Dr. Coues (Bull. Geol. Surv. Terr, iv, 1878, p. 207), who
cellected numerous specimens along the Canadian border between this

watershed and the crest of the Rockies. He also states that it is to be

considered fairly common in the region of the Upi^er Missouri and Milk

River and some of their northern tributaries; its range thus extending

some distance into the British Possessions, where Mr. James M.

Macoun informs me that it is most abundant from Medicine Hat, on the

Saskatchewan, to the boundary. In the region just south of the above,

Dr. J. A. Allen, while attached to the Union Pacific Railroad expedi-

tion, found itcommon, esi^ecially in the bad lands of the Little Missouri

and along the Yellowstone, outnumbering all the other ophidians

together, and on the expedition of 1872 not less than 2,000 were killed

(Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., xvii, 1874, p. 69). In Nebraska, Taylor

(Amer. Natural., xxvi, Sept. 1802, p. 752) observes that it was formerly

abundant all over the State, but that it is now confined almost wholly

to the middle and western part, where it is by no means rare. The dis-

tribution in Kansas, Oklahoma, and Indian Territory is very similar,

while in northwestern Texas it is recorded from between the main
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folks of tlie Brazos River and on the Llano Estacado as far south as

Canon Blanco (Coi)e, Zool. Pos. Texas, p. 24; Proc. Pliila. Acad. 1892,

p. 330). Further west Capt. Pope collected specimens at the Pecos

Eivernear the thirty-second parallel. As we leave the plains in going

west M'C find this species ascend higher into the mountains, as it is not

uncommon in New Mexico and Arizona and Colorado above 5,000 feet

altitude. Even in Montana and Idaho it reaches this elevation, at least

in places, though it probably does not occur much higher. Although

the main divide of the Rocky Mountains in this northern region seems

to be the limit of its extension to the west, yet in at least one place

where there is no high crest to obstruct its passage across, has it been

found on the western slope, viz; at Lemhi, Idaho, in which locality it

was collected by parties of Dr. Merriam's Idaho exi)loration party, as

recorded by me in North American Fauna, No. 5, p. Ill (1891).

Habits.—The Prairie Rattlesnake being one of the smaller species,

as it seldom reaches a length of over 4 feet with a proportionately

slender body, does not seem to be a very dangerous snake. Dr. Allen,

as referred to above, found it so common in the region visited by the

expedition that several hundred were killed by the different members,

yet the only casualty resulting from it was one horse bitten. On the

expedition of J 872 not less than two thousand were killed and not a

man nor an animal was bitten. Allen also comments ui^oii the fact that

they were found abroad quite late in the season, as they were met with

quite frequently after several severe frosts had occurred. During July

two pairs were found in coitn, indicating the season at which they fjair.

Dr. O. P. Hay (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xv, 1892, p. 387), on the other

hand, quotes Prof. S, W. Williston as stating that the sexes pair in May.

Taylor (/. c.) found its food habits similar to those of the Massasauga.

It is the species often found in or around the homes of the prairie

dogs, where they are most abundantly found during the breeding

season of the doj,.^

Professor Cope records a similar observation (Proc. Phila. Acad.,

1892, p. 330) and remarks that the snake protects itself by retreating

quickly into the holes of the prairie dogs. The popular belief that

these rodents and the rattlesnakes live together because of any special

friendship is certainly erroneous, as there can be no doubt that the

latter to a great extent feed upon the offspring of the former.

In addition to the hibernation, which, according to Dr. Coues, lasts

about six months, terminating with the loosening of the ground from

frost, Dr. Suckley (Pac. R. R. Rep., xii, Pt. iii, p. 290) observed these

snakes m a more or less sluggish and stupid condition during the

drought of summer, a condition which he calls " aestivation."
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The Pacific Rattlesnake.

Crotalus lucifer,* Baird and Girard

Plate 13.

1842.

—

? Crotalus oregonus, Holbrook, N. Am. Herpet., 2 ed., iii, p. 21, pi. in.

—

Dk
Kay, Zool. N. Y., iii, p. 57 (1842).

—

Baird aud Girard, N. Am. Serp.,

p. 145 (1853).—Baird, Pac. R. R. Rept. x, p. 14, pi. xxiv, tig, 6 (1859).—

Cope, Proc. Phila. Ac, 1859 (p. 337).

1852.

—

Crotalus lucij'er, Baird and Girard, Proc. Phila. Acad., vi, p. 177.

—

Baird
and Girard, Cat. N. Am. Serp., p. 6 (1853).

—

Girard, U. S. Expl. Exp.,

Herpet., p. 187, pi. xv, tigs. 1-6 (1858).—Baird, Pac. R. R. Rep., x,

Williamson's R. in 1855, p. 10 (1859).—Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1859,

p. 337.—Cope in Wheeler's Surv. West 100 Mer., v, p. 533 (1875).—Cope
Bull. U. S. Nat. Mas., No. 1, p. 33, (1875).—Cooper, Pac. R. R. Rep.,

XII, Pt. iii, p. 295 (18G0).—Lord, Natural. Vancouv. Isl., ii, p. 303 (1866)—

LocKiNGTON, Amer. Natural., 1880, p. 295.

—

Garman, Rept. Batr. N. Am.,

I, Ophid.,p. 114 (1883).—Yarrow, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, Check
List, pp. 12, 76 (1883).—To^^xsEND, Proc, U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, p.

239.—Beiir, Proc Calif. Acad. Sc. (2) i, June 1888, p. 94.—Stejxeger, N.

Amer. Fauna, No. 5, p. Ill (1891).

—

Stejxeger, N. Amer. Fauna, No. 7, p.

218 (1893.)—COUE8, Hist. Exp. Lewis and Clark, in, pp. 898, 968 (1893).—

Denburgh, Bull. U. S, Fish Comm., 1894, p. 57.

—

Caudisona lucifer,

Cope, in Mitchell's Res. Ven. Rattlesn., p. 121 ^1861).—Cope, Proc.

Phila. Acad., 1866, p. 309.—COUES. in Wheeler's Surv. West 100 Mer., v
(p. 606) (1875).

1875.

—

Crotalus conflue)iius, (part) Yarrow, in Wheeler's Surv. West 100 Mer.,

V, p. 530.

1877.

—

Crotalus adamanteus atrox, Streets, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus. No. 7. \i. 40 (not

of B. »fc G.)

1883.— C*-o/«/((s confluentus lucifer, Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1883, pp. 11, 19, 22.—

Cope, Proc.U. S. Nat. Mus., xiv, 1891, p. 692 (1892).—Cope, Proc. Phila.

Acad., 1893, p. 183.

1859.

—

Crotalus levontei, Hallowell, Rep. Pac. R. R., X, Williamson's Route in

18.53, p. 18 (not of 1852).

1863.

—

Crotalus adamanteus, var lucifer, J.\N, Eleuc. Sist, Otid.,p. 124.

1883.

—

Crotalus oreijouus, var lucifer, Gar.max, Rept. Batr. N. Am., i, Ophid., ji.

173.

1892,

—

Crotalus confluentus Iccontei, CoPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiv, p. 692 (not

of Ha."ow.).

1868.— ICrotalus hallowelli, Cooper, in Cronise, Nat. Wealth Calif., p. 483 (nom.

nud.).

—

Cooper, Proc. Calif, ^cad. Nat. Sc, iv, 1870, p. 68 (uom. uud.).

Figures.—Girard, U. S. Expl. Exp., Herpet., Atlas, pi. xv, hgs. 1-6 (1858),

—

Baird, Pac. R. R. Rep., x, Williamson's Route in 1855, pi. xi (1859).

—

Hal-

lowell, Pac. R. R. Rep., x, Williamson's Route in 1853, pi. in (1859).—Stand-

ard Natural History, in, pi. facing, p. 398 (1885^.

Description.]—Muzzle broad. Scales between the superciliaries

(supraoculars) numerous, small, aud uniform. Plates on the top of

head, 4 prefrontal, (internasals) 4 postfroutal (prefoutals), or else irreg-

ular. Three rows scales between the suborbitals aud labials. Labials

1(5 above; first aud fifth largest; 15 below. Dorsal rows 25, exterior

* Probably so named with reference to its supposed diabolical appearance or nature,

t The original description by S. F, Baird, in Baird and Girard's N, Am, Serp., p. 6.
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smooth, second and third with absolute cariiiatiou. Tail and posterior

l)ortion of body with 1(5 or 17 half rings. A succession of brown dorsal

hexagons or octagons, separated throughout by a narrow lighter line.

Light stripe from superciliary crosses the angle of the mouth on the

third and fourth row above labial.

Head very broad anteriorly, outline little tapering. Head above

covered with many small tuberculiform scales, showing a substelliform

radiation. Interval between superciliary plates filled with small scales,

nearly uniform in size; row bordering the superciliaries very small.

Scales in front of the superciliaries variable; in one specimen there are

two rows of four each, of considerable size; in another they are larger

than the rest, but irregular. Scales on the cheeks large, flat, smooth.

Ground color, light brown above. Along the back a series of sub-

hexagonal or octagonal blotches, formed by a skeleton of dull yellowish,

constituting a dorsal chain. The space thus inclosed ot the ground

color is margined faintly with dark brown; the width of the interval

between the suc(;essive blotches is from one-half to li scales. These

spots are frequently confluent, two and three running together. Where
most distinct the spots are 1 scales long and 11 wide. On each side of

this dorsal series is a second, separated by a single row of scales, the

blotches extending from the abdominal scutelhe to the fifth or sixth

row. These are smaller than the dorsal, and subcircular. Opposite the

transverse light bands, and in the open space between four contiguous

blotches on the sides, smaller blotches are indistinctly visible. Poste-

riorly, the spots on the back and sides are confluent and darker; in one

s[)ecimen forming 17 half rings, encircling the back, leaving about 21

dorsal blotches. Abdomen greenish yellow, more or less clouded with

brown at the bases of the scales. Head dai'k brown ; a light line from

posterior portion of the superciliaries along the fourth row of suprala-

bial scales back to the angle of the jaws, on the occiput, where it

expands into the color of the under part. Upper labials of the same
light color behind, rapidly widening anteriorly so as to include whole

front and side of the face, leaving only the top of the head dark. The
space about the facial i)it darker. (See fig. 00).

The theory of coloration is that of decussating lines, which, when
they intersect, unite so as to have the angles of intersection truncated.

The species has a general resemblance to C. atrox in the arrange-

ment of the blotches, but is darket, and has about 17 dark half rings

posteriorly instead of 4 or 5. In C. atrox the head is narrower and
more triangular, the space between the superciliaries narrow and occu-

pied by angulated larger scales, instead of small tuberculous ones. In

(J. atrox the row bordering the superciliaries is much larger th^in the

rest, and the scales on the top of the head generally more angulated.

In C. lucifer the line on the side of the head (fig. GO), instead of going

directly from the posterior end of the superciliary to the commissures,

passes back nearly parallel to the mouth, crossing along the fourth row
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Pacific Rattlesnake,-Crotalus lucifer.

From Baird, Pacific R. R. Rep.
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of scales above the labial. The second line in front of the eye is much
wider below in C. Incifer, and the face generally shows more of white,

while the dark portions are much darker.

Variation.—There is a great deal of variation observable in the vari-

ous specimens before us, particularly in the, shape of the head, as well

as in the general coloration. As with most of these snakes, the char-

acteristic head pattern becomes obsolete as tlie individuals grow large,

and this character, which is otliei wise so constant and reliable in the

young, is sometimes difficult of application in very large and old ones.

However, I have yet to see a specimen in which the essential parts of

it can not be made out if care be exercised. The ground color also

varies greatly according to climatic and other local conditions, very

dark, nearly black specimens with strongly contrasted color pattern

in whitish being frequently found near the coast, or in mountain regions

with a very moist climate, while, on the other hand, specimens living

in the arid region among light-colored surroundings are often greatly

faded, as shown by various specimens from Utah and other portions of

the great basin. Upou an examination of a large series, however, I

can not find any more reliable or stable color difference than is usual in

most species covering a large area and subject to varying, often very

restricted, local influences, and I can uot see my way clear to recognize

any subspecies of G. lucifer on this account.

The difference in the outline of the snout and the proportionate

Avidth of the head Agarics apparently greatly, as stated, though hardly

more than in several other species. These differences depend greatly

upon the general condition of the snake, upon the amount of venom in

the gland, and, in alcoholic specimens, upon their state of i^reservation,

specimens dried and hardened in too strong alcohol showmg a much
more pointed snout than those preserved in a moderately strong solu-

tion, while in soft examples kept in a too Aveak fluid the face is often

swollen and rounded.

It appears probable that Holbrook's C. oregonus is based upon such a

hardened specimen, but as I have not been able to examine it I have
refrained for the present from exchanging the well-knowti name lucifer

for the older appellation. The material at my disposal is not sufti-

cieutly extensive, nor is its quality sufficiently satisfactory to allow me
tojiass a final judgment upon the question Avhether there really occurs

one or two subspecies or forms on the Pacific province, a question

AAiiich therefore must be considered still open.

Geographical distribution.—Crotalus lucifer is the characteristic snake

of the Pacific province as well as the northern portion of the Great

Basin. In southern California it occurs on the Avest slope of the coast

ranges of San Diego and Los Angeles counties from the sea level high

up into the mountains. It is even found on at least some of the islands

off the coast, as, for instance, Santa Catalina Island and Los Coronados.

In the southern jiart of the great interior A^alley of California this
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Eattlesiiake is equally at home iu the foothills aud on the higher slopes

of the Sierra Nevada, at least up to an altitude of 8,600 feet above the

level of tbe sea. In the lower cultivated country it is rapidly becoming

extinct in some places, while on the other hand there are records of its

increase in other localities, Dr. Behr (Proc. Calif. Acad. Sc. (2), i, 1888,

p. 94) has called attention to this curious circumstance with regard to

its occurrence in various localities around San Francisco Bay. Our
records for northern California are less complete, but it is undoubtedly

equally widely distributed in all suitable localities, though probably not

so high up in the mountains. Townsend (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887,

p. 230) found it ''pretty generally distributed, but more numerous in the

foothills of Shasta County than elsewhere. Very few snakes were met

with in the elevated coniferous forests, aud none high up on the mouu-

tahis." In Oregon and Washington this species is still common ini)hu'es.

In the early days of these states Dr. Suckley (Pac. E. R. Rep., xii, Pt. iii,

p. 295) found them to be so numerous at the Dalles as to be very annoy-

ing, having been known to enter dwelling houses. Dr. Cooper (/. c.)

states that they are much less numerous north of the Columbia River

than south, and also that none are found west of the Cascade Range,

except an occasional straggler carried down the Columbia River. How-
ever thatmay be in Washington, it certainly does not hold for Oregon, as

the National Museum possesses a specimen from Fort [Jmi)qua (No.

4234). Lord (Naturalist in Vancouver Island, 1860, p. 303) says that at

the Dalles, the Snake, Pelouse, and Spokane rivers, indeed along the

entire bimndary line between the British Possessions and the United

States west of the continental divide, and high up in the Rocky Moun-

tains " its name is legion.'''' The exact northern boundary of the species

in British Columbia is not recorded, but Mr. James M. Macoun, of the

Geological Survey of Canada, writes me that it is confined to a small

area in the interior of British Columbia, bounded on the west by Lytton,

on the North Thompson River, being found in that latitude as far east

as Shuswap Lake. The farthest eastern record is about 10 miles east

of Okanagan Lake, in the vicinity of which they are very abundant.

This species evidently follows up the tributaries of the Columbia into

the interior, for a number of specimens were collected in Idaho, at Big

Butte aud Little Lost River, by parties of Dr. Merriam's Idaho explora-

tion party (N. Am. Fauna, No. 5, 1891, p. 111).

Whether the distribution of this species into Nevada is continuous to

the north with the Oregon and Idaho localities remains yet to be seen,

though it seems probable. It is also continuous into the eastern por-

tion of northern California. Robert Ridgway, during King's explo-

ration of the fortieth parallel, found it excessively abundant on the

little island in the Pyramid Lake, and also collected it at the Truckee

River, and later explorers have also recorded it as common from that

neighborhood. Farther east it has been obtained in Nevada and Utah

by the various Government exploring parties at altitudes of 5,000 feet
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and upwards, and in the southern portion of these States this Eattle-

snake almost certainly does not descend below 5,000 feet. Dr. Mer-
riam's various parties, which in 1891 were scouring the mountain ranges

and deserts of Nevada and Utah south of the thirty-eighth parallel,

failed to find a single specimen, so that it seems almost certain that it

does not occur there. The records of this species from Arizona are

very dubious, as the specimens so recorded which I have had an oppor-

tunity to examine have either been inisidentified, or else the locality

was very doubtful.

Habits.—The Pacific Rattlesnake undoubtedly in a general way shares

in the habits of its congeners, bat is perhaps even less offensive than

most of them in spite of the fact that it often reaches dimensions which

might make it dangerous enough. It seems to prefer rocky places,

whether timbered or not, but it does not invade the desert proper.

The Tigek Rattlksxake.

Crotalus ti;/rii^,* JCeim.

Pltite 14.

1859.

—

Crotalus ligris, Kennicott, U. S. and Mex. Bound. Surv., II, Rept., p. 14.

—

Bairi), Pac. R. R. Rep., x, Reptiles, p. 16 (1859).—Cope, Proc. Phila.

Acad., 1859, p. 338.—Cope, in Wheeler's Surv. W. 100 Mer., v, p. 534

(1875).—Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 1, Check-list, pp. 33, 90 (1875).—

Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiv, 1891, No. 882, p. 693 (1892).—Cooper, in

Crouise, Nat. Wealth Calif., p. 483 (1868). -Cooper, Proc. Calif. Acad.

Nat. Sc, IV, p. 66 (1870).—Garman, Rept. Batr.N.Am., i, Ophid., pp.
117, 175 (1883).—Garman, List Rept. Batr. N. Am., p. 35 (1884).—Yarrow,
Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, Check-list, pp. 12,74 (1883).—Yarrow, in

Buck's Ref. Handb. Med. Sc, vi, p. 166 (1888).—Stejneger, N. Am.
Fauna, No. 7, Death Vail. Exp., p. 214 (1893).—Merriam, N. Am. Fauna,
No. 7, ji. 215 (1893).

—

Caudisona tUjris, Cope, in Mitchell's Res. Ven.

Rattlesu., p. 122(1861).—Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1866, p. 309.—CoUES, in

Wheeler's Surv. W. 100 Mer., v, p. 608 (1875).

Figures.—Baird, Mex. Bound. Surv., ii, Rept., pi. iv (18.59).

—

Baird, Pac. R. R.

Rep., X, Rept., pi. xxx, tig. 1 (1859).

Description, t—Body slender; head small, very much depressed, nar-

row behind; nose remarkably broad and obtuse; whole outline of head
nearly quadrangular. Superciliaries (supraorbitals) and frontals smooth

;

sj)ace between superciliaries very wide; 4 frontal i^lates (internasals),

G post-frontals (prefrontals). Two rows of scales between suborbital

chain (which is complete) and labials. Labials 11 above, 13 to 11 below.

Dorsal rows 21 to 23; very slightly carinated. Dorsal scales broad,

rounded behiiul. Color, yellowish ash above, with rather small, indis-

tinct dorsal brown blotches anteriorly ; 2 posterior thirds of body banded
with brown.

* From the Latin tigris, a tiger, with reference to its yellowish color and tiger-like

cross streaks.

t Original description by R. Kennicott in Mex. Bound. Surv., ii, Rept., i>. 14, from

type specimen, U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 471.

H. Mis. 181, pt. 2 29
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Variation.—Beyond the usual iudividual variation in number of scale

rows, loveals, labials, size of scales on top of head, etc., nothing special

has been noticed in the material examined. The color varies from

whitish to tawny. The head markings are rather indistinct, especially

the postocular stripe, which is often lost in the dense si)rinkling of

minute black dots covering the sides of the head.

Geographical distrihution.—This rare snake was formerly only known
from a few localities in southern Arizona near the Mexican boundary,

until in 1891 the Death Valley exploration under Dr. Merriam extended

its range very materially into the desert mountains of southern Cali-

fornia and Nevada south of the thirty-seventh parallel, from Owens
Valley to the Great Bend of the Colorado, where these snakes Avere

found to be quite common, as Dr. A. K. Fisher and his party killed no

less than nineteen in or near Shepherd Canyon, Argus Range, Califor-

nia, during the latter part of April and first week of May, 1801 The
vertical range is considerable, as Dr. Merriam's party collected speci-

mens at altitudes varying between about 2,000 and 0,500 feet above the

sea.

Habits.—The Tiger Eattler which has received its name, not from any

extreme degree of bloodthirstiness or fatal aggressiveness, but from its

tawny color and marked cross stripes, seems partial to the barren moun-

tain ranges with their rocks and crevices in preference to the desert

valleys surrounding them. It is one of the smaller species and com-

paratively harmless, though, of course, a bite when inflicted might be

serious enough.

During the Death A'alley expedition under Dr. C. Hart Merriam, a

specimen was found in a wood rat's nest that was dug open. Its stomach

contained a kangaroo rat {Dipoclomys) and a pocket mouse {Pero(/ita-

thns), indicating nocturnal habits.

Mr. Stephens, of the same party, on April 15, 1891, killed a pair of

these snakes which were on a ledge of rock, standing erect with their

heads near together, " apparently playing." They were probably pur-

suing their amours, and the time would thus indicate the XJairing season

of the species.

The Hokned Rattlesnake.

Crotalvs cerastes,* Hallowell.

Plate 15.

1854.

—

CrotaJus cerastes, Hallowell, Proc. Pbila. Acad., 1854 (p. 95).

—

Hallo-
well, Pac. R. R. Rep., x, Williamson's Route (p. 17) (1859).

—

Baird,

U. S. Mex. Bound. Surv., ii, Rept., p. 14 (1859).—Baird Pac. R. R. Rep.,

X, Reptiles, p. 16 (1859).—Cope, Proc. Pliila. Acad., 1859, p. 337.—Cope,

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 1, Check-list, p. 33 (1875).—Cope, in Wheeler's

Surv. W. 100 Mer., v, p. 534 (1875).—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiv,

1891, No. 882, p. 694 (1892).—Jan, Elenco Sist. Ofid., p. 124 (1863).—

* From the Greek Kspaorric (kerastes) in allusiou to the cerastes, or horned serpent

of the deserts of Northern Africa.
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Tiger Rattlesnake,—Crotalus Tigris.

From Baird, Rep. Mex. Bound. Surv
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Horned Rattlesnake,- Crotalus cerastes.

From Bainl. Rep. Mex. Bound. Surv.
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Cooper, Proc. Calif. Acad. Nat. Hist., iv, p. 67 (1874).—Yarrow, Bull,

U. S. Nat. Mils., No. 24, Check-list, pp. 12, 73 (1883).—Yarrow, iu Buck's

Ref. Haudb. Med. Sc, vi, p. 166 (1888).—Carman, Rept. Batr. N. Am.,
I, Opliid., pp. 116, 175 (1883).—Garman, List N. Am. Rept. Batr., p. 35

(1884).—Stejneger, N. Am. Fauua, No. 7, Death Vail. Exp., p. 216

(1893).

—

Merriam, N. Am. Fauna, No. 7, p. 217 (1893).

—

Caiidisonn cerastes

Cope, in Mitchell's Res. Veu. Rattlesu., p. 124 (1861).—Cope, Proc.

Phila. Acad., 1866, p. 309. -Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1867, p. 85.—

Jliclimophrjis cerantcs CouES, in Wheeler's Surv. W. 100 Mer., v, p. 609

(1875).

Fitjures: Hallowell, Pac. R. R. Rep., x, Williamson's Route, pi., iv, fig. 1

(1859).—Baird, Pac. R. R. Rep., x. Reptiles, pi. xxxv, fig-. 4 (1859).—Baird,

U. S. Mex. Bound. Surv., ii, Rept., pi. iii (1859).

—

Jan, Icon. Ophid., livr.

46, pi. Ill, fig. 5 (1874).

Description.*—Head small, augles roaiided; nose, obtuse, mncli

depressed; rostral as broad as high; nostril in the middle of a single

large plate (tigs. 0(), G7). Lateral edge of superciliary plate (supraocular)

elongated iuto a horn-like process directed upward over the eye. Two

Fig. 66. Fig. 67.

HEAD OF CROTALUS CERASTES, TOP VIEW. HEAD OF CROTALUS CERASTES, SIDE VIEW.
Oat. No. 4S2. U. S. N. M Cat. No. 432. V. S. N. M.

rows of scales between the suborbital series (which is complete of large

scales) and the labials. Upper labials 11 to 13, lower 12 to 13. Dorsal
rows of scales 21, slightly carinated; each scale along the middle of the

baek with a tubercular swelling toward the center. Crown tubercular.

Entire head and upper parts of a slight yellowish, with a dorsal series

of small, indistinct blotches, below which are several irregular rows of

isolated brown dots. A narroAv, brown stripe extends from the orbit

back over the angle of the mouth.

Geofjraphical distribution.—In a general way the horned rattlesnake

inhabits the same region as C. tigris, viz, southern Arizona, California,

and Nevada, but while the latter inhabits the mountain ranges of this

area the former is more confined to the desert plains and valleys.

The type locality is Mojave Desert, whence Dr. Merriam, in 1801,

rediscovered it and secured specimens. His Death Valley expedition

brought home numerous specimens from nearly all the suitable locali-

ties visited, and he found it to be " the characteristic snake of the
Lower Sonoran deserts of the Great Basin, from southern California

easterly across southern Nevada to Arizona and southwestern Utah."
We have received specimens from Mr. E. C. Orcutt, who obtained them

* Description by R. Kennicott, in Mex. Bound, Surv., ii, Rejit., p. 14, from speci-

men in U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 482.
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in the Colorado Desert, San Diego County, Cal., near Salton, from

Cbrystoval, Ariz., aud other phvces in the GiUi and Cok^rado deserts.

It occurs at least as far east as Tempe, where we have specimens from

Dr. Wortmau, and I myself have collected it at Vulture, Ariz.

Eahits.—The Horned Eattlesnake is known locally as the '' side-

winder " throughout its range, as Dr. Merriam explains, on account of

its peculiar mode of progression :

When disturbed it moves awaj^ sideways, keeping its broadside towards the

observer instead of proceeding in the usual serpentine manner.

Its feeding habits seems to be similar to those of the Tiger Eattler, as

a specimen collected by the Death Valley expedition contained a kan-

garoo rat and 2 pocket mice. As it is a small snake It is probably

comparatively harmless, though it has a very bad reputation, but there

is nothing to indicate that its venom is more virulent than that of the

other Eattlesnakes. Dr. Merriam's iiarties brought home 15 specimens

and killed a good many more, but no one was bitten.

As to the breeding habits we have the following observation by Dr.

Merriam

:

During the latter part of April aud the earlj- part of May these Rattlesnakes were

often found in pairs and were doubtless mating. At such times they lemained out

in plain sight over night, instead of retreating to holes or shelter under desert

brush, and on two occasions they were found by us on cold mornings so early that

they were too chilled to move until considerably disturbed. I stepped on one of

these by accident as it lay in a compact coil with its head in the center, but it was

held so firmly by my weight that it was unable to strike. A moment before I had

killed its mate.

The CiiREEN R.\TTLE8XAKE.

Crolahis lepidiis,* Kennicott.

Plate 16.

1861.

—

Caudisoua lepUla, Kennicott, Proc. Phila. Acad., xiii, 1861, p. 206.—Cope,

in Mitchell's Res. Veu. Rattlesn., p. 124 (1861).

—

Jploaspis Icjjida, Cope,

Proc. Phila. Acad., 1866 p. 310.—Cope, in Wheeler's Surv. W. 100 Mer., v,

p. 535 (1875).—Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 1, Check-list, p. 33 (1875).—

Yarrow, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, Check-list, pp. 12, 189 (1883).—

Cro/«?Hs 7fj>i(ZHS, Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1883, p. 13.—Cope, Proc. U. S.

Nat. :\Ius., XIV, 1891, No. 882, p. 692 (1892).—Garman, Rept. Batr. N. Am.,

I, Ophid., pp. 117, 175 (1883).

Figures.—None.

Description.*—The top of the muzzle is covered b^^ 8 smooth scuta;

the rostral plate is rather low, and is in contact with the preuasal; there

are 2 preoculars and 2 loreals; and but 2 scales separate the orbit from

the superior labial scuta. Of the latter there are 12 occipital scales

smooth. Scales of body in 23 rows, the 2 external on each side smooth.

Gastrosteges (ventrals), 153; urosteges (subcaudals), 27. The rattle

consists of 7 segments and a button, and narrows gradually towards

the extremity (fig. G8).

* From the Latiu lepidus, pleasant, nice, smooth.
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The color above is greenish gray, which is crossed by 19 jet-black

rings on the body (fig. 54), which do not extend on the abdomen.
These rings are 2^ scales wide on the middle line, and narrow down-
wards on each side so as to cover but 1 scale in width. The scales

which border the annuli are half black and half green, the eflect of which
is to give the edge of the ring a turreted outline. The edges of the

ground-color are paler than any other part of the scales, thus throw-

ing the black into greater relief.

A large black spot, shaped like U

hearts side by side with the apices

posterior, marks the najye, and there

is an irregular small black spot on

each side of the occiput. Some black

specks between the orbits. No other
rio^ 68

marks on the head. Near the middle head of crotalus lepidus, side view.

of the gray spaces of the body some ^" '" '""'' "" '' ''^ "^

of the scales of many of the rows have black tips. The tail is light

brown above and has a basal broad black, and 2 other narrow brown
annuli. Below, dirty white Avith closely placed shades of brown.

Variation.—Prof. Snow, in 1884, in a letter to the reptile department

of the National Museum, describes the fresh color of the specimen just

described, taken by him at the head of Water Canyon, New Mexico, in

August of 1881, from memory, as being of " an unmistakable glaucous

or grayish green" which contrasted beautifully with the jet-black bands.

In the specimens in the National Museum the bands are brown in the

center, black at the edges.

In the scutellation of the head there is some variation, but nothing

out of the unusual. The nostrils are comparatively small, and Keniii-

cott originally described the species as having them situated in an undi-

vided nasal, which afterwards led Cope to institute the genus Aploaspis.

The two heads upon which the species was originally based do not seem
to be in existence any more, but in the si^ecimens which I have examined
there is certainly a division of the nasal at least below the nostril.

The upper preocular appears always to be divided vertically.

In 3 specimens examined by me the scale rows varied from 21 to 23;

the ventrals (gastrosteges), from IGO to 163; subcaudals (urosteges),

from 21 to 25.

Geographical distribution.—This species, although apparently ex-

tremely rare, seems to occur all along our Mexican border, at least

from Eagle Pass on the Rio Grande to Yuma on the Colorado. Since the

two heads collected by the Mexican Boundary Survey parties at Eagle
Pass and Presidio del Norte, no specimens have been recorded from

Texas. Prof. Frank Snow, however, inAugust, 1881, obtained a specimen
at the head of Water Canyon, just west of Socorro, N. Mex. Shortly

* Description by E. D. Cope, in Proc. Philii. Acad., 1883, p. 13, from £i New Mexi-
cau specimen collected by Prof. Frank Snow.
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after, Mr. E. W. Nelson seut a specimen to the National Museum from

Tucson, Ariz., the one figured, and recently Dr. Thimothy E. Wilcox

obtained it at Fort Huachuca in the same Territory. How far it extends

south into Mexico we do not know.

H((Mts.—Nothing is known about its habits except that it is a moun-

tain species, and as it is our smallest crotalus, its bite is probably pro-

portionately less dangerous than that of the others.

The AVhite Rattlesnakr.

Crotalus MifcheUii,* Cope.

Plate 17.

ISGl.—CaHdisona Mitchellu, Cope, Proc. Pliila. Acad., 1861, p. 293.—Cope, Proc.

Pliila. Acad., 1866, p. 310.

—

Crotalus ilitcheU ii Covk, in Wheeler's Surv.

West 100 Mer., v, p. 535, (1875).—Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 1,

Check-list, p. 33 (1875).—Cope, Bnll. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, p. 90 (1887).—

Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiv, 1891 (No. 882), p. 694 (1892).—Den-
BUKGii, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sc. (2) iv, 1894, p. 450.

188S.—Crotalus Mitchclli, Yarrow, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, Check-list. pp. 12,

73, 189.

1883.

—

Crotalus orcgonus, v.ir. Alitchellii, Garman, Rept. Batr. N. Am., i, Ophid.,

p. 173.

1891.

—

Crotalus pyrrhus, Stejneger, W. Amer. Scient., vii, April, 1891 (publ.

June), p. 165 (in part).

Fi(j u res.—None.

DcseriptionA—Head depressed (figs. 09, 70), covered with small,

irregular scales, posteriorly keeled; anteriorly, and upon the obtuse

muzzle, rugged, free at the lateral or hinder edges. Superciliaries

(supraoculars) prominent, striate rugose. One loreal; nostril large,

prenasal small, higher than long, separated from the rostral and supe-

rior labials by small scales. Rostral low, an equilateral triangle.

Sixteen superior labials, the last large, 3 rows between them and the

orbit; temporals large, smooth. Superior labials, 16. Scales elon-

gate, striate rugose, in 25 rows, all strongly keeled except the first.

Orepltaculum (rattle") well developed, of the C. atroxty\)Q i. e., strongly

comi^ressed, having the terminal complete segments as broad as the

basal. Gastrosteges (ventrals),108; urosteges (subcaudals), 2G. Total

length (excl. crepitaculum), 44 inches; tail, 3 inches 1. (Figs. 69, 70.)

The color above and below is grayish yellow. The upper surface of

the head is shaded, that of the body coarsely and densely i)unctulated

with brown. The regular aggregation and deepness of these punctu-

lations form a series of about 42 dorsal spots. These are transverse,

with produced lateral angles, extending across 12 rows of scales from

angle to angle, separated from the adjacent ones by a bright band of

* Named in honor of Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, of Philadelphia.

t Original description, hy E. D. Cope, in Pro'-. Phila. Acad., 1861, ]>. 293, from a

Cai)e St. Lucas specimen in Smithsonian Institution.
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jijround color, li scales wide. On tbe posterior fourth of the total

length they form brown cross bands; 5 upon the tail are black on a

very light ground, as in C. atrox. Anteriorly there is an ill-defined

series of spots which are opposite those of the dorsal line. A yellow

band extends from the nasal plates anterior to the eye, involving from

the ninth to the last superior labial. Superior to this is a brown band
extending from the eye and ceasing on a line with the angle of the

mouth. Some indistinct brown marks on the top of the head are

arranged as follows: One on the inner border of each superciliary; 3

posterior to these, the median short and broad; 4 further posterior, the

median pair longer, diverging, reaching the neck.

Variation.—The characters of scutellation hitherto relied upon for

distinction betweeu C mitchellii and C. pyrrhns, viz, the breaking up of

the large horizontal preocnlar of the former into 2 or more "loreals," does

not hold, as shown by specimens more recently received. Mr. Charles

Orcutt has sent us a specimen from the Colorado Desert, San Diego

Fig. 69. Fig. 70.

HE.A.D OF CROTALUS MITCHELLII, TOP VIEW. HE.A.D OF CROTALUS MITCHELLII, SIDE VIEW.
Cat. No. 12625, U. S. .V. M. Cat. No. 1262.5, U. S. N. M.

County, Cal. (U. S. l^at. Mus., ^o. 10353), which is in all other respects

almost identical with Belding's specimen from La Paz, Lower California,

(No. 12625), but with the preocnlar on one side divided completely; on

the other side, however, only with a faint indication of a division, while

another from the same locality has it divided on both sides. These

specimens I formerly identified as C. pyrrhus on this account, especially

as the specimen of so-called G. pyrrhus from the Mojave Desert, Califor-

nia, (Ko. 8069), has the preocnlar divided on both sides exactly as No,

16501 and the left side of No. 16353. This specimen is, therefore, also

a true C. mitchellii. The ftice scutellation of the type of C. pyrrhus (No.

6606) is practically identical with that of Dr. Loew's specimen, from

the Mojave Desert, and the only difference which I can see consists in

the deep reddish color, a difference which can not be regarded as more

than subspeciflc, if indeed it is more than an individual variation. In

the California and Lower California specimens the ground color is iiale

yellowish, almost white.

While reading the proofs of this article 1 received a paper by Mr.

John vanDenburgh (Proc. Cal. Acad. Sc. (2) iv, pp. 450-455), who, from

an examination of 10 specimens in the California Academy from Lower
California, comes to the same conclusion. In these the granules be-

tween the nasal and the rostral occur indiscriminately, in one or two
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series, aud lie shows conclusively that there is no difference between C.

mitehellii and G. pyrrhns in so far as scutellation is concerned. He
even goes so far as to assert that there is no color difference either, as

two of his specimens were ^'decidedly red." I have myself seen speci-

mens more or less suffused with vinaceous cinnamon or ochraceous-

rufous, but the color is essentially different from the red of the type

of C. pyrrhns, the status of which I, therefore, consider still unsettled.

Geographical distribution.—Originally described from the Cape region

of Lower California from a specimen collected by Xantus and later

found in the same locality by Belding, it has but recently been discov-

ered in the Colorado and Mojave deserts of Southern California, those

from Colorado Desert being due to Mr. E. C. Orcutt's zeal,

Habits.—This Species seems to be a distinctive desert form, but

beyond this nothing is known of its habits.

The Red Rattlesnake.

CrotaJus MitcheUii })ijrrhus,* Cope.

1866.

—

Caudisona; pijrrha, Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., xviii, 1866, pp. 308, 310.—

Cope, iu Wheeler's Surv. West 100 Mer., v, p. 535 (1875).—COUES, in

Wheeler's Surv. West 100 Mer., v, p. 608 (lS7o).—Crotah(8 purrhiis, Cope,

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mu8., No. 1, Check-list, p. 33 (1875).—Cope, Wheeler's

Surv. West 100 Mer., v, pi. xxn (1875).—Cope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XIV, 1891 (No. 882), p. 694 (1892).—Yarrow, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No.

24, Check-list, p. 73 (1883).—Garman, N. Am. Kept., i, Ophid., p. 114

(1883).

—

Stejneger, W. Amer, Scieut., \ii, April, 1891 (publ. .Tnue), p.

165 (in part).

1883.

—

CrotaJus vonjiiivnlun, var. pyrrlnis, Garman, N. Am. Kept., i, Ophid., p,

173.

1884.

—

Crotaliis coiijliu'iitus (B), Garman, List, N. Am. Kept. Batr., p. 34.

Fitjiires.—Wheeler's Survey West 100 Mer., \ , pi. xxii.

The status of this form has been discussed under the head of C. miteh-

ellii. It may be well to remark that so far only one specimen of this

highly colored form has been obtained, and that the suspicion seems

well founded that it is but little more than an individual variation.

Description.^—Scales in 25 series, broad and rounded, the 2 inferior

rows smooth. Head short and very obtuse, the nostrils opening sub-

vertically. Sui)erior labials higher than long, '6 rows of temporals

smooth ; scales of vertex small, keeled ; those more anterior, striate.

Superciliaries (supraoculars) broad oval, striate. Canthus rostralis

none. Inferior labials 15, the first aud second nuirgining a ])late which

meets its fellow in front of the geneials (chin-shields), aud is in other

species a continuation of the first. Gastrosteges (ventrals), 178; uros-

teges (subcaudals), 24; joints of rattle, 1>. The general tint of this

* From the Greek nvjipog (pyrrhos), flame-colored, reddish.

t Original description by E. I). Cope in Proc. Phila. Acad., 1866, pp. 308, 310 from

type specimen, U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 6606.
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species is a briglit salmon red, the scales of tlie inferior rows puuctu-

late with brown.

Rostral broad as long; 7 [scales] between superciliaries, 3 below

orbits; labials, 14; 2 very small preorbitals and 4 loreals. Pale ver-

milliou varied with yellow on the sides of the belly, with numerous

arge reddish-bay transverse hexagons, which become transverse baud^

on posterior two-thirds ot' length; yellow below.

Geoyraphical distribution.—Only one specimen is known, viz: the

type w hich Dr. E. Coues obtained in Canyon Prieto, not far from Fort

Whipple, Arizona.

.

Habits.—Appears to be a desert form.

THE POISON OF THE POISONOUS SNAKES.

The deadly Huid which from time immemorial has inspired dread and

wonder in the human mind, not only by its fatal results but also by its

mysterious apparent variability, early became a subject of study and

speculation. More than two hundred years ago a lledi and a Charras

published their observations on the European vipers and their poison,

and all through the eighteenth century experiments with various ven-

oms and their supposed antidotes were common. Some of the investi-

gators of those early dates did good work, notably the Italian savant,

Felix Eontana, who arrived at some results which, though contradicted

and unheeded by many authors who (mght to have known better, have

been fully corroborated by the latest investigations.

Very little was discovered as to the real nature of the poison, how-

ever, the definite constituency of which the older experimentors had

no means of ascertaining. They could only know its grosser physical

characteristics, for chemistry, and especially organic chemistry, had

not yet reached such a development that it could tackle the intricate

problems involved in such investigations. All that was gained was a

prodigious number of so-called antidotes, most of which, in their turn,

were declared infallible, though very few of them ever gained a gen-

eral acceptance. In nearly all instances miraculous cures and surpris-

ingly sudden recoveries were recorded, but, sad to say, in other cases

even the best reputed remedies failed. It has remained for the last

decades to ruthlessly annihilate the claims of most of these " antidotes."

Prince Lucien Bonaparte, in 1843, seems to have been the first to

make a chemical analysis of the viper poison, the result of his research

being that it is albuminoid or proteid in its nature. The supposed

active principle he called echidnine, or viperine. Less than twenty

years after, Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, of Philadelphia, commenced a series

of analyses and experiments on the poison of the rattlesnake, giving

a result similar to Bonaparte's, the corroboration of the albuminoid

nature of the venomous substance, which in this case received the name
crotaline.
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In the meantime organic clieraistry, physiology, and bacteriology

made immense strides forward. The deadly work of the microbes

began gradually to be understood, and their action in the process of

putrefaction, as well as their role in many of the diseases which in their

symptoms recalled those of snake poisoning, became known or

suspected; the ptomaines and the leucomaines were discovered; and
the chemists in their improved laboratories became enabled to deal

with the proteids, to separate them, and to classify them.

Xew theories as to the nature of the powerful poison were the

necessary result; some thought the toxic property due to the presence

of leucomaines, or alcaloid bodies ; others preferred to regard the fatal

results as due to the work of some bacillus; others maintained its

albuminoid origin; while others again regarded a combination of all

these causes as the true solution of the question.

While works dealing rationally and scientifically with this theme
were few formerly and far between, one important discovery has fol-

lowed closely upon another during the last ten years, and, even at the

moment of publishing this, the writer is anxiously scanning each new
number of the various journals, magazines, and proceedings, for fear

that the latest mail may bring some important information that might

make it necessary to modify or even rewrite this account, lest it should

become antiquated even before it reaches the hand of the reader.

Before giving a resume of these late discoveries, the methods of work
by which they have been obtained will be briefly discussed.

Attention is directed at the very outset to the fact that the poison

of the various kinds of snakes (we speak only of that of the elapoid

and viperoid snakes, as the iioison of the opisthoglyph snakes has not

yet been investigated in the same manner) differs a great deal both in

external or physical (qualities as well as in chemical composition, and

that the poisoning occasioned by its injection often shows very marked
symptomatic dift'erences. Within certain limits these differences are

only those of degree, and it will be possible in the following to make
the statements somewhat general, though in the details there may be

slighter deviations according to the kind of snake we have to deal

with.

The first thing, of course, is to obtain the poison. The investiga-

tors prefer the fresh secretion, if it can be had, for although dried or

kept in alcohol the venom is not made innocuous, yet even a slight

modification of its properties is to be avoided if possible. A sufficient

number of live snakes is therefore highly desirable (Weir Mitchell at one

time had at least one hundred in his laboratory), for the quantity of the

fluid which each snake yields at anyone time is comparatively small.

The methods for obtaining the venom are somewhat various. To
kill the snake in order to extract it from the glands directly is a waste

of material well to be avoided. The process of allowing it to bite into

a soft material from which it is afterwards extracted is open to the
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objectiou that some of tlie fluid is lost, that it is unnecessarily brought

into contact with substances which may aflect its nature more or

less, and that it is not obtained in a concentrated state, as it must be

washed out with distilled water. Dr. Weir Mitchell, after having seized

the snake by the neck with the tongs or loop, forced a saucer between

the jaws, into which the enraged animal would then bite vigorously,

leaving a quantity of the poison on the saucer. Prof. Kaufman having

experienced that the snake often breaks its teeth on such a hard sub-

stance, or even refuses to bite, used a stick covered with rubber. The
late Dr. C. S. Allen, of New York, for the same reasons covered the

mouth of a wineglass or similar vessel with an animal membrane
through which he induced the snake to strike the hollow teeth, the

fluid being squirted into the glass. Dr. Paul B^rringer, of the Uni-

versity of Virginia, has, it seems to me, improved upon this method by
using several thicknesses of Altering paper, the object being to clean

the fangs of possibly adhering saliva, and thus prevent the venom from

coming in contact with foreign substances and the microbes inhabiting

them.

The substance thus obtained is a more or less yellowish, exception-

ally colorless, transparent, sticky fluid, without any appreciable smell

or taste, easily soluble in water, insoluble in absolute alcohol or ether.

If vigorously shaken it becomes frothy. Examined under the micro-

scope, epithelial cells and other impurities are found, as well certain

albuminoid bodies resembling micro-organisms, but they do not respond

to the dye tests for bacteria, nor are they multiplied by cultures.

Drs. Mitchell and Keichert have demonstrated the i)reseiice of bacteria

(/. c. pp. 6-7), but their own researches, as well as those of others,

also show that they form no constant or essential accompaniment.

Mitchell and Keichert (/. v. p. 137) injected large quantities of the

pure micrococci from a sixth generation, in various manners, into

rabbits, cats, i)igeons, etc., but no signs of any lesions resembling

those of venom i^oisoning were observed.

Drs. Wolfenden and Dawson Williams* endeavored to grow cobra

venom in gelatine, " but without the slightest success;" Dr. A. Yiaud-

Grand-Maraist states that "bacteria and other protoorganisms are

seen to make their appearance when the solutions of the venom
commence to undergo alterations, but only then."

Fredet is said to have made similar observations, and Kaufniann|

corroborates these statements from his own experiments.

Another essential point is, that even boiling, unless continued for a

long time, does not altogether destroy the poisonous qualities of the

fluid. Mitchell found that the rattlesnake poison suflers a gradual

mipairment of the toxicity of the venom increasing with the increase

*Journ. Physiol., Cambr., vii, 1886, p. 331.

t Diet. Encycl. M<5dec., Paris (3 ser.), ix, 1881, p. 388.

t Yen. Vip., 1889, p. i; Vip. France, 1893, p. 23.
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of temperature, but that it is still toxic even wben boiled; Dr. Wall's

experiments,* as quoted by Wolfenden, seem to show that cobra

Ijoison resists the heat even better, for it is stated that prolonged

application of heat (for two hours) at a high temperature at last

destroys the toxicity of cobra venom, and that a dilute solution is

more easily destroyed by heating than a strong, such a toxic dilute

solution being destroyed after heating at lOfio C. for half an hour.

When exposed to the air, even for a short time, the fluid poison takes

up bacteria, and putrefaction proceeds particularly rapid if the venom

be diluted with water. Continued alteration of this kind finally appears

to destroy its toxicity.

Excluded from the air, however, or preserved in pure alcohol or

glycerine, the venom retains its properties for almost any length of

time, as shown by the fact that a glycerine solution in the i^ossession of

Dr. Mitchell for twenty years was still toxic.

Dried and kept from atmospheric humidity it is equallj' permanent,

twenty-two years not being able to alter it in the least. It is there-

fore advisable to handle the dried isolated fangs of the large venomous

snakes with caution. It dries somewhat like a gum or varnisli, and

will crack and scale off in a similar manner.

In discussing the chemical characteristics of snake poison, it is

hardly necessary at the present day to refer to the now thoroughly

refuted theories of the crystalline nature of any of its active toxic con-

stituents. The last attempt (that of A. Wynter Blyth) t to prove the

poisonous quality of the cobra venom to be due to a certain " cobric

acid" was effectually disposed of by Dr. 11. Norris Wolfenden, | and

need not detain us here.

There are, on the other hand, still some physiologists who are not

satisfied that the negative results obtained by Prof. Wolcott Gibbs at

the request of Drs. Mitchell and lieichert in their search for alkaloids in

the venom of the rattlesnake are absolute conclusive, in view of Dr.

Armand Gautier's positive determination of leucomaines or alkaloids

derived from living protoplasm in snake poison. In his much discussed

article, " Sur les alcaloides derives de la destruction bacterienne ou

physiologique des tissus animaux,"§ Gautier positively affirmed his

assertion of 1881 (Bull. Ac. Med., Taris (2 ser.), x, 1881, pp. 947-053,

and discussion following, pp. 053-9.j8) that from the venom of a Trigo-

noceplialus^ and particularly from that of the cobra, he had been able

to extract a small quantity of matter belonging to the organic alkalis.

From the cobra poison he prepared two new alkaloids, which, among

* Indian Snake Poisons, 1883 (pp. 120-124).

t The Poison of the Cobra dc Capello. Analyst, i, London, 1877, pp. 204-207.

t On 'Cobric Acid,' a so-called constituent of cobra venom. .lonru. Physiol.,

Cambridge, vii, 1886, pp. 365-370.

C» Bulletin de I'Academie de Mi^decine, Paris (2 ser.), xv, 1886, pp. 65-97: i part.

Alcaloides bact6rienues ou ptomaines
; pp. 115-139 : u part. Alcaloides physiologiques

ou leucomaines.
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other peculiarities, possessed tbe property of immediately precipitating

Prussian blue wlien treated successively with ferrocyauide of potassium

and the ferric salts. He expressly remarks, however, that these alka-

loids do not constitute the most dangerous part of the venom, which

he asserts is of a nitrogenous nature. They seem chiefly to stupify,

but are not necessarily fiital. In the course of the discussion he fur-

ther emi)hasized the fact that these leucomames in the normal state of

the tissues only occur in minimal proportions {toni. cif. p. 431),

Other careful investigations simultaneous with and later than tliose

of Prof. Gibbs have fully substantiated the claim that theleucomaiues

play no role in the poisoning, and that, if present, they form no essen-

tial part of the venom. Dr. Wolfenden {loc. cit. p. 335) made examina-

tions of cobra venom by the Stas-Otto method for ptomaine, or alkaloid,

in three different instances, but did not succeed in linding the slightest

trace of any such body. There was neither trace of fixed nor volatile

alkaloid, the residues were noncrystalline and, moreover, nontoxic, and

gave none of the alkaloidal test reactions.

Prof. Gautier, as I have already intimated, insisted that the toxic

constituent of the venom is of a different nature. The researches of

the last ten years have proved beyond a shadow of doubt their proteid

nature, and that Bonaparte was correct when, in 1843, he referred to it

as an albuminoid.

The achievements during the last decade in the study of the chem-

istry of snake venoms have been of such a nature, are so recent, and

even now progressing, that the best way to record them is to treat them

historically and chronologically.

The tirst progressive step was taken when, in 1883, Dr. S. Weir

Mitchell and E. T. Reichert, of Philadelphia, laid before the National

Academy a preliminary report on the results of studies, which, after a

lapse of twenty years, Dr. Mitchell had resumed. He had in some way

become convinced that the complexity of the symptoms in snake

poisoning could not be the result of a single simple constituent, but

that they might be explained by the assumption of a similarly complex

nature of the albuminoid body, the crotaline, previously thought to be

simple. Dr. Mitchell, in a later popular article,* has given a clear and

interesting insight in the mental process Avhich led to the important

discovery and the laboratory processes by which it was demonstrated,

from which vvc make the following abstracts:

When I first studied tliis strange poison I thought of it as a single albuminous

body. As such it had always been regarded since it had been proved by Priuco

Bonaparte to belong to the albuiuens. When once I chanced to think that venom

might be a complex lluid, holding in solution more than one poison, reasons for such

a belief multiplied^ and so excited my interest that, in 1882, Avith Prof. Eeichert's

aid, I began to put my theory to the sharp test of experiment. To prove in the

outside laboratory what the inside mental laboratory has comfortably settled is not

always easy, and many months of careful research were reijuired before the answer

* Century Magazine, N. York, xxxviii, Aug. 1889, pp. 503-514.
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came to us. I Avill try to make clear our methods and results. When a little of the

venom is placed in sutticient water it dissolves readily. If now we heat the solution

a coagulation takes place, just such as happens when white of egg hardens on boil-

ing. If by means of a filter we separate this substance, clotted by heat, it is found

to be mnocuous. The clear fluid which passes through the filter is, however, pois-

onous, but does not cause much local effect. As a whole the poison has been damaged

by heat, presumably becauseone or more of its ingredients had been injured by heat.

The next ste]) is to learn if the substance made solid and inert by boiling can not be

separated in some other way and in such a form as will leave it also poisonous.

Allsoluble substances are divisible into two classes, one of which will pass through

an animal membrane into a current of pure water, and one of which will not. Those

which can so pass are said to be dialysable, and the filter is known as a dialyser, and

the process is called " dialysis." We disolve some of the poison in water and put it

in an inverted funnel, the Avide mouth of which, being covered with a thin animal

membrane is placed in distilled Avater. Under these circumstances the water goes

through the membrane, and dilutes the lluid above it and certain substances pass out

to the water.

The matter which thus finds its way out to the water is said to be dialysable.

When examined it proves to be poisonous—to be uncoagulable by heat, and to be the

same as the matterleft unaltered when we boil the diluted poison for a few moments.

This substance resembles the albuminous matter which is formed when gastric juice

digests white of egg, and as the material so obtained is called peptone, we name our

product wliioh jiassed through the dialyser to water venom peptone.

As the thinner Avater outers the dialyser and the peptone goes out within the vessel

there falls duAvn a white substance, which is easily redissolved if Ave add a little com-

mon salt. It falls out of solution because the salts belonging to A-euom and Avhich

keep the white matter dissolved are, like all saline substances, dialysable and i)ass

out along Avith the peptone. This white precipitate has certain likenesses to the

albuminous bodies known as globulin, and of which there are seA'eral kinds in our

bodies. That Avhich falls out of the solution of venom we named venom globuVni.

The final results of Mitchell's and Eeichert's investigations were

embodied in a fine quarto volume published by the Smithsonian Insti-

tution in 188G as one of its " Contributions to Knowledge " under the

title "Researches upon the Venoms of Poisonous Serpents," to which

we must refer the reader for details.

There are in those results, with regard to the chemical nature of the

venom, two points, however, to which I will call particular attention as

beingof a fundamental nature, and which the readermust keep steadily

in mind if he wishes to understand the present status of the question,

viz, first that the crotalus poison, as well as the cobra venom, consists

of several proteids, two of which are preponderating, although present

in a varying degree. One of these, the globulin, is not dialysable; the

other proteid, which passes through the membrane of the diaylser,

Mitchell referred to the peptones, though possibly it belongs to another

class, as will be seen later on.

The second point is that these two chief constituents are present in

different proportions in the various i:>oisons, the globulin occurring

mostly in the crotalid snakes, but only in a minimal quantity in the

cobra. This difference in the composition of the venoms corresponds

markedly with the difference in the symptoms accompanying poisoning

by the Grotalidw (and the nearly related Viperidcv) on the one hand, and
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by the Xajidw or cobras (and the nearly rehited IJlapid(v) on the other,

as will be shown farther on,

Simultaneonsly with Mitchell and Keichert's report there appeared in

England a couple ofartides by ])r. E. Norris Wolfeiiden of a vscarcely

less import,he, however, having had the benefit of the preliminary report

by his American precursors. He published them in the Cambridge

Journal of Physiology under the common title " On the nature and

action of tlie venom of poisonous snakes," ths first one being a treatise

on "The Venou) of tlie Indian Oobra, Naja trijntdians,^^ the second "A
Note upon the Venom of tlie Indian Yiper, Dahoia russelii.^^

Wolfenden's results are in the main the same as those of Mitchell and

Eeichert, Pursuing a different method of subdividing the proteids there

are some differences in detail, which mean very little so far as the general

result is concerned, but there is also one diangreement as to the nature

and the nomenclature of the dialyzable portion. Mitchell referred it,

as Ave have seen, to the peptones, but Wolfenden maintains that it can

not possibly be a peptone since it is precipitated by acetic acid and
potassic ferrocyanide. He, on the other hand, refers it to thealbumoses,

and in his analysis of the daboia poison he names it '•'alhumose or syn-

to)iiny This is therefcrepractically the same as Mitchell's renompeptone.

Wolfenden found in the ^'obra an overwhelming quantity of the

globulin, but scarcely any albumose; in the daboia, on the other-

hand besides the globulin, a certain quantity, proportions not given, of

^'albumose or syutonin," which seems to be more difficult to dialyze than

the crotalus i^roteid of the same class. As will be seen, MitchelFs con-

clusions were amply and independently confirmed.

The very latest studies of the chemical nature of the venom are those

of Dr. C. J. Martin and Mr. J. M'Garvie Smith, of Sydney, Australia,

who have successfully investigated the poison of the Australian black

snake, Pseudechis porphyriacus, a very dangerous snake related to the

Indian cobra.* Tbeir results corroborate in the main those of their

predecessors, and in their endeavor to identify the various proteids

which constitute the venom, they successfully separated three proteids,

viz., "one an albumin, and the other two albumoses. The albumiu is

not virulent, but the two albumoses (corresponding to proto and hetero-

albumoses of Kiihne) are extremely poisonous. They each have the

same physiological action and this is the same as that produced by the

venom itself."

It is one of the great merits of Mitchell and Eeichert's work that

they undertook to test directly upon the venom the numerous chemical

antidotes which from time to time have been suggested or from their

known action on similar substances seemed to give promise of favorable

results. It was found that many are worthless, that in fact only a few

* Proc. Roy. Soc. U. S. Wales, Aug. 3, 1892, aud Jourual of Physiology, xv, 1893,

(p. 380). See also W. D. Halliburton's paper ou "Snake Poisou " in Science Pro-

gress, II, Sep. 1894, pp. 1-9.
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exert such an iutiueuce upon tlie venom as to make them available as

local antidotes. We emphasize local, because from the very nature of

the poison as an albuminoid and consequently chemically closely related

to normal constituents of the blood, there can be no chemical antidote

which after the introduction of the venom into the circulation would

be able to destroy the poison without also destroying the blood itself

I wish to call attention here to the fact that Mitchell repeatedly

makes distinction between the poisoning resulting' in death within a

few hours and when it is slower in coming. He found that in the most

rapid poisoning there is frequently nothing appreciable to the naked

eye beyond the slight local lesion, or here and there minute capillary

hemorrhages, when death has been delayed beyond a minute ; while in

examples of chronic poisoning, both the local and the systemic changes

are enormously more extensive. This distinction between local and
systemic changes is one of considerable importance, since the rational

treatment of any given case hinges upon the full understanding of this

point.

Only two years pass, and another very important contribution to our

knowledge of the intricate question of snake poison was published,

this time by a llussian, ])r. E. A. Feoktistow, the same whose work on

the rattle of the rattlesnake we have already had the occasion to quote

In 1888 he issued a doctor dissertation with the following title: Expe-

rimentelle Ilntersuchungen iiber Schlaugengift,* based upon about 400

experiments with the fresh venom from about 200 specimens belonging

to several species of vipers and Crotalus dnrissus. His researches

cover to a great extent those of Mitchell and Eeichert. In some cases

the disagreement between the results of these eminent students is

highly perplexing; for instance, in regard to the etfect of the venom
upon the blood and the blood vessels. The disagreement as to the

causes of death as formulated by Mitchell and Eeichert, on one hand,

and Feoktistow on the other, also seems startling at tirst, for the former

conclude that death occurs through paralysis of the respiratory cen-

ters, paralysis of the heart, hemorrhages in the medulla, or possibly

through the inability of the iDrofoundly altered red corpuscles to per-

form their functions, and they positively assert that the direct action

of the venom upon the nervous system, save as concerns the paralysis

of the respiratory centers, is of but little importance, while Feoktistow

with equal positiveness concludes that the snake venom is a nerve

poison i)ar excellence, which i^aralyzes the vaso-motor center, and in

large doses the respiratory center as well. It is im])ossible for us here

to carry out a comiiarative analysis of the two works, but I think it

will be found that the disagreement between these authors is more
apparent than real, and that it consists more in the interpretation of

* St. Petersburg, 8vo., 47 pp. ; a preliminary article in Mem Ac. Sc. St.-Petersb.

(7^ ser.) XXXVI, No. 4, 22 pp., under title: Eine Vorliiufige Mittheiluug iiber die

Wirkung des Schlangeugiftes auf den tbierischen Organismus.
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the phenomena than in the results of the experiments themselves. But
it would be a thankful task for an experienced physiologist to correlate
all the facts, to eliminate possible errors, to reexperiment where there
may be doubt as to the facts, and to weigh the evidence impartially
for and against the various explauations. His work would not have
to be contined to the works already mentioned, for the very next year
there appeared another independent treatise of considerable importance.

In 1889 the French Academy of Medicine, in Paris, awarded the
Orfila prize for 1888 to M. Kaufmann, professor of physiology at the
veterinary school at Alfort, in recognition of his studies of the venom
of the common viper of France, Vipera asjns* Kaufmann's work is for
the greater part a study of the action of the poison of the viper upon
the nerves, the circulation, and the tissues, and of certain chemical
antidotes upon the venom. It corroborates that of his predecessors,,
and shows the similarity of action of the viper venom to the crotalus.
venom, but it also contains several valuable new observations and new
discoveries.

I have said that Mitchell has already called attention to the differ-
ence between the rapid and slow.poisoning. Feoktistow made similar
observations, but Kaufmann has emphasized it still more, and in part
based his study upon this difference. His experiments, to a greater
extent than his predecessors', were separately directed upon ascertain-
ing the results of the injection of the venom directly into the circula-
tion and those following only its hypodermic application to the tissues.
The results deserve a closer examination here.

Injected directly into the veins of the animals experimented upon,
the venom produces its effects with almost lightning rapidity, consist-
ing in nervous, circulatory, respiratory, and digestive disturbances.
The nervous disturbances consist of a primary excitation of very short
duration, followed by a drowsiness, which lasts until death,- the intel-
lectual foculties are not impaired for a long while, but the general sensi-
bility, as well as the voluntary and reflex movements, are rapidly
affected. The circulatory disturbances consist in an enormous lowering
of the arterial tension, due to a considerable vascular dilatation, princi-
pally in the abdominal digestive viscera 5 in a considerable acceleration
of the pulse, and in a very great feebleness of the blood waves propelled
by the heart. The respiration and calorification do not undergo pro-
found alterations, only a slight diminution of their activity being
observed. The conclusion is reached that the death whicli follows the
introduction of the venom into the circulation must be attributed to
gastrointestinal apoplexy and the stupefying action exercised directly
upon the nervous system. This is in confirmation of Feoktistow's
views.

The hypodermic injections produce both general systemic effects
identical with the above, due to the absorption of the poison into the

* Dn venin de la Tipere. M6m. Acad. MM.^^xxvi, 18897andseparate!
H. Mis. 181, pt. 2 30
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circulation, and local effects wliicli develop at the point of injection

and in tbe adjoining tissues. These local lesions consist in a more or

less intense swelling, and in a purple or black discoloration produced

by extravasation of blood and serum in the tissues allected by the

venom. The death, which is due to the direct absorption of the venom,

arrives very rapidly, and the characteristic internal hemorrhages are

observed; the death, however, which is the consequence of the infec-

tion of local origin is slower, and the ordinary internal lesions are not

found, but, on tlie contrary, considerable local alterations. The danger

from the injection varies with the part of the body inoculated; thus

injections of venom made on the inner side of the thighs or on the nose

are very dangerous; those practiced on the side of the thorax muscles

less so. The micro-organisms accompanying the local lesions are only

accidental and secondary productions; they find excellent conditions

for their propagation and multiplication in the altered or mortified

tissue, but inoculated into healthy animals they do not produce the

specific effects of the venom. After the injection under the skin, the

poison is slowly diffused in the adjoining tissues and determines their

progressive alteration without itself being altered in any way, for the

venom can be traced in its full activity in the local lesions, and serum

taken from the altered tissues, if injected into healthy animals, devel-

ops the ordinary effects of the venom; this serum, consequently, con-

tains a certain quantity of active venom. On the other hand, venom

does not accumulate in an appreciable quantity neither in the liver, the

kidneys, nor the nervous centers, as serum taken from these tissues

has remained inactive in animals inoculated with it.

Mit(;hell and Keichert had confirmed the destructive action of certain

chemicals upon the venom and discovered others of similar action,

notably permanganate of potassium, ferric chloride, iodine and bromine.

To these Kaufmann adds chromic acid, which he highly recommends as

a remedy for the local lesions.

The fact that chromic acid in a solution of 1 to 100 is one of the

reagents which produces the greatest precipitate in the venom, besides

being an energetic oxidizer, led Prof. Kaufmann to institute a series of

very interesting experiments with it, which only lack of space prevents

me from reproducing here in their entirety. Suffice it to say that they

prove conclusively the potent and beneficent action of the chromic acid,

not only when it is injected mixed with the venom, but also when intro-

duced some time after the poisoning. The last experiment of the series

(Xo. XXXV) is very instructive. Four dogs of about equal size were

inoculated on the inner side of the thigh with two drops of fresh viper

venom obtained immediately before the injection. One was left with-

out further treatment, the others had injected in the puncture, five

minutes after, respectively 1:100 solutions of chromic acid, perman-

ganate of potassium, and bichoride of mercury. The following morning

all showed local congestions, and in the evening of that day the dog
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Avhick had received uo remediaiy iujectiou died. Ou the third day in
the one treated with chromic acid the local congestion was red, in ihe
other two o-dematons and blackish. On the fonrth day the reddening
had almost disappeared in tlie former and no ulceration was to be
observed; m the dog- treated with permanganate the discoloration had
also nearly disappeared, but there was a large ulcer, while the one treated
with bichloride of mercury had not even improved so much. They after-
wards all fully recovered. Kaufmann sums up the result of this experi-ment as follows: This experiment demonstrates that the three ao-ents
employed have preserved the animals from death; the bichloride has
the inconvenience of producing a caustic action, forming a scar and awound long to heal; the permanganate, although less destructive, also
leaves a wound which takes long time in scarifying, while the chromic
acid most completely checked the action of venom without occasioning
any cauterization or ulceration.

The point essentially proved by the above experiment is the relative
superiority of the chromic acid over the permanganate and the bichlo-
ride ot mercury.

Three years later. Dr. Albert Calmette, surgeon of the first class of
the colonial medical staff and director of the bacteriological institute
at Saigon, Cochin China, published a similar series of experiments*
with a solution of chloride of gold, upon the venom of the cobra Hechums to have secured quite a success in saving the animals experi-
mented upon, the experiments being conducted very much like those ofKaufmann, by injection of the venom mixed with the chemical, and by
injecting them separately, the latter as late as five minutes after the
fonner. Very li, tie can be gathered from his experiments as to the
efficacy of the chloride of gold m counteracting the local disturbances
as compared with that of chromic acid, because of the slight local
eliects ot the cobra venom. Whether the chloride of gold in this respect
IS the ecpial of the chromic acid is therefore doubtful, although from the
tacts that It forms an insoluble precipitate with the venom and that its
cauterizing effect is but slight, it may probably be inferred that there
IS bat little difference between them.
Dr. Calmette has recently t recommended a solution (1 :11) of chloride

of lime as superior to the chloride of gold, it being effective up to fifty
minutes with rabbits which would otherwise have died in two hours
Unfortmiately for Dr. Calmette's claim for the efficacy ot chloride of

gold, an English physiologist,
J undertook a series of similar experi-

ments with an entirely different result. From his criticism it would
appeiii^as^M|hejvliole h^eatment of local neutralization of the venom

Pans ^ i. 1892 pp. 160-183; also, Arcl, de Med. Nav., Par.«, lviii, 1892 (pr,. 161-190)

'

see also Bnt. Med. Jour., Weekly Ep.tome, 1892, April 23 (p 67)
'

t See McChire s Magazine, III, October, 1894, p. 466
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by injection of a chemical destroyer at the ^vound is chimerical, but

siich a conclusion, it seems to me, ^v•ould be premature to say the least

It is true that the introductiou and non-efficacy of the venom mixed

with the chemical proves nothing as being practically no venom; it is

also true that the introduction of the chemical live minutes after the

bite would be of but little practical use if five minutes were the extreme

limit for its beneficial action. It is also undoubtedly true that even

withiu this time it is not always capable of, alone and unassisted, to

save the life of the patient. On the other hand, it must not be for-

gotten that the above experiments had been chiefly theoretical, and

that no means were taken to assist the remedy experimented with. It

is rather sinjiular that the experimenters should not have extended

their experiments somewhat, and it is particularly surprising that those

testing the efficacy of the local treatment should not have introduced

the use of ligatures to a greater extent. By thus confining the action

of the poison to the neighborhood of the point of inoculation the

experimenter would probably have been able to extend the period

within which the chemical agent showed itself beneficent considerably

beyond the five minutes. I think this is a point worthy of consider-

ation by those contemplating future experiments with local chemical

remedies.

After the important discoveries of Mitchell and Eeichert as to the

multiple chemical composition of the snake poisons, it was but nat-

ural that the attention of the searchers for remedies was principally

drawn in the direction of looking for local chemical destroyers. It was

also natural that these researches should prevail in those countries in

which the crotalids and the vipers predominate, because of the local

destructiveness of the poison of these snakes. But the other side was,

fortunately, not lost sight of, and the search for remedies to counteract

the poison after it has reached the circulation, was naturally carried

on most vigorously in the home of the najid and elapid snakes, m
India and Australia.

Mitchell had already pointed out the hopelessness of finding a chem-

ical which, introduced into the veins, would be able to destroy the

poison without also destroying the blood. The only rational line of

research would be to discover such remedies as would, to use Mitchell's

words, ^^ oppose the actions of venom upon the most vulnerable parts of

the system," or, as he calls them, "physiological antagonists." It will

be remembered that Mitchell and Eeichert came to the conclusion that

" there can be no question, however, that the respiratory centers are

the parts of the system most vulnerable to venom, and that death is

most commonly due to their paralysis." Although, according to them,

paralysis of the heart generally only plays a secondary role in the case

of snake poisoning, yet the cardiac power is sensibly enfeebled, especi-

ally in the early stage. The kind of remedies to be looked for would
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consequently be such as will stimulate the vital functions of respiration
and circulation.

The remedy which to them seemed to hohl forth the greatest promise
of success was alcohol, a stimulant the effects of which are well known

;which IS, moreover, usually readily at hand, and which has been exten-
sively tried for the purpose. It has been used both by the layman and
the practitioner, often with apparent success, and its application has
undoubtedly saved many a life. On the other hand, reports are numer-
ous ot patients having died which were under the influence of liquor
when bitten, or to whom whisky was afterwards administered. But it
is safe to say that in most of these cases the alcohol had been taken in
excess so as to depress instead of stimulate the vital functions. It
can not be emphasized too much, or too often, that intoxication, so far
from helping the cure, helps the poison, and that persons having been
made intoxicated beyond excitement, when under treatment for snake
bite, and yet recovered, have so recovered not from the treatment but
in spite of It. It should also be remembered that the alcohol has no
beneficent direct action upon the venom ; on the contrary, applied
locally or intravenously, it seems to add to the virulence of the poison
Notwithstanding all that has been written about the utter uselessness

of ammonia, we see still occasionally in medical literature reports from
physicians who have obtained cures in spite of its application. Injected
directly, it is worse than useless. It should not at this late date be
necessary to fill pages m order to emphasize this fact, which has been
conclusively demonstrated by all rational experiments from the time of
Fontaua to that of Mitchell and the other physiologists of to-day
Internally, as a stimulant, it has also been shown to be much inferior to
alcohol. The radical defect of ammonia in severe cases consists in the
fact that It increases the arterial pressure, thus aiding the poison in
producing the internal hemorrhages.
The remedy which has come prominently to the front during the last

five years, however, and wliich really seems to come up to all reason-
able expectation, is a poison scarcely less terrible than the snake venom
Itself, VIZ, strychnine. The theory upon which the application of this
drug has been based is, on the one hand, that the snake poison acts as
a specific nerve poison, depressing and more or less suspending the
luuctiou of the motor nerve centers throughout the body without inter-
fering with the structure of the nerve cells, and, on the other, that the
physiological action of strychnine upon the same organs is diamet-
rically opposed to the action of the venom, or, in brief, that ^' strychnine
IS the exact antithesis of snake poison in its action." To use the words
of the main advocate of strychnine as an antidote

:

WhiJ.st suake poison turns off the motor batteries and reduces the volume and force
ot motor-nerve currents, strychnine, Avheu following it as an antidote, turns themon again, acting with the unerring certainty of a chemical test, if admnistered in
sufficient quanUty. Purely physiological in its action, it neutralizes the effects of the
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suake poisou, aiicl aunouuces, by unmistakable symptoms, when it has accomplished

this task, and wonld, if continued, become a poison itself. Previous to this announce-

ment its poisonous action is completely neutralized by the suake poison, and the lat-

ter would therefore be equally as efficacious in strychnine poisoning as strychnine

is in snake poisoning.*

I am not aware tbat this te.st lias beeu applied, but I may here call

attention to the fact tbat Dr. A. O. Ameden, of Glens Falls, X. Y., by a

similar train of reasoning, was led to apply rattlesnake poison to a case

of tetanus apparently with most signal success, t

It seems that the great discovery of strychnine as the antidote par

excellence was barely missed by Dr. Louis Lanszweert, who in 187 L

published a short article, "Arseniate of Strychnia: Xew Antidote to

the Poison of Snakes," t in which he somewhat vaguely refers to hve
cases successfully treated by him in San Francisco, as well as to some
equally successful experiments made by him in Paris upon rabbits.

It is evident that he regarded the arsenic as the antidote, and it is not

at all clear why he added the strychnine, except that by this addition

he obtained "a more readily soluble substance than ar.senious acid."

It is now well known that arsenic is no specitic antidote, and it seems
almost certain that the success of Dr. Lanszweert's treatment was due
to the strychnine. From what I have shown above, Dr. Ameden, in

1883, came also dangerously near making the same discovery.

It has recently been claimed that Dr. John Shortt, of India, as early

as 1808 experimented with strychnine, but that it was given up on

account of the failure of experiments upon animals. Dr. Shortt\s eftbrts

may possibly have been published in the unprofessional local press;

but in 18G8 as well as in 1870 he recommended liquor potassa? as an
antidote, without mentioning strychnine. The honor of the discovery

can, tlierefore, not be claimed for him.

This was reserved, however, to a then obscure Australian practi-

tioner. Dr. A, Mueller, of Yackandandah, Victoria, who in 1888, in the

most positive mannner, claimed that he had practically proved strych.

nine to be the specific antidote by the success of his cures, and to have
demonstrated the scientific correctness of the theory by accounting

satisfactorily for all the i)henomena observable in connection with the

subject.

Dr. Mueller's discovery, which was published in a series of articles

in the Australasian Medical Gazette, in Sydney,§ at once started a vig-

orous, sometimes even acrimonious, discussion in Australia, and the

* On Snake Poison, by A. Mueller, 1893, p. 42.

t Serpent A'^enom as a Remedial Agent in Tetanus. Medic. News, Phila., 1883,

XLiii, J). 339. Also, Crotaline as a Remedy in Tetanus. Med. and Surg. Rej).,

Phila., 1883, xlix (p. 642). Also, Rattlesnake Venom in a Case of Tetanus.

Albany Med. Ann., 1885, vi (p. 91).

t Pacif. Med. and Surg. Journ., San Francisco, Aug. 1871 (n. s.), v. pp. 108-115.

^ On the Pathology and Cure of Snake Bite. Australas. Med. Gaz., 1888, 1889, viii,

pp. 41-42 d); pp. 68-69 (ii): pp. 124-126 (in)
; pp. 179-182 (iv)

; pp. 209-210 (v).
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strychniue was most earnestly tested and enthusiastically indorsed by
Dr. Mueller's followers, while his antagonists of the old school went to

the other extreme of denouncing the subcutaneous injection of the

drug in snake venom cases as being of equal value to so much water.

The medical journals of the colonies from that time on are full of the

controversy, which soon spread to India.

The opposition gleefully recorded several cases of death in spite of

the administration of strychnine. In addition they clamored for a

series of experiments upon animals by which the theory could be
" scientifically " tested, at the same time pointing out that the exi)eri-

ments which had so far been undertaken did not seem to support Dr.

Mueller's contention.

These criticisms Dr. Mueller has met by explaining in an apparently

satisfactory manner why in the fatal cases reported the treatment had
failed, it being mostly due to the fact that not enough strychnine had
been administered. As to the experiments on animals, it was con-

tended that the physiological effects of strychnine upon man and the

various kind of test animals is so different that no safe conclusions

can be drawn, and tliat, moreover, the numerous tests afforded by the

cases of human beings having been bitten and saved from death by
the administration of the strychnine is the best possible proof of its

efficiency.

From an article recently published (Australas. Med. Gaz., Sydney,

XII, December 15, 1893, pp. 401-403) it will be seen that the opposition

to the strychnine treatment is on the wane and that the Governments
of Australia and India are alive to the importance of Dr. Mueller's dis-

covery. The latter, in his recent book,* furthermore states that he

knows from good authority that Sir Joseph Fayer, the president of the

medical board at the India ofiBce, the celebrated authority on snake

poison, and author of the monumental work "The Thanatoj)hidia of

India," has recommended to the English Government the adoption of

the strychnine treatment of snake bite in India. It is but fair in a

case like this to render the results of Dr. ^Mueller's discovery in his

own words. Hence the following quotations from his book, which I

have deemed it essential, should be as full as practicable, especially

since his work has so far received but little attention in this country:

It is self-evident from precediug statemeuts that in the treatment of snake bite

with strychnine the ordinary doses must be greatly exceeded, and that its adminis-

tration must be continued, even if the total quantity injected within an hour or two
amounts to what in the absence of snake poison would be a dangerous, if not a fatal,

dose. Timidity in handling the drug is fraught with far more danger than a bold

and fearless use of it. The few failures among its numerous successes recorded

during the last four years in Australia were nearly all traceable to the antulote not

having been injected in sufficient quantity. Even slight tetanic convulsions, which
were noticed in a few cases, invariably passed off quickly. It should be borne in

mind that of the two poisons warring with each other, that of the snake is by far

"Snake Poison and its Action. Sydney, 1893, p. 70.
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the most insidious and dangerous one, more especially in its effects on the vaso-

motor centers. The latter are wrought very insidiously and where they predom-

inate rec^uire the most energetic use of the antidote; for whilst the timid practi-

tioner, after injecting as much strychnine as he deems safe, stands idly by waiting

for its effects, the snake virus, not checked by a siititlcient quantity of it, continues

its baneful work, drawing the blood mass into the paralyzed abdominal veins, aud

finally, by arrested heart action, bringing on sudden collapse. In such cases even

some tetanic convulsions are of little danger and may actually be necessary to o\er-

come the paralysis of the splanchnicus and with it that of the other vaso-motor

centers.

Whilst then it must be laid down as a principle that the antidote should be

administered freely and without regard to the quantity that may be required to

develop symptoms of its own physiological action, the doses in which it is injected

and the intervals between them must be left to the practitioner's judgment, as they

depend in every case on the (quantity of snake poison a1)8orbed, the time elapsed

since its inception and the corresponding greater or lesser urgency of the symptoms.

If the latter denote a large dose to have been imparted and it has been m the system

for hours, delay is dangerous and nothing less than 16 minims of liq. strychuiie P. B.,

in A-ery urgent cases even 20 to 25 minims, should be injected to any person over 15

years of age. Even children may re<]uire these large doses, as they are determined

by the quantity of the poison they have to counteract and are kept in check by it.

The action of the antidote is so prompt and decisive that not more than fifteen to

twenty minutes need to elapse after the first injection before further measures can

be decided on. If the poisoning symptoms show no abatement by that time, a second

injection of the same strength should be made promptly, and unless after it a

decided improvement is preceptible, a third one after the same interval. As the

action of strychnine when applied as antidote is not cumulative, no fear need to be

entertained of violent efi'ects breaking out after these doses repeated at short

intervals. * * *

If under the influence of these large doses the symptoms abate, or if the latter are

comparatively mild from the first, smaller doses of strychnine should be injected, say

from one-fifteenth to one-tenth of a grain, but under all circumstances the rule that

distinct strychnia symptoms must be produced before the injections are discontinued

should never be departed from. This rule is a perfectly safe one for its observance

entails no danger, a few muscular spasms or even slight tetanic convulsions being

easily subdued and harmless as compared with that most insidious condition exem-

plified in case No. 1, cited below, the first-one treated with strychnine by the writer,

Avho, having no experience in the treatment, did not administer quite enough
strychnine. The patient, after apparently recovering from a moribund condition

and being able to walk and even to mount a hoi'se, remained partly under the

infinences of the poison and succumbed to it during sleep, when, according to subse-

quent experience, one more injection would have saved him.

The tendency to relapses is always great when much snake poison has been

absorbed. Apparently yielding to the antidote for a time, the insidious venom, after

a shorter or longer interval during which it appears to have been conquered, all at

once reasserts its presence, and has to be met by such fresh injections, regardless of

the quantity of strychnine previously administered, but the amount required in

most relapses is not a large one.

In speaking of the applicability of the treatment to bites of snakes
with longer fangs antl more powerful venom than those of Australia,

he concludes as follows

:

In those cases only where the long fangs of these snakes perforate into a vein

and a large quantity of venom injected into the blood stream overpowers the nerve
centers so as make death imnunent, if not almost instantaneous, the subcutaneous
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injections may be found of little use. Here intravenous injections of half a grain

and even 1 grain doses would appear to be indicated, and might yet fan the liame

of life afresh, even when respiration and pulse at wrist have already ceased. We
have seen both these functions extinct in Australia and restored by comparatively

small doses of the antidote, and can see no reason why a more energetic use of it

should not restore them in India.

Dr. Mueller uext enumerates in detail 50 cases, only 2 from his own
practice, some of them very remarkable and several, as it seems, quite

conclusive, but as none of these cases were caused by snakes directly

related to our American poisonous serpents, except to the Elajndce, it is

not thought necessary to reprint any of them here. The first case

reported is the one alluded to above, the first case treated by Dr.

Mueller with strychnine. The case ended fatally.

The death of the unfortunate lad, however, has saved some lives since. It taught

the writer the lesson never to trust to the apparent success of the antidote until it

shows distinct signs of its own physiological action, and even then to watch his

patients carefully for the first twenty-four hours, and let them sleep for short periods

onlj-

The cases from India reported by Dr. Banerjee, also reprinted in the

book, have been assailed as unreliable, but since the publication of the

book others have been recorded in the Indian Medical Gazette, for 1S93,

and reprinted in the Australasian Medical Gazette (see, for instance,

two in Vol. XIII, January lo, 1894), which seem to indicate a success for

the treatment in India as great as in Australia.

An entire chapter is devoted to the unsuccessful cases, which are

analyzed and explained. The last one Dr. Mueller finds to convey a

new lesson even to him, as he draws from it the conclusion that the

antidote can only be relied on within the first twenty-four hours after

the bite.

It can not for a moment be supposed that the discovery of the strych-

nine treatment will be accepted as the final settlement of the question

of a physiological antidote. As a matter of fact, our knowledge of the

physiological action of the various venoms is as yet but imperfect, and
the physiological properties of many of the drugs which may be called

to play a role are not better known. Experiments are still carried on,

but as no definite results have as yet been obtained we shall only men-
tion them very briefly.

In 1888, Dr. H. 0. Yarrow published a scries of articles in Foi^est

and Stream concerning "Snake bite and its Antidote."* In the intro-

duction he gives an interesting historical sketch of the search for anti-

dotes, and then submits in detail a series of experiments of his own,

among which I wish to call special attention to those with jaborandi,

or its alkaloids pilocarpine and jaborine, the use of which was first

* Forest and Stream, N. Y., xxx; Pt. i. May 10, 1888, p. 307; Pt. ii. May 17, pp.

327,328; Pt. iii. May 24, pp. 349,350, and May 31, pp. 369,370; Pt. iv, June 7, pp.
386-388; Chapters ii and iii also reprinted in Albany Medical Annals, 1888, ix, pp.
204-212.
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introduced, it seems, by the French physician, Dr. Josso. * Rabbits

and fowls were inoculated with crotalus poison and treated with extr.

jaborandi, both hypodermically and in the stomach. It appears that

the rabbits recovered even from a fourfold lethal dose of the venom,

while in the fowls the etfect of the antidote was less marked, as it was

only capable of prolonging- but not saving life.

Another drug which it might possibly pay to experiment with is

stropltanthus, as suggested by Dr. T. L. Bancroft, of Australia. In

short, there is yet a wide field open for the investigators.

The beneficial effects of the jaborandi are probably to be ascribed to

the influence of this drug both upon the skin and the liver, and this

fact opens up another question which must be taken into consideration

before we conclude this chapter, viz, the question as to the way in

which the poison is eliminated by the system; for it is plain from all

that we now know of the physiology of the case that when the poison

has once entered into the circulation all that can be done in this direc-

tion is to counteract its immediate effect upon the nerve centers, thus

prolonging life and enabling the system to throw off the poison. Any
remedy that would assist in doing so would be a distinct help. But in

order to find such a remedy it is necessary to know exactly how the

poison is finally got rid of. Unfortunately, this is a point upon which

no conclusive studies have been made. As already mentioned, experi

ments have been made which go to show the presence of the venom in

the liver, kidneys, etc., although in but small quantity. I am not

aware that there has been made any extended experiments to ascertain

the presence of the poison in the perspiration, a poiut well worth

investigation in view of the fact that there are cases of severe systemic

poisoning which have been reported t cured simply by means of pro-

fuse perspiration. Inoculation of urine of the bitten subject has been

occasionally undertaken to test the presence of venom, and fatal results

have been reported, but the experiments have not been conducted in

such a way as to satisfy us that death was not due to the ptomaines

contained in the urine.

However, Feoktistow found, in addition, gross anatomical changes in

the kidneys ofpoisoned cats, and Dr. Mueller has recently f called atten-

tion to the probability that the snake poison is elimiuated through the

kidneys.

Quite recently Dr. Konrad Alt, of Germany, in a pai)er read before

the Natural History Society of Halle on the Saale, on July 23, 1802, §

has demonstrated that a portion of the venom, at least, is eliminated by

*Gaz. Hebdom. de M.6dec. et Chir., Paris (2 ser.), 1882, xix (p. 835).

t For instance: W. H. Wooster, New Treatment for Snake Bite and other Poisons.

Science, xx, Nov, 4, 1892, pp. 255, 256.

t On Hiematiiria in Snakebite Poisoning. Au.stralas. Med. Gaz., Sydney, xii,

Aug. 15, 1893, pp. 247-249.

§ Untersuchungen liber die Ausscheidung des Schlangengiftcs durcb den Magen.

Mlinch. Medic. Wocbenscbr., xxxix, Oct. 11, 1892, pp. 724-728.
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the stoinacli. Two sets of experiments were made upon dogs. In the

one set the stomach was washed out carefully, the result being that the

animals so treated showed a distinctly less degree of iioisouiug than the

control animals. In the other set, the contents of the stomach with

proper precautions were inoculated into other dogs, the result being

symptoms of poisoning identical with those of the control animals.

INIoreover, the presence of the unaltered venom was demonstrated by
chemical tests.

The conclusion seems justified that a washing out of the patient's

stomach ought to be part of the treatment of a case of snake bite.

This entire question seems a promising field for future investigation,

which we earnestly recommend to physiologists having the opportunity

and wishing to advance our knowledge of snake poison and its treat-

ment.
TREATMENT.

It is not for the present writer to recommend any one special treat-

ment of cases of snake-bite poisoning; but he is willing to state what
would seem to be a rational treattaeut, in view of our jiresent knowl-

edge of the subject. He will, however, confine himself to such cases as

may arise from poisoning by snakes occurring in this country only.

Evidently the first thing to ascertain is whether the case is really that

of a bite by a poisonous snake, ieaving here out of consideration the

opistlwglyphs, the bite of which probably is too rare and too insignificant

to need special mention. If consisting of one or of two isolated punc-

tures, the wound is almost certain to be caused by a poisonous bite, and
the distance between the two punctures will usually give a clew to the

size of the snake and consequently to the presumable degree of the

poisoning. If the snake or its head are secured, the identification may
be comparatively easy, as all our poisonous snakes, with the exception

of the JiJlaps, or harlequin snake, of the Southern and Southwestern

States, are readily recognized by the pit between the eye and the

nostril, as before stated (p. 365, fig. 9). The characters of the Elaps

have also been given in this work (p. 356, figs. 5, 7, 8), and no difficulty

should be found in making a correct identification. As will be plain

from what has been said above concerning the difterence in the action

of the crotalid and the elapid snakes, this distinction may be of some
importance in selecting the correct treatment.

In very severe acute cases, in which the venom has been injected

directly into the circulation, no matter by what kind of snake, the

chances for recovery are very slight indeed. The only chance in

such cases seems to be to stimulate the nervous centers as speedily

as possible, the best known means to this end being injection of large

doses of strychnine, if necessary, intravenously, until tetanic effects are

obtained and the patient roused from the coma which has probably

seized him. This result obtained, other systematic or local remedies, as

the case may require, can then be applied.
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A similar treatmeut also seems advisable iu such cases of slow poison-

ing* in wliicli the patient lias already reached a stage of collapse, or

coma, before assistance can bo rendered, provided not more than

twenty fonr hours have elapsed since the bite was ioflicted, in which

case injections of strychnine seem inapplicable.

If iu case of slow poisoning help can be administered very soon after

the infliction of the wouud and the venom has been localized by liga-

tures and uiininiized by incision of the wound, sucking, or, better, cup-

piug of the blood, the treatment next to be applied depends upon

whether the ottendiug snake is a Pit Viper (Crotalid)or an Ulaps, for if

it was a rattlesnake, a copperhead, or a water moccasin, atteution

should at once be directed to the local lesion, unless the state of the

patient imperatively demands an immediate stimulant, in which case

smaU doses of alcohol may be useful. Apparently the best treatment

of the local lesion is an 1 to 100 solution of chromic acid injected into

the incised wound, the punctures of the fangs, and into the surrounding

swelling, as quickly as the circumstances will allow, since the success

of this treatment depends upon the chemical reaching and destroying

the venom before it is absorbed into the circulation. Kneading of the

tissues surrounding the wound in order to bring the venom and chemi-

cal in close contact may be useful. If chromic acid is not at hand,

chloride of gold, permanganate of potassa, etc., may be substituted.

There does not seem to be any necessity for amputation in a case

where hj^podermic injection of any of these chemicals can be applied.

It can only be recommended in such extreme cases in which these

remedies are not to be had, and the danger great. But even in this

case the amputation must follow quickly or not at all.

The local lesion having been attended to, the general systemic treat-

ment may commence, as by this time the venom has probably already

entered the circulation, it being necessary occasionally to loosen the

ligatures for a moment to ijrevent mortification. Alcohol in small

doses and washing out of the stomach may now be in order, as well as

the administration of sudorific and diuretic remedies, preferably

extract of jaUorandi. Hypodermic injections of 15 to 20 minims of

liqu. strychni;e repeated every twenty minutes until slight tetanic

spasms appear, seem to be warranted. Constant watching for relapses

and attention to the local lesion will do the rest.

The acti(m of the venom of the elapid snakes being so much more

rapid and the local changes so insignificant as not to cause any great

alarm, the chances are that when the i^atient asks for help and treat-

ment the venom has already entered the circulation, and that attempt

to destroy any appreciable quantity of the poison in the wound would

be futile. However, whenever possible this should not be neglected.

The usual first treatment would nevertheless be general, viz, the

administration of stimulants, sudorifics and duiretics as instanced

above, since the danger from a quick paralysis of the nerve centers is

so much greater in these cases.

I
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It may be well to emphasize here, that in the case of children the

amount of the antidotal remedy to be administered must not be judged

by the age of the child, but by the amount of venom to be counter-

acted as well as by the character of the snake, and it is worth remem-
bering in this connection—besides the different action of the crotalid

and the elapid snakes—that the degree of danger chiefly depends upon

the size of the snake; that of our i^it vipers the rattlesnake is the most

dangerous, the copperhead less so, and the water moccasin the least

so, although in itself not to be trifled with.

As for the preliminary treatment before medical assistance can be

obtained or rational remedies applied, but little can be added to the

old methods employed. The fi.rst thing to be done is to tie a strong

ligature or two, a string or a handkerchief, between the wound and the

heart, whenever i)racticable ; next, cutting deeply into the punctures so

as to make the blood flow freely; sucking out of the blood from the

wound, a procedure perfectly harmless, unless the person doing it has

an open wound in the mouth; next, careful loosening of the ligature so

as to admit a small quantity of fresh blood to the ligated member in

order to prevent mortification; next, administration of a stimulant; if

at hand, small doses of an alcoholic liquor being given internally at fre-

quent intervals; if alcohol is not at hand, and a stimulant appears

imperative, a small dose of ammonia might be given, but only very

shortly after the bite, not on a later stage when it will certainly do

harm, at least in cases of poisoning by rattlesnake, copperhead, or

water moccasin; if the patient has to wait for the arrival of a doctor,

now is the time to try all reliable means to produce a i^rofuse perspi-

ration.

There may occasionally be such extreme cases in which amputation

and cauterization by heat or otherwise would be the only available

remedies, but as a rule such barbaric treatment need not be resorted

to, and in most cases wouhi probably be a cure worse than the disease.

There has been placed on the market several specially constructed

contrivances for use in cases of snake bite, to which I wish to call

attention.

A cupping instrument specially constructed for snake bite so as ta

be easily applicable to small surfaces or the extremities was made
several years ago by William Hume, instrument maker, Lothian street,,

street, Edinburgh, Scotland, at a iirice of 10s. (Sd.

In France, MM. Pelliot & Delon, 2G Rue du Koi-de-Sicile, Paris, at

the instance of Prof. Kaufmanu, have arranged a pocket case contain

ing hypodermic syringe, chemicals, directions for use, etc., for the local

treatment by chromic acid. Price, 6 francs.

Kaufmann's own directions for the injection of this fluid are as

follows

:

Two or three drops of an aqueous solution (1 to 100) of chromic

acid or permanganate of potash are injected with a Pravaz syringe

exactly into the jjuncture of each fang. It is necessary to let the
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liquid penetrate into the tissues to the same depth as the venom; the

injection must, therefore, be more or less deep according to the size of

the snake. To make absolutely sure, three or four more similar injec-

tions are made a little distance around the point bitten.

If, at the time of treatment, the swelling has already obtained a

certain size it may be necessary to make injections into various points

of the tumor. After the injections the part is pressed gently with the

hand so as to distribute the injected fluid in all directions and facili-

tate its mixture with the venom. Next, some punctures are made with

the point of a knife. Usually a rather large quantity of yellowish

serosity flows from the wound, mixed with a part of the injected fluid.

In order to facilitate this discharge the swelling should be kneeded

repeatedly with the hand. Then the surface should be washed with

the permanganate or the chromic solution, and a small piece of lint

soaked with one or the other of these liquids applied. If, after some

time, the swelling continues to grow, additional injections into the i)arts

must be made as well as punctures. With this treatment the tissues

preserve their vitalitj^; the skin does not turn black but remains red.

The microbes are destroyed by the injected agents, which act as anti-

septics as wgI\ as antidotes.

For the strychnine treatment the Australians have also constructed

a pocket case containing patent poison sucker, hypodermic syringe

with two needles, glass mortar and pestle, two tubes of strjxhnine

tabloids, and directions for use. The manufacturer is L. Bruck, 13

Castlereagh street, Sydney, and it sells for £1.

It seems as if a combination of these two cases wo«uld be the thing

for this country, and ought to be of great service not only to physicians

residing in those parts ot the States in which poisoning by snake bite

is not unusual, but also to such persons who.from their occupation are

particularly exposed to dangers of this kind.

PREVENTIVE INOCULATION—THE IMMUNITY OF SNAKES AGAINST

SNAKE VENOM.

It has been noticed from time to time by various experimenters that

animals which had recovered from snake-venom injections showed a

certain amount of resistance afterwards, so as to make then) useless

for future experiments. It naturally suggested itself to investigators

that by continued inoculation of small doses of the pure or modified

venom, immunity from the poison, even in otherwise fatal doses, might

finally be obtained.

Such a preventive inoculation, although of doubtful use in this

country, with its comparatively small number of fatalities from snake

bites, might be highly beneficial in India and Australia, or to travelers

or others in tropical countries, who might be specially exposed to such

dangers.

As early as 1887 Prof. Henry Sewall, of the University of Michigan,

I
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undertook and leported * npon a series of experiments with massa-

sauga venom on pigeons. Tlie conclusions drawn were that repeated

inocuhition with sublethal doses produced a continually increasing-

resistance toward tlie injurious eftects of the poison without apparent

influence on the general health of the animals. It was also shown,

however, that the efficiency of resistance against the venom gradually

fails in absence of fresh inoculation, although at least one of the

pigeons retained its immunity over an interval of five months.

There is another class of observations which have a certain bearing

on this question.

It has been long known, although occasionally doubted or contra-

dicted, that the poisonous snakes are proof against their own venom.

Big doses of snake venom have repeatedly been inoculated into the

bodies of the producers themselves absolutely without effect. The cur-

rent stories of "suicides" of rattlesnakes are easily explained, and in

none of the many cases reported is there any conclusive proof that

death resulted from a self-inflicted wound. It is also well known that

a number of the so-called harmless snakes remain unaffected whether
bitten by a venomous snake, or inoculated in the laboratory with enor-

mous doses.

Considerable light has very recently been thrown upon this curious

immunity, as well as the question of preventive inoculation, by the

studies and experiments of two French physiologists, C. Phisalix and
G. Bertrand, who are at the present moment, I believe, still engaged in

further work along the same lines. They have published a series of

articles in the Comptes Eendus of the French Academy of Sciences,

describing their experiments with the venom of the viper. Having pre-

viously found that the blood of the toad and the salamander contain the

same toxic principles they turned their attention to the viper. Guinea
pigs were injected with the blood of the viper and died within two hours

under the ordinary symptoms of Yiper-bite poisoning; tlie post mortem
examination gave the same result; and an examination of the poison in

the viper blood showed it to be insoluble in alcohol. Tlie authors con-

clude that there exists in the blood of the viper some agent similar to

the venom; that it is due to an internal secretion of the glands, and
that the presence of this toxic principle in the gland must be considered

as the true cause of the immunity of the vij^er from its own venom.

t

The next step was to examine the blood of some of the poison-proof

harmless snakes, the two French species of.Natrix being selected for

the purpose. Guinea pigs injected in a similar manner as in the

experiments with the viper blood .gave similar results—they died in two

* Experiments on the Preventive Inoculation of Rattlesnake Venom. Jour.

Physiol., Cambr., 1887, viii, pp. 203-210.

tToxicite du sang de la vipere {Viprra aspis, L. ). Comjit. Rend. Ac. So. Paris,

own, No. 26, Dec. 26, 1893, pp. 1099-1102. Extr. in Rev. Scientif. (4), i, No. 1, p.

23 (1894).
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hours with all tbe sj-mptoius of viper-bite poisoning. Having thus

determined that there exists in the blood of the Xatrix a poisonous agent

in at least as great a quantity as in the viper and that the immunity

of these snakes also is due to this cause, the question naturally arose

as to the origin of the venom in the " harmless" snakes—iu other words,

by which organs is the venom furnished to the blood. Successive inoc-

ulation of organic extracts of the principal intestines, liver, pancreas,

spleen, thymus, thyroid body, and salivary glands gave the result

that only those of the latter had any effect at all and that this effect

showed the characteristics of viper-venom poisoning. The natural

conclusion is that the presence of venom in the blood of the harmless

snakes is due to internal secretion of the salivary glands.*

The authors referred to had now reached the stage when they could

look around for a suitable attenuation of the venom in order to secure

a proper "vaccine," and they found that heat had this effect. Some of

the results obtained by them by heating are not new—for instance, that

boiling the viper venom for a few seconds affects it in such away as to

disassociate from it the local phenomena, the undestroyed portion left

being practically elapid, or cobra, poison. When the authors there-

fore heated a lethal dose of viper venom and, after cooling, inoculated

it into a guinea pig, they did practically nothing but inoculate the

animal with a much reduced, nonfatal dose of cobra venom. The result

of their experiments shows that this vaccination with the thus attenu-

ated venom results in a certain amount ot immunity, f

Naturally the authors next experimented with a view to ascertain

the effects of the blood of the animals thus vaccinated. The experi-

ments demonstrated the presence of the venom in the blood serum

after three days (21st to li4th of January), and that this blood serum

also possesses vaccinating properties. | Of course, the results having^

been published on February 12, sufficient time had not la|)sed to deter-

mine if the immunity thus obtained is lasting. The authors seem to

be hopeful of obtaining such modifications of the Wood as will enable

them to utilize it as a therapeutic agent. Experiments and time alone

will show.

It is but fair to add that Dr. Calmette claims priority for the dis-

covery of the ''serum" vaccine treatment. §

* Sur la presence de glaiules venimeuses chez les Couleuvres, et la toxicite du sang

de ces animaux. Compt. Reud. Ac. Sc. Paris, cxviii, No. 2, Jan. S, 1894, pp. 76-7fl.

t Attenuation du venin de la vipfere par la cbaleur et vaccination du cobaye contre

ce venin. Compt. Reud. Ac. Sc. Paris, cvm, No. 6, Feb. 5, 1894, pp. 288-291.

tSur la propriety antitoxique du sang des animaux vaccines contre le venin de la

vipfere. (Compt. Rend., Ac. Sc, Paris, cxviii, No. 7, Feb. 12, 1894, pp. 356-358.)

§ See Henry J. W. Dam. Inoculation against Snake Poison. Dr. Calmette's Experi-

ments at tbe Pasteur Institute, Paris. McClure's Magazine, in, October, 1894, pp.

460-468.
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EXTERMINATION OF POISONOUS SNAKES.

It can be stated as a general rule that our poisonous snakes are

decreasing rapidly in numbers, and that consequently the danger from

their bites is constantly diminishing. In many localities where rattle-

snakes were formerly numerous they have now become entirely exter-

minated, while in others they are extremely rare. The causes that

liave led to this are various, but the commonest cause is undoubtedly

the increasing cultivation of the country. In other places the decrease

in the number of the snakes can be traced directly to their being killed

off by the hog, an animal certainly not proof against the venom if it

enters the circulation, but usually well protected by its fat, which is in

most cases sufficiently thick to prevent the fangs of the serpent from

penetrating to the nnderlying tissues.

From other localities there is reported a similar decrease without it

having been possible to offer a satisfactory explanation. As a striking

illustration of this, I may cite the experience of an exploring party

under Dr. C. Hart ]Merriam, camping for several months at the base of

the San Francisco Mountain, Arizona, in 1889. The party consisted of

a number of naturalists, specialists in mammalogy, ornithology, herpe-

tology, and botany, who were busily engaged in studying the fauna

and tlora of that mountain for several months during the summer. Yet
not a single rattlesnake was collected or seen by the party in that

locality where twenty-five years previously Dr. E. Cones had collected

quite a series of them, belonging to several species, during a compara-

tively short stay, notwithstanding the fact that the character of the

country has apparently not changed in any essential particular. It

has not been brought under cultivation; there are no hogs running

about, only herds of cattle 5 no regular burning over of the ground
takes place; no special enemies could be discovered; a few people pass

occasionally through the district, and fewer still live there permanently.

On the other hand, there are instances on record of localities in which
certain species of poisonous snakes have actually increased. This may
occur in places, for instance, where the land was formerly burned over

regularly everj^ year, thus destroying the snakes in great numbers.

Dr. H. H. Behr* attributes the increase in the number of rattlesnakes

in some localities not far from San Francisco to the killing off of the

enemies of the snake, notably birds of prey and other snakes, and
probably correctly, while Mr. Hurter (Trans. Acad. St. Louis, vi, 1893,

11. 258) reports a similar increase in western Illinois as due to the new
stock law compelling swine to be penned up.

The poisonous snakes have a great many natural enemies which keep

them in check, but there does not seem to exist in this country any
animal which makes a specialty of the business and is particularly

' Proc. Calif., Acad. Sci. (2), i, 1888. pp. 94-99.

H. Mis. 184, pt. 2 31
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adapted for it, with the possible exception of some of the harmless

snakes. We have seen that the latter, at least a great many of tliem,

are poison-])roof, and thus have but little to fear from the bite, and it is

a well known fact that some of them are able to kill and eat a poisonous

snake at least eciualing- them in size. Amongthe most redoubted enemies

of the rattlesnake is quoted the common king snake or chain snake,

LampropeHis gctulus, and the remnants of poisonous snakes are often

found in the stomachs of other species.

This fact emphasizes the desirability of a correct discrimination

between the poisonous kinds and the harmless snakes. The former

ought to be killed and, if possible, exterminated wherever found; the

latter should not only be spared, but protected and their multiplication

encouraged, as they rank among the best friends of the farmer and the

gardener.

I do not know whether it has ever been tried anywhere in this

country to pay a bounty or a premium per head, or rattle, for the

extermination of the dangerous snakes, but it is occasionally suggested,

and may deserve a moment's reflection in this connection, notwithstand-

ing the fact that there are but few localities in North America in which

the really dangerous snakes are numerous enough to render even an

ex]>eriment with bounty desirable. It would be different, of course, if

the system should have i^roved to possess any merit or to have been

followed by success in countries where it has already been tried. A
brief mention of some of the more noteworthy attempts in this line will

show, however, that such has not been the case.

It has been tried and is still in vogue in India, where large sums are

paid annually for the purpose. But it does not seem to do much good,

except perhaps the moral effect in a country in which the dreaded

cobra* is considered sacred by a great portion of the poi)ulation. Even
in the little island of Martinique, it appears to have had but scant

effect in diuiinishing the number of the deadly '' ler-de-lance."t

Prof. Kaufmann, in his book so often referred to, on the other hand,

indorses the system as having been instrumental in diminishing the

number of vipers in France, and submits that if it has not always

given good results where it might be expected, the reason is solely that

the system has not been applied in a thorough manner, in other words,

that it has not been adopted over the whole country. In defense of

this he appends a table showing the number of vipers killed in three

" departments " (counties) since the beginning of the system. The
table is verj' interesting, but as the results are very similar in all three

( Haute-Saone, Doubs, Jura), I shall not weary the reader with more
columns of figures than those from the department of Haute Saone as

being most characteristic.

* For an illustration of this (laujjjerons snake see pi. 18.

t See i>l. 19.
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vipers diiriug the period following, unless it might be assumed that

the premium had already effected a diminution of the vipers as early

as 1807, which is, of course, barely jiossible. We would now be pre

pared for a constant decrease in the number of vipers killed yearly

from 1879 on, but on the contrary, in 1880 the figures jump to 15,000,

and with the exception of the years affected by the reduction of the

premium, the number of alleged vipers killed is steadily increasing,

until in 1880 it reaches the astounding number of 67,620!

At what rate must the vipers of Haute-Saone have been multiplying

since 1880! And this is what Prof. Kaufmaun considers a successful

system.

The conclusion seems irresistible that tlie functionaries paying the

bounty have either made false returns and pocketed the money, or else

that they have paid for every snake brought in whether poisonous or not.

The latter sup])osition Avould be the more disastrous one to the county,

because of the enormous number of useful species that must have

perished. One only wonders if a single snake is left in Haute-Saone.

But whichever of the two suppositions is the correct one, this case

corroborates only the experience which has been had everywhere that

bounties, as a rule, are failures where a nice discrimination has to be

made by the premium-paying functionary, and that it very often leads

to fraud both on the side of this otiticial and on that of the bounty

hunter.
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